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Chapter 1  

Introduction  

 This chapter contains an introduction to the (a) high energy materials (the studies 

in this thesis are mainly confined to secondary explosives) and their primary classification 

based on sensitivity (b) laboratory-based techniques for explosives detection with 

limitations (c) laser-based spectroscopic techniques for proximal as well as standoff 

detection and discrimination of explosives with emphasis on laser induced breakdown 

spectroscopy (LIBS) technique.  State-of-art of the LIBS technique in consort with its (i) 

history (ii) advantages and applications (iii) development of the nanosecond (ns) and 

femtosecond (fs) LIBS techniques and (iv) the mechanisms involved in fs/ns laser pulse 

interaction with matter are briefly explained. The potential of LIBS technique for 

analyzing and classifying explosives is deliberated through highlighting the significant 

results obtained by several research groups. Few important ns and fs LIBS studies (but 

not limited to) towards the detection and identification of energetic materials are 

summarized in a table.  The application of fs and ns LIBS towards explosive detection 

with several advancements such as filament induced breakdown spectroscopy (FIBS), 

nanoparticle enhanced LIBS (NE-LIBS) are presented. Finally, the motivation and 

chapter wise discussion are included at the end to provide an overview of the thesis work. 
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1.1 Introduction to high energy materials (HEMs) 

 High energy materials (HEMs) are those substances which release an enormous 

amount of energy in a very short time-span.  The energy release is usually in the form of 

light, heat, and sound when triggered appropriately. HEMs are broadly classified into 

explosives, propellants and pyrotechnics. The release of toxic gases in the explosion 

makes these substances hazardous for the environment as well as for living 

things.  Remarkable efforts have been devoted to improving the essential properties of 

explosives such as (a) increase in the stability (b) decrease in the sensitivity (c) high 

velocity of detonation (d) high density (e) increased detonation performance at reduced 

cost and preparing environmentally friendly compositions.   

1.1.1 Categorization of explosive materials 

 Explosives are categorized into high explosives and low explosives depending on 

the process of chemical explosion i.e. detonation or deflagration which they undergo 

while these explode [1]. Detonation of “high explosives” leads to severe damage as these 

possess high detonation properties (velocity of detonation ranges from 5,000 to 10,000 

ms-1). Propellants come under the category of low explosives where these materials 

release high pressure gases. The High explosives are further categorized in to primary and 

secondary explosives depending on their sensitivity to external stimuli such as heat, 

shock, impact, friction, etc. Primary explosives are extremely sensitive to a small amount 

of heat, shock and as well as a small mechanical friction (sometimes even a scratch). 

Consequently, these are not safe and are difficult to handle. These are used as boosters or 

initiators for detonating secondary explosives in the form of blasting caps and percussion 

caps. An example of primary explosives is lead azide [Pb (N3)]. Secondary explosives are 

relatively safe to handle and store since these are less sensitive to mechanical friction and 

heat relative to primary explosives. These explosives possess a high activation energy 

barrier and thus need more energy for their activation. RDX (1,3,5-Trinitroperhydro-

1,3,5-triazine, C3H6N6O6), TNT (2-Methyl-1,3,5-trinitrobenzene, C7H5N3O6 ), HMX 

(1,3,5,7-Tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocane, C4H8N8O8) and CL-20 (2,4,6,8,10,12-Hexanitro-

2,4,6,8,10,12-hexaazatetracyclododecane , C6H6N12O12) etc. are a few examples of 

secondary explosives. These are also considered as explosive fuels owing to the presence 

of oxygen within themselves. Explosive materials can also be categorized into military 
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explosives and civil explosives depending on their usage. Pyrotechnics (often indicated as 

commercial explosives) fall into the category of civil explosives and are used in mining 

and demolitions of buildings [1]. These materials undergo exothermic chemical reactions 

in which they produce smoke, gas, and sound, along with heat. 

1.2  Explosives detection 

Discrimination, labeling and identification of explosives/energetic materials 

within themselves as well as from non-explosive materials are of immediate concern to 

all for counterchecking their transport, disrupt the terrorist activities and safeguard the 

innocent civilians. Identification of energetic materials prior to any blast incident is 

concurrently important to evacuate the public places, minimize the causalities and 

mitigate the damage to the public in addition to private property [2]. Moreover, exploiting 

the capability of unrestricted chemicals such as urea (ammonium nitrate, NH4NO3), 

phenol (C6H6O) [precursor in synthesis of picric acid (2, 4, 6-Trinitrophenol, C6H3N3O7)] 

in the form of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and homemade explosives (HMEs) 

by anti-social elements is a major threat. Therefore, detection of the energetic materials 

used in manufacturing these devices is a difficult job owing to the availability of a variety 

of explosives and explosives precursors. 

1.2.1 Laboratory based explosive detection techniques 

There are several techniques in practice to identify the high energy materials [3,4]. 

Mokalled et al. [5] have reviewed various electronic/chemical sensors, optical and bio-

sensors for detection in the vapor phase and highlighted the advantages/disadvantages of 

each of these techniques. Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is generally used at the airports 

for screening explosives and hazardous chemicals [6]. Christopher et al. [7] have 

demonstrated the separation of 14 nitroaromatic and nitramine explosive compounds (1 

µg/ml) using capillary electro chromatography (CEC) technique, which is a derived 

technique between high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and capillary 

electrophoresis (CE). Trisha et al. [8] recently reported a molecular chemo-sensor for 

detection of RDX and PETN through enhanced fluorescence, whereas TNT was 

reportedly identified by fluorescence quenching as revealed by Goodpaster et al. [9]. 

Silver and gold nanoclusters, besides semiconducting metal-oxide nanocomposites, were 
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utilized in detection of explosive vapors [10,11]. Although these techniques are sensitive 

enough for detecting trace amounts of explosives (few parts per million (ppm; 1 µg/ml) to 

few parts per billion (ppb; 1 ng/ml) they are not feasible to detect all explosive molecules 

owing to inherent issues that are associated with the molecular structure, are specific to 

particular bond or moiety, vapor pressure and volatility of explosives. For example, it is 

established that the Chemiluminescence technique cannot identify the non-nitro 

explosives. Furthermore, by using combination of mass spectrometry and laser ionization 

techniques such as Time Of Flight Mass Spectrometry (TOFMS) [12], Low Temperature 

Plasma Ambient Ionization Mass Spectrometry (LTP-MS) [13] etc. were also developed 

for explosive detection. Nevertheless, these techniques either cannot provide real-time 

analysis or are time consuming and often involve intricate sample preparation. Moreover, 

in most of these cases, a direct or close contact with the explosive molecule is essential 

for identification. Consequently, the safety aspect of an operator as well as the device(s) 

is (are) at stake. Therefore, rapid detection of these dangerous substances from a safe 

distance either in remote mode or in standoff mode has gained serious consideration in 

recent years [14–17]. 

1.2.2 Laser-based spectroscopic techniques 

Over the past few decades, several laser-based spectroscopic techniques have been 

independently utilized for the identification and discrimination of explosives [15,16,18]. 

Raman spectroscopy, laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), Photoacoustic 

spectroscopy (PAS), terahertz spectroscopy (THz) are important among them. Over the 

years, these are subjected to several modifications (or improvisations) in terms of their 

photonic components, configurations and evolved as potential spectroscopic techniques 

for the detection of high energy materials in noncontact standoff (safe) mode, albeit, with 

certain limitations. Since, Raman signal is a weak signal, as the Raman cross-section is 

small with one in a million photon contributes to it, other techniques were derived from 

Raman spectroscopy technique to enhance its capabilities such as (a) Surface Enhanced 

Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) (b) Spatial Offset Raman Spectroscopy (SORS) etc. SERS 

utilizes the electromagnetic field strength enhancement in the presence of nanoparticles or 

nanostructures to detect explosives ranging from few micro-molar (µm) to femtomolar 

(fm) [19–22]. Eliasson et al. [23] showed the capability of  SORS for identification of 

concealed liquid explosives. The specificity of Raman spectroscopy technique towards 
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standoff detection of  HEMs at 50 m was demonstrated by Carter et al. [24] using a 

frequency doubled Nd: YAG laser. Portable and handheld Raman spectrometers have also 

demonstrated the capability of detecting explosives in trace amounts [25,26]. However, 

the lower sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy can decrease the system throughput and 

several acquisitions (which may take few minutes) are required to record a Raman 

spectrum with relatively a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [18]. LIBS technique 

provides rapid analytical information and has proven to be a versatile technique to detect, 

analyze and discriminate explosives in near-field [27–29] as well as in standoff mode. 

Portable and standoff LIBS systems with nanosecond pulsed lasers have been utilized for 

standoff analysis [30–34]. However, it has to rely on traces stuck to surface or 

fingerprints when detecting the concealed objects and cannot interact directly with the 

sample if it is concealed. Its potential for the detection of organic compounds, plastics and 

explosives is limited because LIBS spectra are not fingerprints of any explosive 

molecules. Nevertheless, they can be classified and labeled by using advanced 

chemometric algorithms and can be successfully labeled with minimum false alarms [35–

37]. Terahertz spectroscopy can be potentially employed for screening at airports as it can 

image hidden weapons [38] (metals reflect terahertz radiation) and objects concealed in 

wood case, wrapped in paper, and plastic cases as these are transparent to THz radiation. 

However, (a) greater attenuation of terahertz signal strength in the atmosphere due to the 

water absorption (b) unavailability of tunable THz radiation sources (c) further progress 

in developing sensitive receivers and various detection schemes limit the technique of 

THz spectroscopy to only near-field applications at the moment. Photoacoustic 

spectroscopy (PAS) also has been potentially employed for real-time recognition of 

explosophorous groups [39], detection of traces  of post-blast explosive and hazardous 

materials [40]. Improvisations in mid-infrared lasers and miniaturization of PAS 

instrumentation should be further studied for potentially employing in the detection of 

explosives [41]. Recently laser induced fluorescence (LIF) has been employed for the 

detection of explosives [42–45]. The long-range propagation of lasers (especially fs 

pulses in the form of filaments [46–48]) for remote or standoff detection of the explosives 

is a certain advantage for laser based techniques [34,49–52]. There has been mounting 

interest in combining the selectivity (or specificity) of Raman spectroscopy and 

sensitivity of LIBS to design a hybrid Raman-LIBS spectrum owing to (i) the 

employment of high-intensity laser beams (ii) a single laser source can produce both 
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scattering spectrum and the atomic emission spectrum (iii) the same spectral resolution 

(approximately) required by the two techniques implying the usage of same spectrographs 

of comparable performance [18,53]. Nevertheless, there exist several challenges for laser-

based optical techniques that must overcome for the successful detection of hazardous 

materials such as (a) identification of explosive and non-explosive overcoming interfering 

effects (b) quantitative identification of explosives and precursors (c) nature and 

availability of traces subjected to environmental conditions (d) eliminating erroneous 

signal from the background  (e) creation of a library etc.[54–56].  

1.3 Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) 

1.3.1 Introduction to LIBS 

Light-matter interaction has been an interesting area of research since the beginning 

of the 20th century where several paramount theories and experiments including the 

photoelectric effect, Raman effect, etc. were discovered. The invention of coherent light 

sources (i.e. lasers), through the principle of Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission 

of Radiation (LASER) and their applications in various fields, has motivated several 

researchers for performing further investigations. Simultaneously, development of fast 

and ultrafast lasers has also paved the way to understand the light matter interaction at 

molecular, atomic as well as sub-atomic levels which mainly depends on the ablation 

dynamics. Lasers have now become quintessential for several analytical and 

spectroscopic applications. Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a 

spectroscopic technique which utilizes the plasma emissions resulted in laser-matter 

interaction or from laser ablation of a sample for elemental analysis and was immediately 

developed after the invention of the laser in 1960.  Runge et al. [57] were first ever 

reported the utilization of laser pulse for spectrochemical analysis of metals, where a 

qualitative elemental analysis was carried out. Radziemski et al. [58] have reviewed the 

historical development and the significant progress achieved in the LIBS technique. 

Similarly, Baudelet et al. [59] have comprehended the initial years of LIBS and the 

advancements since the early 1960’s. Over the years, LIBS has evolved as a potential 

technique to study various materials such as organic compounds, metals, as well for 

geological samples, environmental and cultural heritage sites. In the beginning of 21st 

century miniaturized, compact and portable LIBS setups were designed with a potential 
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of analyzing various materials. Cremers et al. [32] and Laserna et al. [60] proposed man-

portable LIBS (MP-LIBS) systems for analyzing soil, chemical and hazardous materials. 

Evolution of the LIBS technique from lab-based setup into a field instrument has been 

summarized by Yu et al. [61] and Sensi et al. [33]. Portable LIBS setups are 

commercially available in markets. Listed below are the few web links of such devices. 

(a) http://www.rigaku.com/en/products/libs/katana [62] 

(b) http://sciaps.com/sciaps-introduces-the-z-a-high-performance-handheld-libs-

analyzer/ [63]  

(c) http://tsi.com/chemlite-portable-libs-metal-analyzer/ [64] 

(d) http://castingssa.com/oxford-instruments-launches-vulcan-handheld-metals-

analyser/ [65] 

(e) https://hha.hitachi-hightech.com/en/product-range/products/handheld-xrf-libs-

analysers/handheld-libs-analysers [66] 

Furthermore, due to the development in field-deployable instrumentation, LIBS technique 

has been utilized to analyze the remote samples including aerosols, molten materials, and 

explosive residues [30,67,68].  However, to date, ns LIBS technique has been utilized to 

its full potential due to the availability of a wide range of compact ns lasers at affordable 

prices.  There has been a rapid growth, over the last decade, in studies employing fs LIBS 

technique for both proximal and remote/standoff applications due to several advantages 

associated with fs pulses [46,69,70]. 

1.3.2 LIBS advantages and applications 

LIBS technique offers in-situ multi-elemental analysis in a single shot. LIBS is 

also known for its robust analysis, simple setup and doesn’t mandate sample preparation. 

Ideally, a sample in any state i.e. solid, liquid or gaseous state can be investigated by this 

technique [71,72]. In-situ analysis and minimal damage occurred on the sample made 

LIBS suitable for the use in investigating archeological sites and cultural heritage 

(utensils, coins and old paintings) [73]. The potential for qualitative and quantitative 

analysis of LIBS made it used in analyzing rocks, alloys and concentrating ores, etc. [74–

76] LIBS has also been used in investigating contaminants in food, water, fertilizers, soil 

analysis, pharmaceutical tablets and for biomedical applications [77,78]. Furthermore, 

LIBS is a potential technique for underwater, space exploration missions [79,80], standoff 

http://www.rigaku.com/en/products/libs/katana
http://sciaps.com/sciaps-introduces-the-z-a-high-performance-handheld-libs-analyzer/
http://sciaps.com/sciaps-introduces-the-z-a-high-performance-handheld-libs-analyzer/
http://tsi.com/chemlite-portable-libs-metal-analyzer/
http://castingssa.com/oxford-instruments-launches-vulcan-handheld-metals-analyser/
http://castingssa.com/oxford-instruments-launches-vulcan-handheld-metals-analyser/
https://hha.hitachi-hightech.com/en/product-range/products/handheld-xrf-libs-analysers/handheld-libs-analysers
https://hha.hitachi-hightech.com/en/product-range/products/handheld-xrf-libs-analysers/handheld-libs-analysers
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and remote detection of explosives [81–83]. LIBS technique is also used for isotopic 

analysis [84], identification and discrimination of polymers [85] and differentiating 

isomers [86].  

1.3.3 Generation of LIP and various factors affecting LIP 

LIBS technique involves the focusing an intense laser pulse (nanosecond, 

picosecond or femtosecond) on to the target, which vaporizes and ionizes the mass in the 

focal region and produces a highly dense laser induced plasma (LIP) comprising atoms, 

ions, electrons and nano-clusters. The optical emissions released from atoms and ions 

present in the plasma are utilized for several analytical and spectroscopic studies such as 

in LIBS technique. Thus, the composition of material is studied by diagnosing these 

plasma emissions using a spectrograph attached with detector [87]. The process of laser 

ablation i.e. the process of removal of material upon interaction of laser pulses with 

matter is not yet completely understood. Besides, the production and evolution of LIPs 

depend on several factors such as laser parameters (wavelength, pulse duration and 

fluence), material properties (state, hardness, conductivity and etc.), pulse focusing 

conditions, ambient gas properties (conductivity, reactivity and density etc.) and the 

ambiance pressure surrounding the plasma [88,89]. Coupling of laser energy with the 

targets is more efficient at lower wavelengths. Cabalin et al. [90] investigated the 

saturation fluence of metals using visible and infrared laser radiations and reported that 

saturation fluence is quickly achieved at lower wavelengths. Increase in the fluence 

beyond the saturation fluence doesn’t lead to increase in emission intensity. The 

numerous reactions that simultaneously occur between plasma constituents as well as 

those involving plasma and ambient particles make their understanding critical.  Plasma 

diagnostics and time of flight measurements provide an insight of plasma expansion and 

evolution for optimizing various applications of ultrafast laser ablation such as 

nanoparticle generation, pulsed laser depositing, etc. [91,92].  The properties and 

mechanisms involved in ablation with femtosecond and nanosecond pulses are discussed 

in subsequent sections.  
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1.3.4 Timescales of fs and ns ablation 

 

Figure 1.1 Time scales of ns and fs pulse energy absorption and ablation along with various processes 

happening during and after the laser pulse interaction. (Figure adopted from the Harilal et al. Laser-Induced 

Breakdown Spectroscopy, Springer. 2014, pp.143-166 [93]). 

LIP generated with ns and fs pulses have different characteristics due to the 

different ablation mechanisms associated with them as illustrated in figure 1.1. Figure 

1.2 demonstrates the various steps in the fs ablation. Various mechanisms dominate in the 

process of ablation i.e. impact ionization, avalanche ionization, Coulomb explosion 

dominate in metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics depending on the availability of free 

electrons. However, these mechanisms are intensity dependent as well. As an example, 

Coulomb explosion is generally observed at high intensities of ~1019 Wcm-2 for metals, 

whereas for semiconductors at high intensities >1014 Wcm-2 is still debated. Smaller sized 

crater formation with reduced thermal effects (negligible heat transfer from the irradiated 

area), the absence of plasma shielding, low ablation threshold, absence of laser-plasma 

interaction and minimal plasma air interaction, low continuum, low plasma temperature 
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are advantages in fs ablation. The favoring of molecular fragments at ablation thresholds 

makes them more feasible for analyzing organic materials [94]. In the case of ablation 

with ns pulses, plasma shielding exists and the high temperature of the plasma obtained is 

due to the reheating of plasma with the trailing pulses. As a result, atomic emissions 

dominate over molecular emissions in ns plasma. However, at later times (after few µs) 

molecular emissions can be seen due to the recombination of ions and atoms [95]. 

 

Figure 1.2 Various processes involved in the fs ablation and plasma formation mechanism.  Figure is 

adopted from  T. A. Labutin et al. [96] J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2016, 31, 90-118. τeq is the equilibrium time.
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1.4 LIBS for explosive detection  

In general, LIBS spectra of explosives and other common organic materials 

including plastics looks similar (apart from transitions of any inorganic impurities) with 

predominant CN, C2 molecular emission bands as they have similar constituents of C, H, 

N and O [97,98]. The generation of molecular fragments enhanced the possibilities of the 

LIBS technique for the study of various organic materials including explosives. Several 

researchers studied the (i) formation of CN and C2 species in different ways in various 

organic materials and explosives using fs/ns LIBS technique (ii) correlation between 

these emissions and their molecular structures and (c) developed several multivariate 

techniques in order to identify or discriminate them. Figure 1.3 illustrates the various 

possible fragmentation process of molecule with A, B, C, D elements in the process of 

laser ablation. 

 

Figure 1.3 A theoretical molecular solid with an A–B–C–D directional bonding framework towards the 

production of the molecular radicals. [Image adopted from Serrano et. al [99] Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 

2016, 18, 2398-2408] 
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Grégoire et al. [100] studied the correlation between CN and C2 emissions with 

native bonds present in polymeric materials using time resolved imaging.. Mousavi et al. 

[101] and Bravo et al. [102] had  investigated the influence of molecular structure on CN 

and C2 emissions for different organic materials with varying %C-C and %C=C linkages. 

Dong et al. [103] have experimentally studied the molecular emissions of solid materials 

containing C and N.  Delgado et al. [104,105] had investigated several possible 

fragmentation pathways in organic explosives under controlled atmosphere with different 

background gases and at different laser fluence. Glaus et al. [106] have identified the 

isotopic-labelled C2 peaks 12C2, 
12C13C and 13C2 observed in isotopic formic acid. Few 

researchers have utilized table-top fs LIBS setups to study HEMs [107] as well as organic 

samples [108].  Rao et al. [109] have investigated  the influence of varying nitro groups 

among nitropyrazoles on molecular emissions with fs excitation different atmospheres 

(air, argon, and nitrogen).  Rao et al. [110] have further investigated the role of position 

and number of substituents on ring fragmentation pathways in nitroimidazoles using both 

fs and ns ablation schemes and correlated intensity ratios of molecular and atomic species 

between with molecular structure. Sreedhar et al. [26, 110] have investigated molecular 

formation dynamics of CN and C2 in RDX, NTO, and TNT with both fs and ns 

excitations in different ambient gases (air, argon and nitrogen).  Serrano et al. [108] have 

investigated the formation pathways of CH, NH, and OH diatomic radicals in fs plasmas 

of deuterated isotopologues of urea, terephthalic acid, and anthracene. As the LIBS 

spectra of pure HEMs look similar with predominant CN, C2 molecular emission bands, it 

is hard to identify them by just looking at the spectra itself. Simple ratiometric analysis 

(comparing intensity ratios with stoichiometric ratios) of the LIBS data cannot 

discriminate the materials/compounds completely. Thus, several multivariate statistical 

analysis techniques (supervised and unsupervised) such as principal component analysis 

(PCA), k-nearest-neighborhood (k-NN) [111], partial least squares discriminate analysis 

(PLS-DA), soft independent modelling class analogy (SIMCA), artificial neural networks 

(ANN) etc. have been used in tandem with fs/ns LIBS data to achieve discrimination 

[112–114]. Gottfried et al. [35] successfully demonstrated the classification of explosive 

residues using PLS-DA in standoff mode with enhanced discrimination. Standoff 

experiments are executed for robust identification and discrimination of distant samples 

(where persons or instruments cannot be used directly). LIBS is one such potential 

technique where the laser pulses can be focused onto a distant target and the constituents 
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can be analyzed. Nanosecond pulses have been explored not only to detect explosives but 

also for analyzing aerosols [37], in-situ monitoring of molten materials [115–117], 

atmospheric sensing, exploring ores, minerals, and heavy metals [118] at standoff 

distances. The major challenge in correct identification of explosives is the presence of 

common elements (C, N, O, and H) in all these materials, which are also present in the 

atmosphere and invariably on-filed detection needs to be performed in open atmosphere. 

Two groups led by Prof. J. J. Laserna [30,68,119,120] and Prof. A.W. Miziolek 

[32,35,121] have performed remarkable experiments and discussed several issues in 

detecting trace amounts of explosives on various organic and inorganic substrates, such as 

interference from background, interference from other organic substances including 

utilization of various algorithms for classification/identification in standoff configurations 

and also proposed future prospects [122]. Recent studies by Laserna et al. [123] revealed 

that atmospheric turbulence can affect the divergence and focusing of ns beam leading to 

beam wandering and reduction in irradiance delivered at remote locations. Though long-

range propagation of high peak power fs laser pulses has been demonstrated successfully 

[46,47,124], Jin et al. [69] have reported the irregular intensity distribution of fs filaments 

after travelling 20 m in the air (500 GW power, τ=60 fs, beam diameter 30 mm). 

However, the same authors have concluded that fs filamentation can be controlled by 

adjusting the beam divergence and laser power. Likewise, Fisher et al. [125] showed that 

onset of filamentation of fs pulses can be controlled by the use of a vortex phase plate 

element.  Chin et al. [126] demonstrated the elongation of plasma channel generated by 

temporally shaped fs pulses. Therefore, detailed studies [127–129] on the types and 

properties of fs filaments (in terms of stability and repeatability) towards remote detection 

is interesting as well as challenging to develop an efficient technique for standoff trace 

analysis of any material. However, only a few reports are available on the utilization of fs 

pulses for remote or standoff applications [124,130–132]. Table 1.1 lists out some of the 

important LIBS studies on detection and identification of explosives performed using 

ns/fs pulses. In the standoff measurements, characteristics of the detector as well as 

collection optics (size, transmission and reflection range) also play a crucial role. 

Construction and improvisation of telescopes [133–135], miniaturized spatial heterodyne 

spectrometers with a wide field of view [136], development of algorithms for rigorous for 

analyzing ICCD images [137] are further contributing to the potential of LIBS for 

standoff applications. 
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Table 1-1 Summary of various works reported in literature towards the investigation of various explosives in near and standoff mode using ns/fs 

LIBS techniques. 

Experimental details Technique Material Significant results Ref 

Nanosecond LIBS for explosive detection in proximal and standoff mode 

 
Double pulse LIBS, Two Nd:YAG 

lasers (Continuum Surelite) 

Proximal ns LIBS in 

Argon and DP-LIBS in 

air (< 1 m)  

Residues of RDX, Comp-B 

(consisting of TNT, RDX and wax in 

36%, 63% and 1 % respectively), 

diesel fuel on Aluminum target. 

Improved explosive 

discrimination using DP-

LIBS to reduce the air 

entrained in plasma 

[31] 

InnoLas nanosecond Nd :YAG laser 

(532 nm, ~7 ns, 10 Hz repetition rate) 

Proximal Ns LIBS Ammonium Nitrate and Ammonium 

Perchlorate 

Stoichiometric and 

ratiometric analysis 
[138] 

InnoLas Nd :YAG laser (second 

harmonic wavelength 532 nm, ~7 ns, 10 

Hz) Gated spectrometer (Mechelle 

5000), Non-gated spectrometer (Maya 

2000) 

Gated & non-gated Ns 

LIBS  

AP; Ammonium perchlorate 

(NH4ClO4),  

BPN; Boron potassium nitrate 

(BKNO3),  

AN; Ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) 

Comparison and evolution 

of stoichiometric ratios 

gated LIBS and non-gated 

LIBS  

[139] 

InnoLas SpitLight 1200 Nd :YAG laser 

(532 nm, ~7 ns, 10 Hz repetition rate)  

Gated spectrometer (Mechelle 5000) 

Ns LIBS Ammonium perchlorate, Ammonium 

Nitrate, Boron potassium nitrate 

Ratiometric 1D, 2D and 

3D models  
[140] 

Two Nd: YAG lasers (Ultra Big Sky  

and Big Sky CFR200) providing 

different pulse energies 

Proximal LIBS (and) 

Man Portable LIBS 

system 

Chemical and biological nerve 

agents 

First man portable (MP-

LIBS) system proposed by 

Army Research 

Laboratory, (ARL), USA. 

[32] 

SpitLight 1200, InnoLas Laser GmbH, 

Germany (1.2 J @1064 nm, 10 Hz), 

non-gated Czerny-Turner spectrometer 

(MAYA 2000, Ocean Optics, USA) 

 

Proximal LIBS (ns) Isomers of pyrazoles (1-Nitro-

Pyrazole, 3-Nitro-1H-Pyrazole, 4-

Nitro-1H-Pyrazole) 

Classification through 

ANN and PCA 

 

 

[86] 
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Quantel Brilliant Twins laser (1064 nm, 

10 Hz repetition rate, 335 mJ per pulse, 

~5 ns pulse duration), UV-coated 

Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope (SCT) by 

Meade (LX200GPS), DP-ST-LIBS 

system 

Double pulse standoff 

LIBS (ST-LIBS) at 20 

m (ns) 

 Various metallic and plastic 

materials, bulk explosives  and their 

residues (RDX, Composition-B), 

biological species (anthrax surrogate 

Bacillus subtilis), and chemical 

warfare simulants, nerve agents 

Classification of 

fingerprint residues of 

RDX, oil, on aluminum 

using PCA 

[141] 

 Twin Nd: YAG laser system (Quantel 

Brilliant), 1064 nm, 10 Hz, 335 mJ 

pulse, ~5 ns pulse width) capable of 

generating double pulses in collinear 

configuration, designed for 30m 

operation 

Standoff DP-LIBS (ns) Explosive residues on Al, Arizona 

road dust, oil residue 

Multivariate analysis; class 

assigning by PLS-DA 

model 

[35] 

Quantel Brilliant Twins, a twin laser 

source operating at 1064 nm, 10 Hz, 

335 mJ pulse, 5 ns pulse width, which 

can provide collinear double pulses,  

Double pulse technique 

for standoff laser-

induced breakdown 

spectroscopy (STLIBS) 

and PLS-DA 

Bacillus subtilis (BG) and ovalbumin 

as alternatives for  biological warfare 

agents  

 

(2% false negatives, 0% 

false positives) (0% false 

negatives, 1% false 

positives) 

[82] 

 

Quantel Brilliant Twins, 1064 nm, 10 

Hz, 335 mJ per pulse, ~5 ns) provide a 

collinear doublepulse generator,  

Double pulse LIBS at 

25 m in standoff 

configuration, PLS-DA 

different models 

RDX residue, oil residue, Arizona 

dust residue on plastic, wood, 

cardboard, etc. 

Individual PLS-DA 

models performed. 
[121] 

 

Quantel Briliant Q-switched Nd:YAG 

laser operating at 1064 nm, 350 mJ, 20 

Hz) 

Single pulse ns ST-

LIBS setup. Algorithm 

based on the peak 

intensity ratios used 

Classification between organic 

samples and inorganic samples 

including explosives 

Decision making strategy 

for stand-off LIB spectral 

analysis of energetic 

materials. 

[30] 

Two Q-Switched Nd:YAG lasers 

(Brilliant B, Quantel, ~5 ns, 800 mJ, 10 

Hz),  

ns DP-LIBS for 

standoff experiments at 

30 m 

Detection of organic explosives and 

inorganic explosives behind a variety 

of transparent glasses 

 

Mimicking conditions of 

detecting explosives in the 

vehicles, in the industrial 

warehouses and inside the 

buildings 

[142] 
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Quantel Brilliant Twins Q-switched Nd: 

YAG laser (532 nm, 10 Hz, 355 

mJ/pulse, ~5 ns pulse width) 

Raman-LIBS 

integration 

DNT /TNT, NaClO3/KClO3  DNT/ 

Nylon , NaClO3 /NaCl 

Enhanced discrimination 

of explosives by 

combining the Raman and 

LIBS response emanated 

from the samples 

[143] 

Double pulse nanosecond Nd:YAG 

laser system (10 Hz, 850 mJ/pulse, 5.5 

ns pulse duration) 

ns DP-LIBS for 

standoff 

Chloratite, TNT, PETN, DNT, and 

RDX residues on Al and glass 

substrates. 

Imaging of explosives 

obtained from human 

fingerprints 

 

 

[120] 

Q-switched Nd:YAG twins laser system 

operating at 1064 nm (10 Hz,850 mJ 

pulse−1, 5.5 ns pulse width) 

Ns Standoff LIBS,  Nanosecond standoff LIBS spectra 

of RDX and fuel oil residues at 30-

50 m. 

Employing supervised 

learning methods for 

superior classification 

[144] 

Femtosecond LIBS for explosive detection 
 

Ti:Sapphire amplifier system (Coherent, 

Hidra-25), and Nd:YAG laser system 

(Big Sky, CFR400)  

Ns and fs proximal 

LIBS,  

Investigations on explosives in bulk 

(RDX, C-4, and Composition-B) and 

investigation of RDX residue on 

aluminum substrate  

Fs pulses should be 

operated at very low 

fluence for the realization 

of advantages associated 

with fs pulses towards 

investigating energetic 

molecules 

[107] 

Legend Ti: Sapphire fs amplifier (2W, 

Coherent Co.) 

Near fs LIBS Fs LIBS spectra of energetic 

materials such as NTO, RDX, and 

HMX in argon, air and nitrogen with 

increasing percentage of nitrogen  

Influence on formation and 

evolution of CN and C2 

species was investigated. 

No classification studies. 

[27] 

Legend Ti: Sapphire fs amplifier (2W, 

Coherent Co.) 

Proximal LIBS (fs) A set of nitropyrazoles with different 

number of nitro groups  

CN and C2 molecular 

emissions correlation with 

[109] 
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the number of nitro groups 

present in the molecules 

(No clustering) 

 

Ti:Sapphire fs amplifier and ns laser 

systems (∼1.2 J @1064 nm, 10 Hz) 

Proximal LIBS, and 

time-resolved studies 

A set of nitroimidazoles varying with 

number of nitro groups 

 

No classification 

 

[110] 

Legend Ti:Sapphire fs amplifier (2W, 

Coherent Co.),INNOLAS ns laser (1.2 J 

@1064 nm, 10 Hz) 

Near LIBS, time-

resolved studies 

ns and fs LIBS spectra of NTO, 

RDX, and HMX in ambient 

atmosphere 

No discrimination or 

classification 

[145] 

Legend Ti: Sapphire fs amplifier (2W, 

Coherent Co.) 

Fs LIBS in argon 

ambiance 

ANTA, DADNE, HMX, NTO, and 

RDX using fs pulses in argon 

atmosphere 

Classification with 

intensity ratios and kNN 

technique 

[111] 

Remote filament induced breakdown 

spectroscopy 

Fs filament LIBS Chemical and biological agents, 

barley, corn and wheat grains, 

Aluminum (50 m away) 

No classification 

 

 

[131] 

Ti:sapphire laser with a chirped pulse 

amplifier system, Q-switched Nd: 

YVO4 laser 

Remote UV-filament 

LIBS (fs) 

DNT residue and remote LIBS of 

DNT and AP using both UV and IR 

filament on Al and Cu targets. 

Repeatable spectral 

signature for explosive 

compounds regardless of 

the underlying substrate 

was recorded in contrast to 

IR filament (No 

classification) 

[146] 

Nanosecond and femtosecond LIBS Filament libs Al, Brass (30 m), Military grade 

TNT 

No classification 

 

[147] 

Remote fs filament libs (2 m focusing 

and 12 m collection) 

Femtosecond filaments Copper, graphite and organic sample No classification [148] 
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1.5 Overview of the Thesis 

1.5.1 Motivation 

LIBS is one of the potential spectroscopic techniques to identify and classify hazardous 

substances such as explosives at standoff distances where the data collection system and 

the operator are at safe distances from the proximity of analysis zone. To date, 

nanosecond (ns) pulses have been extensively used for remote or standoff (ST) analysis 

of various materials including explosive residues up to ∼100 m. Despite several 

advantages of femtosecond ablation i.e. (a) minimal air breakdown at the focal zone (b) 

the absence of reheating of plasma (c) narrow expansion of plasma plume thus 

minimizing the interaction with ambiance and (d) the propagation of fs pulses in the form 

of filaments delivering high intensities at remote locations, the fs pulses have not been 

exploited up to the potential for standoff detection and discrimination of explosives. The 

motivation for this thesis is to comprehend or elucidate the advantages of fs pulses and fs 

filaments for investigating high energy materials in proximal and standoff mode 

respectively. Various energetic materials such as nitroimidazoles, nitropyrazoles, and 

triazole derivatives were investigated in this thesis work in various configurations with 

both fs and ns pulses or with fs pulses only (ST mode). For realizing this, the LIBS 

experiments were performed with both fs and ns pulse excitation in order to critically 

understand the (i) various formation routes of molecular species (CN, C2, and NH) in LIP 

(ii) to understand the effect of functional groups and their position (para or ortho) in the 

molecule on LIBS spectral signatures (iii) understand the significance of molecular 

structure (e.g. # of nitro groups, # of single/double bonds) on the observed LIBS 

signatures by correlation studies which helps in discriminating studies (iv) correlation of 

detonation parameters of the high energy materials with LIBS spectral signatures. Such 

correlation studies could be helpful in discriminating the high energy materials. Since fs 

filaments possess the ability to deliver high intensities at remote locations, demonstration 

of investigation of high energy materials using fs ST-FIBS (standoff filament induced 

breakdown spectroscopy) technique is the second challenge. Thus, in view of this, an fs 

laser-based standoff system for sensing explosive molecules up to ~6.5 m (constrained by 

lab dimensions) is developed. Furthermore, nanoparticle enhanced LIBS (NE-LIBS) 

technique was also utilized for detection of explosive traces in standoff mode by 

achieving the enhancements. 
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1.5.2 Chapter wise summary 

This thesis includes 6 chapters and the content is organized as follows:  

Chapter 2 (Experimental details) contains of a summary of the experimental 

details and the theoretical concepts of LIBS technique with ns and fs laser pulses. The 

laser sources, spectrograph, and the detectors employed in carrying out LIBS experiments 

are briefly described in this chapter. The generation of fs pulses through Kerr lens mode 

locking and their amplification using chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technique are 

discussed. The pulse width of the amplifier output was measured using intensity 

autocorrelation technique. The method of acquiring a LIBS spectrum is clearly explained 

with a timing diagram. As part of initial LIBS studies the ns laser produced plasma of 

lead nitrate [Pb (NO3)2] was studied in air and the plasma parameters viz., electron 

density (ne) and plasma temperature  (T) were calculated. 

 Chapter 3 (Fs and ns LIBS studies of triazole derivatives) summarizes the 

results obtained from fs and ns LIBS studies of a set of six novel energetic triazole-

substituted nitroarene derivatives. The examined molecules are functional and structural 

isomers of triazole-substituted nitroarene derivatives and have methyl (CH3), methoxy 

(OCH3), and amino (NH2) groups in ortho and para positions. These studies were aimed 

to understand the (a) influence of different functional groups and their positions, (b) effect 

of pulse duration (c) effect of ambiance gas (air, argon) on the LIBS emission. However, 

in the case of fs pulses, experiment was not performed in argon due to lack of sample. 

The influence of functional groups and their position on CN and C2 emissions is 

explained through the CN/C2 ratio i.e. atomization-to-the-fragmentation ratio. The various 

formation pathways for CN and C2 in LIBS plasma are discussed and their feasibility was 

explained with a thermodynamics approach. CN and C2 vibrational temperatures from 

fs/ns LIBS spectra were calculated using NMT algorithm. CN and C2 emission intensities 

were correlated with bond percentages %C–C+%C=C, %C-N+%C=N, and %O using the 

fs and ns LIBS data recorded in air and argon atmospheres. Moreover, the 

energetic/detonation parameters of these materials namely oxygen balance, velocity of 

detonation, detonation pressure and chemical energy of detonation were found to 

correlate well with the (CN + C2)/ (C + H + N + O) ratio. Principal component analysis 
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(PCA) was discussed with a briefly and later utilized to successfully discriminate the 

triazole derivatives investigated with fs and ns LIBS techniques. 

Chapter 4 (Fs ST-FIBS Studies of metals, bimetallic targets and HEMs) 

concise the results obtained obtained from development of a standoff femtosecond 

filament induced breakdown spectroscopy technique (fs ST-FIBS) based system (~6.5 

m/~8 m) for the investigation of high energy materials (HEMs) is presented. Along with 

HEMs (nitroimidazoles and nitropyrazoles including the standard explosive molecules 

such as RDX, HMX, and TNT) several other materials including metals, bimetallic 

targets, and geological rocks were qualitatively investigated in the same experimental 

configuration. The fs LIBS experiments were carried out in three different configurations 

i.e. (i) ST-FIBS1 (up to 2 m), (ii) Remote-LIBS (10 cm/ ~8.5 cm) and (iii) ST-FIBS2 

(~6.5 cm/ ~8 m) with the last system being superior of all the configurations. ME-OPT-

0007 (M/s ANDOR) collection optics (first configuration) and Schmidt-

Cassegrain Telescope [(SCT), in second and third configurations] were utilized to collect 

the plasma emissions. The experiments in first two configurations were primarily aimed 

at investigating the various aspects influencing the LIBS signal strength from standoff 

distances such as fluence, collection system efficiency, filament generation conditions 

etc. The difference between ablation with tightly focused fs pulses and fs filaments is 

elucidated by comparing the R-LIBS and ST-FIBS2 results of Al target. Principal 

component analysis (PCA) was potentially utilized in tandem with fs LIBS/FIBS data to 

discriminate/cluster the materials investigated in all the three configurations. 

Chapter 5 (NELIBS studies towards trace detection of HEMs) comprises of 

initial results obtained from NELIBS studies using fs pulses. There are various techniques 

employed to enhance the LIBS signal such as double pulse LIBS, magnetic field 

confinement, etc. NELIBS is one such technique, where LIBS intensity of analyte or 

target is enhanced in the presence of nanoparticles. We have performed initial NELIBS 

studies with Ag NPs on copper target and two-fold enhancement of copper signal was 

achieved. Simultaneously, two-fold enhancement of explosives was also achieved in table 

top setup (nitroamino (NHNO2) substituted aryl-tetrazole, C7H4N8O6) as well as in ST 

mode (TNT pellet, 150 mg). Finally, this technique was utilized to demonstrate trace 

detection of HEMs (Cl-20; 1 mg over an area of 1 cm2 on Brass), through obtaining 

enhancement in CN band in the presence of standard Ag NPs (M/s nanoComposix, 
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U.S.A). Thus, the obtained results open up new avenues for LIBS technique in trace 

explosive detection.  

Chapter 6 (Conclusions and future scope) comprehend the conclusions derived 

from this thesis work.  Conclusions from (a) proximal fs/ns LIBS studies of energetic 

triazole derivatives (in different atmospheres) (b) fs standoff filament induced breakdown 

spectroscopic (fs ST-FIBS) studies in various configurations viz., ST-FIBS1 (up to ~2 m), 

R-LIBS (10 cm/ ~8.5 m), ST-FIBS2 (~6.5 m/ ~8 m) of various materials viz., metals and 

alloys (M&A), bimetallic targets, and energetic molecules (RDX, TNT, HMX, and 

nitroimidazoles) (c) nanoparticle enhanced LIBS (NELIBS) studies in proximal as well as 

standoff mode are summarized. Future scope of the present works includes (a) detailed 

studies on the types and properties of filaments produced and, consequently, their effects 

on the LIBS plasma (b) detection and identification of standard HEMs such as RDX, 

HMX, CL-20 etc. at 15-20 m using ST-FIBS (c) detection of explosives in trace level and 

enhancing their signal in the presence of nanoparticles using NELIBS technique in table-

top setup as well as in ST mode. 
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Chapter 2    
 

Experimental details 

 

This chapter comprises an overview of the experimental details of laser induced 

breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique with nanosecond (ns) and femtosecond (fs) 

laser pulses. The laser sources (Libra; Ultrafast Ti: Sapphire amplifier system and 

SpitLight 1200; Nd: YAG nanosecond laser system), spectrograph (Andor Mechelle 

5000), and the detectors employed in carrying out the LIBS experiments are briefly 

described in this chapter. The generation of fs pulses through Kerr lens mode locking and 

their amplification using chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technique are discussed. The 

pulse width of the amplifier output was measured using intensity autocorrelation 

technique. The method of acquiring a LIB spectrum is explained with a time diagram. As 

part of initial LIBS studies the ns laser produced plasma of lead nitrate [Pb(NO3)2] was 

studied in air at atmospheric pressure and the plasma parameters such as electron density 

and plasma temperature were measured. 
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2.1 Introduction  

In this chapter, the essential components employed in carrying out LIBS 

experiments, such as laser sources (ultrafast or fast lasers) and their operation, 

spectrometer and detector are elaborated.  Femtosecond (fs) amplifier system is discussed 

in detail as most of the experiments were performed by it. The generation of fs pulses as 

well as their amplification using chirped pulse amplification technique (CPA) is 

discussed. The pulse width of the amplified fs pulses were measured using 

autocorrelation method.  Methodology of acquiring LIBS signal is explained with a time 

diagram. Initial results from diagnostic studies on the plasma of lead nitrate [Pb(NO3)2] 

obtained using nanosecond (ns) laser pulses are discussed in the final section of this 

chapter. 

2.1.1 Fast and Ultrafast lasers  

Two pulsed lasers were employed to perform LIBS experiments, namely (a)  Q-

switched Nd:YAG laser delivering pulses of  ~7 ns duration (InnoLas SpitLight 1200, 

1.2J @1064 nm, 10 Hz) and (b) mode-locked femtosecond Ti: sapphire amplifier laser 

system (Libra, M/s Coherent, 4 mJ, 1 kHz). This section explains the design aspects of 

the mentioned solid state lasers with reference to principle of production of fast and 

ultrafast laser pulses. 

2.1.1.a Nanosecond laser (InnoLas, SpitLight1200) 

InnoLas SpitLight 1200 is the nanosecond laser system which was used for 

carrying out ns LIBS experiments. The laser operates at a fundamental wavelength of 

1064 nm with 1.2 J per pulse at 10 Hz (repetition rate) with Nd: YAG (neodymium ions 

(3+) doped in yttrium aluminum garnet, Nd: Y3Al5O12) as the gain medium and delivers a 

pulse of ~7 ns duration. The laser can be operated at frequency other than 10 Hz 

depending on the robustness of experiment. The laser has two important sections (i) 

oscillator and pre-amplifier section and (ii) amplifier section. In oscillator and pre-

amplifier section two Nd: YAG rods (oscillator rod and pre-amplifier rod) are pumped 

using a single xenon flash lamp and in amplifier section one Nd: YAG rod is pumped by 

two xenon flash lamps to achieve population inversion and amplification. The output 

from oscillator and pre-amplifier section is passed through a faraday rotator which 
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slightly changes the polarization of beam and prevents the back reflected light to pass 

through the pre-amplifier section and thus avoiding the damage of rods. KD*P type I and 

type II crystals are used to convert 1064 nm wavelength into 532 nm by down conversion 

process with an conversion efficiency of 43% and 37% percent respectively. Nd: YAG 

laser is a four-level laser system with 4F3/2 as upper lasing level and 4I11/2 as lower lasing 

level for the emission of 1064 nm fundamental wavelength [1]. The metastable state life 

time of upper lasing level is ~230 µs. The pulses in nanosecond time scales (~7 ns to ~25 

ns) are generally produced by the Q-switching technique, where an optical element or 

device in the cavity switches the quality of the cavity once maximum population 

inversion is achieved [2]. In this laser, active Q-switching is performed by Pockels cell.  

2.1.1.b Ultrafast Ti: Sapphire amplifier system (Libra, M/s Coherent) 

 

Figure 2.1 Femtosecond amplifier system (LIBRA) top view displaying the essential modules (i) Vitesse 

(seed laser), (ii) Evolution (pump laser), (iii) Regenerative amplifier region and (iv) Stretcher and 

compressor region [3]. 

Libra [3] is a class IV amplified Ti: Sapphire laser system (M/s Coherent, 4 mJ, 1 kHz) 

operating at a central wavelength of 800 nm delivers femtosecond pulses of ~35 fs pulse 

duration, and average power of 4 W at 1 kHz repetition rate. The beam diameter is ~9 mm 

(1/e2 width). The Libra optical bench assembly is shown in figure 2.1. It consists of four 

modules (i) Vitesse seed laser (ii) Evolution pump laser (iii) Regenerative amplifier and 
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(iv) Stretcher and compressor region integrated in to a single box. Figure 2.2 represents 

the un-chirped transform limited output from Libra amplifier with central wavelength 

~800 nm and its pulse duration (~35 fs) as measured using Ocean optics spectra suite. 

Likewise, figure 2.3 shows the Gaussian beam profile (TE00) of Libra output which is 

recorded using Coherent LaserCam camera controlled by Beam view USB 4. 6. 3. 

 

Figure 2.2 Measurement Non-chirped pulses from Vitesse seed laser and Libra as measured by the 

software. 
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Figure 2.3 Beam profile of Libra output is recorded using Coherent LaserCam camera which is controlled 

by Beam view USB 4. 6. 3 software. 

2.1.1.b.i Vitesse seed laser (femtosecond oscillator)  

The Vitesse laser [3] is a compact Verdi-pumped ultrafast laser which serves as 

the seed laser (oscillator) in the Libra system. It produces modelocked, sub-100 

femtosecond Gaussian pulses with an average output power of ~300 mW at 80 MHz with 

an optimum bandwidth of 30 nm. Vitesse laser head consists of (1) sealed Verdi laser 

head (2) a power track mirror, and (3) a sealed Verdi Pumped Ultra-Fast (VPUF) laser 

head. Both Verdi laser head and VPUF are sealed by the manufacturer to ensure best 

performance over the life time of the laser as shown in figure 2.4(a). The schematic of 

Verdi laser is illustrated in figure 2.4(b). Important parameters of the pulses from Vitesse 

seed laser and Libra amplifier are tabulated in table 2.1.  

Verdi laser head acts as a pump laser in Vitesse laser head. It has Vanadate (Nd: 

YVO4) as the gain medium which is pumped by array of diode lasers and produces a 

continuous laser light at 1064 nm (fundamental wavelength) with an average power of 2 

W. Diode lasers offer tunable output wavelength and convert electrical energy to laser 

energy with high efficiency. The umbilical carries optical fiber cables (and electric 

cables) through which the diode laser output (λ=808 nm) is communicated to the Verdi 

head. The major optical components of Verdi include LBO (Lithium Triborate, LiB3O5) 
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as a  frequency doubling crystal (1064 nm to 532 nm), an etalon as the single-frequency 

optic, an optical diode, astigmatic compensator, two pump mirrors, and two end mirrors 

as shown in figure 2.4(b). A piezo driven mirror is utilized to maintain optimum pump 

beam alignment into the VPUF laser head’s cavity. VPUF laser head is a sealed cavity 

consists of Ti: Sapphire crystal and negative dispersion mirrors (NDM). The gain medium 

of Vitesse Oscillator i.e. Ti: Sapphire crystal which is present in VPUF laser head is 

pumped by second harmonic of Verdi laser (532 nm). Multiple reflections from the 

negative dispersion mirrors (NDMs) provide the total negative dispersion compensation 

which is essential to produce sub-100 fs pulses. Kerr-Lens Mode locking (KLM) [4], a 

passive mode locking technique, is utilized to achieve mode locking in Vitesse seed laser 

with an automatic starter which triggers the initiation of mode locking. Thus, the 

ultrashort pulses with large bandwidth, low noise with an average out power of 300 mW 

at repetition rate of 80 MHz are produced.  

 

Figure 2.4 Internal layouts of (a) Vitesse seed laser and (b) Verdi laser layouts [3]. 
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Table 2-1 Specifications of Vitesse oscillator output and the Libra amplifier output. 

S.NO. Parameters Vitesse 

oscillator 

Libra femtosecond 

amplifier 

1 Pulse duration ~100 fs ~35 fs 

2 Max output 

energy 

~ 6-7 nJ ~4 mJ 

3 Repetition rate ~80 MHz 1 kHz 

4 Beam diameter ~ 3 mm ~9 mm (1/e2 width) 

5 Polarization Horizontal Horizontal 

 

2.1.1.b.ii Physics behind mode locking 

Mode locking is the process in which all the optical modes oscillating in the gain 

bandwidth are phase locked at a given spatial location within the cavity so as to produce a 

total field amplitude of repetitive pulsed nature. Mode locking is the technique to generate 

ultrashort laser pulses (< ps) such as femtosecond pulses. Mode locking techniques are 

generally categorized into active mode locking and passive mode locking. In active mode 

locking, an externally driven component or device is placed in the laser cavity so as to 

obtain the mode locking. The examples are (a) electro-optic modulation (b) acousto-optic 

modulation (c) synchronous mode locking. The passive modelocking depends on the 

intrinsic properties of the materials and cannot be controlled externally. The passive 

modelocking is performed by using (a) saturable absorbers (b) components with non-

linear absorption. Here, Vitesse employs Kerr-lens mode locking technique which is a 

passive technique by nature. 

2.1.1.b.iii Passive mode locking  

In passive mode locking externally driven devices are not used but instead 

saturable absorbers are used as passive mode-locking component. A saturable absorber 

(SA) is an optical material that absorbs energy (at the laser wavelength) till its threshold 

and allows the energy above its threshold energy. Thus, such materials act as passive 

shutters as their absorption coefficient is an intrinsic property and it cannot be controlled 

externally. In general, the spontaneous emission increases in laser as the pumping 

increases and at an instance this spontaneous emission passing down the length of the 

amplifier bleach through the SA and builds up the cavity. These modes are amplified in 

the laser medium provided if they possess high intensity. The peak part of fluctuation gets 
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partially absorbed and the end parts are more absorbed while passing through saturable 

absorber therefore a pulse with high peak power can be generated within the cavity.    

2.1.1.b.iv Kerr-lens mode locking (KLM) 

Kerr-lens mode locking is a passive mode locking technique in which gain 

medium itself acts as an artificial SA based on the nonlinear effect of self-focusing (Kerr-

lensing) or Kerr lens effect.  When a sufficient intense pulse passes through the medium 

of refractive index 𝜂0(𝜔) the intensity of the beam can alter the refractive index of the 

material as given by the equation 2.1; 

𝜂(𝜔) = 𝜂0(𝜔) + 𝜂21(𝜔) ∗ 𝐼(𝜔)                                                                                    (2.1) 

where 𝜂0(𝜔) is the original refractive index of the medium at the given frequency(𝜔) and 

𝜂21(𝜔) ∗ 𝐼(𝜔) is the non-linear intensity dependent term induced due to intensity of 

beam 𝐼(𝜔). The change in refractive index of the material with respect to intensity of the 

incident electric field is called optical Kerr effect. Gaussian beam has an intensity 

dependent transverse profile, where intensity reaches the maximum at its center. Thus, 

femtosecond pulses with sufficient intensity passing through a material induces a change 

in the refractive index of the material. The refractive index of material is higher at the 

center (for inner part of the beam at the axis) and smaller at the edges. This modified 

refractive index distribution then acts like a focusing lens. Due to this principle, the beam 

is focused or narrowed within the material. In the cavity, this effect can be used to 

suppress the continuous (CW) mode by using a small aperture, which produces high 

losses to CW mode. The relatively high intense pulse can propagate through the gain 

medium and can pass through the aperture due to self-focusing effect. Thus, pulses are 

mode-locked and CW mode is suppressed.  

2.1.1.b.v Evolution pump laser 

The Evolution laser provide pump power to the amplifier module. Evolution is a 

Nd: YLF (Nd: YLiF4, yttrium lithium fluoride) based solid state laser, pumped by 

AlGaAs (Aluminum Gallium Arsenide) laser diodes. It operates at second harmonic 

wavelength of 527 nm (1053 nm fundamental) with a 1 kHz repetition rate. The narrow 

spectral emission of laser diodes allows extremely efficient pumping of laser materials 

where maximum light falling in the absorption band of gain medium and further reducing 
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the thermal losses. Low thermal lensing, long upper state life time (470 µs) and natural 

birefringence properties of Nd: YLF enable in achieving high powers. Acousto-optic Q-

switching enables the pulse generation in Evolution pump laser. LBO crystal is employed 

to frequency double the laser pulses operating at non critical phase matching conditions. 

LBO should be maintained at particular temperature as the phase matching is temperature 

dependent i.e. conversion efficiency of LBO crystal (fundamental to the second 

harmonic) is influenced by the temperature.  

2.1.1.b.vi Regenerative amplifier 

The regenerative amplifier is based on the Legend EliteTM platform (M/s 

Coherent, USA). The amplifier is designed in a compact, enclosed module with an active 

cooling system, and exhibits excellent stability, reduced sensitivity to environmental 

temperature changes. A Synchronization and Delay Generator (SDGTM) is a sub-part of 

the amplifier system, which controls the functioning of pockels cells and synchronization 

of seed laser and pump laser respectively. The stretcher and compressor are integrated in 

to a single box system within a robust modular enclosure [3].  

2.1.1.b.vii Absorption and emission properties of Ti: Sapphire crystal  

 

Figure 2.5 Absorption and emission spectra of Ti: Sapphire crystal in 400-1050 nm © Optical microscopy 

premier specialized techniques, Multiphoton Fluorescence Microscopy, Interactive Tutorials, Ti: Sapphire 

Mode-Locked Lasers [5]. 
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Ti: Sapphire (Ti+: Al2O3) is a Ti doped Al2O3 in which concentration of Ti ions 

(introducing Ti2O3 into a melt of Al2O3) is varied from 0.1-0.5%. Absorption spectra of 

Ti3+ion doped sapphire crystal shows a broad continuous peak in 400-650 nm range [6].  

The end part of the absorption band (towards higher wavelength) is overlapped with the 

beginning part (at shorter wavelength) of the emission band. Because of this reason, the 

lasing starts after 650 nm. A particular wavelength for laser emission is selected by means 

of an optical wedge or an etalon. In addition to this, the tuning range is influenced by 

losses in cavity, coating on the mirrors, quality of pump mode, input power loses and air 

absorption etc. The absorption and emission spectra of Ti: Sapphire crystal are illustrated 

in figure 2.5. The emission band transitions occur from the lower vibrational levels of the 

excited state (2E) to the upper vibrational levels of the ground state (2T2) which is in the 

near infrared range of 660 nm to 1180 nm [7]. 

2.1.1.b.viii Group velocity dispersion (GVD)   

As discussed above, fs pulses are generated by coupling the phases of oscillating 

modes. When an fs pulse interacts with a dispersive media having a nonlinear intensity-

dependent change in refractive index, it undergoes self-phase modulation. Thus the 

frequency spectrum of the pulse is broadened i.e. more frequency components are added 

to the pulse. The effect of the dispersion properties of a material on the instantaneous 

frequency of the fs pulse is called chirp [8].  It is known that, fs pulses are wave packets 

that propagate with the group velocity (vg) which would be different from the velocity of 

its components within the packet. Therefore, the fs pulse can be broadened or shortened 

due to the group velocity dispersion (GVD) caused by the optical elements present in 

laser cavity. Equation 2.2 represents group velocity (vg) and GVD, where k(ω) is the 

wave vector. One can easily see that the group velocity is different for various 

wavelengths. 

𝐺𝑉𝐷 =
𝑑

𝑑𝜔
[

1

𝑣𝑔
] ;  𝑣𝑔 = [

𝑑𝑘(𝜔)

𝑑𝜔
]

−1

                                                                                     (2.2) 

The pulse is said to be “positively chirped” when the instantaneous frequency is red 

shifted in a pulse front and blue shifted in trail. Similarly, the pulse is said to be 

“negatively chirped” when the instantaneous frequency is blue shifted in a pulse front and 

red shifted in trail. The dispersive medium with normal dispersion (GVD>0) turns an fs 
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pulse into positively chirped pulse (Vg red > Vg blue) whereas the anomalous dispersion 

of a medium (GVD <0) turns it into negatively chirped pulse (Vg blue > Vg red). The 

various intra-cavity components establish positive GVD and additionally, self-phase 

modulation (SPM) induces pulse spreading in the Ti: Sapphire crystal. 

 

2.1.1.b.ix Ti: Sapphire Chirped Pulse Amplifier (CPA)  

 

Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of a chirped pulse amplification (CPA) employed in ultrafast amplifiers. © 

Center for Ultrafast Optical Science, University of Michigan [9]. 

Femtosecond pulses from the oscillator need to be amplified as their energy (~nJ) 

is not sufficient to exceed the breakdown threshold of the material and to create the 

plasma. Most of the LIBS experiments mandate amplified fs pulses with very high 

intensities. Thus, a seed pulse (~nJ) from Vitesse Ti: Sapphire oscillator is amplified 

(~mJ) using chirped pulse amplification (CPA) technique in the regenerative amplifier 

section (re-gen section) of Libra with an amplification factor of 106 as shown in figure 

2.6. Re-gen section also consists Ti: sapphire crystal as gain medium because it offers 

large gain bandwidth which is necessary to amplify these fs pulses. Due to the self-

focusing phenomenon associated with high intense fs pulses, the laser components in 

cavity as well as gain medium are prone to damage during the process of amplification. 
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Thus to avoid the damage it is essential to stretch the pulse significantly so as to reduce 

its intensity prior to the amplification. Thus, the oscillator pulses (~ 100 fs, 80 MHz) are 

stretched (to ~100 ps, 80 MHz) in the stretcher region. Thus, CPA can effectively amplify 

an fs pulse without incurring any damage to the optics within the cavity.  

In CPA, grating in the stretcher region is designed such that the higher frequency 

(blue) components of fs pulse must travel further through the stretcher than the lower 

frequency (red) components, resulting in the exit of lower frequency components prior to 

higher frequencies i.e. stretching the pulse. As the pulse is stretched from few fs to ~100 

ps using single grating pulse stretcher the peak power (energy/ pulse duration) of pulse 

reduces by a factor of 104. Accordingly, the power density in amplifier reaches below the 

damage threshold of Ti: sapphire crystal. Pockels cell, being synchronized to the RF 

signal generated by the seed laser, switches the oscillator pulse into the resonator. 

Furthermore, these Pockels cells can vary the repetition rate of amplified pulses from 10 

to 1 kHz to provide maximum amplification. After amplification, the laser pulses are 

compressed in the compressor region. The process of pulse compression is opposite to the 

process of pulse stretching. Here, the gratings are arranged such that the higher 

frequencies travel the shortest path in order to “catch up” with the lower frequencies, thus 

compressing the pulse to initial time scales [3]. Thus, seed pulse energy with few ~nJ can 

be amplified to ~4 mJ (1 kHz) in Libra amplifier system. 

2.1.1.c Pulse width measurements of fs pulses from Libra amplifier 

The fs pulses have several applications in physics, chemistry, biology, and 

engineering as these short pulses closely study several ultrafast phenomena such as 

excited and de-excited states of molecules which in turn demonstrate the optical 

properties of the material etc. They serve as measuring scales for events which occur in 

longer durations compared to them. Thus it is very essential to know the pulse width of 

the lasers. The photo detectors can measure a pulse duration ranging from few ns to ps (< 

20 ps) depending on the available bandwidth. However, the existing photo detectors 

cannot measure the ultrashort pulse durations as the maximum bandwidth available is 

limited to ~100 GHz. Hence, self-reference techniques such as autocorrelation are used to 

estimate the pulse durations in ultrashort times (fs to few ps) where the pulse itself is 

exploited to measure it. There are two autocorrelation techniques namely, (a) intensity 
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autocorrelation technique as shown in figure 2.7 and (b) interferometric autocorrelation 

technique performed to measure pulse duration of ultrashort  pulses. Former one only 

illustrate the pulse duration and the latter on demonstrate the phase information as well as 

the pulse duration [10]. However, intensity autocorrelation method is preferred due to its 

simplicity. 

 

Figure 2.7 Intensity autocorrelation experimental setup to measure pulse duration of Libra Ti: Sapphire 

amplifier through measuring the intensity of second harmonic (SH) signal generated from BBO crystal.  

The pulse duration of fs pulses from Libra (Ti: Sapphire amplifier, M/s Coherent 

Co.) was measured by autocorrelation technique. As discussed above, the fundamental 

pulse from Ti: sapphire amplifier splits in to two equally intense beams by a 1:1 beam 

splitter and delayed one with respect to each other by reverting them into two different 

arms 1 and 2 (2 is mounted on delay stage) as shown in the figure 2.7.  The pulse is 

divided into two pulses with 1:1 beam splitter for better visibility of SH, where visibility 

is referred as (I max -I min) / (I max +I min). Later on these two pulses are brought together by 

focusing them using a plano-convex lens (f=15 cm) into a Type I: critically phase 

matched BBO crystal of 2 mm thickness. Varying the delay of second pulse with respect 

to the first pulse, a strong second harmonic (SH) signal was generated when the two 

pulses from different arms were perfectly convoluted. A photodiode connected to a lock-

in amplifier (Signal Recovery, 7625) was used to record the SHG signal. Neutral density 

filters were used to control the SHG intensity to avoid the damage/saturation of 
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photodiode. The pulse duration can be estimated (as the pulse shape known as Gaussian 

in this case) by de-convolution of the correlation function.  

Equation 2.3 represents the time varying nonlinear second order polarization 

P(2)(t) induced due to the convolution of the two ultrashort  laser pulses, where E1(t1) and 

E2(t2) are time dependent electric fields associated with the pulse 1 and pulse 2 . 

𝑃(2)(𝑡) = 𝐾 ∬ 𝜒(2)(𝑡 − 𝑡1, 𝑡 − 𝑡2)𝐸1(𝑡1)𝐸2(𝑡2)𝑑𝑡1 𝑑𝑡2
+∞

−∞
                              (2.3) 

Since the material response to the incident electric fields of the pulses is instantaneous, 

𝜒(2)(𝑡 − 𝑡1, 𝑡 − 𝑡2) in the above equation can be replaced by Dirac Delta function i.e. 

𝜒(2)(𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡1). 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡2). Further, as the second pulse is delayed with respect to the first 

pulse their nonlinear response is nullified when these pulses are not overlapping as 

represented in equation 2.4. 

 𝑃(2)(𝑡) = 𝐾 ∗ 𝐸1(𝑡)𝐸2(𝑡 − 𝜏)                                                                                      (2.4) 

Here τ is the effective time delay between the two pulses. 

Simultaneously, the amount of second harmonic signal due to the convolution is given by 

the following equation 2.5. 

𝐼𝐴𝐶(𝜏)𝛼 ∫ |𝐴(𝑡)𝐴(𝑡 − 𝜏)|2𝑑𝑡
+∞

−∞
          𝑎𝑛𝑑                                                               

𝐼𝐴𝐶(𝜏) = ∫ 𝐼(𝑡)𝑇(𝑡 − 𝜏) 𝑑𝑡
+∞

−∞
                                                                                     (2.5) 

SHG intensity obtained as a function of delay between first and second pulse is 

the autocorrelation signal and its full width at half maxima (FWHM) gives the pulse 

duration.  

An ultrashort  pulse traversing in a dispersive medium of thickness “L”, the phase 

modification due to the influence of medium is by 𝜑(𝜔) as shown in the equation 2.6 (i). 

Here, k(ω) is the propagation wave vector associated with the pulses. The expansion of 

propagation vector k(ω) [equation 2.6 (ii)] contains many significant terms wherein, the 

first term related to phase velocity, second term related to group velocity mismatch 

(GVM), and the third term demonstrates the variation of group velocity w.r.t the 

frequency i.e. group velocity dispersion (GVD) as shown in equation 2.6 (iii).  
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 𝜑(𝜔) = 𝑘(𝜔) × 𝐿                                                                                                      (2.6 i) 

 𝑘(𝜔) = 𝑘(𝜔0)𝐿 + 𝑘′(𝜔0)(𝜔 − 𝜔0)𝐿 +
1

2
𝑘′′(𝜔0)(𝜔 − 𝜔0)2𝐿 + ⋯                       (2.6 ii) 

𝑘(𝜔) =
𝜔0

𝜐𝜙(𝜔0)
;   𝑘′(𝜔0) =

1

𝜐𝑔(𝜔0)
;  𝑘′′(𝜔0) =

𝑑

𝑑𝜔
(

1

𝜐𝑔
)                                            (2.6 iii) 

However, in the present experiment, the temporal broadening of ultrashort pulses aroused 

due to GVD effects of dispersive media are evaluated by calculating the broadening 

factor (β) by the equation 2.6 (iv) [13]. 
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                                                                   (2.6 iv) 

The second order dispersion coefficients of BBO and BK-7 are ~75 fs2/mm and ~45 

fs2/mm at 800 nm respectively. If the approximate thickness of BBO and the lens are 

considered as 2 mm and 7 mm, then the broadening factors are obtained as ~1.03, ~1.14, 

respectively. Hence their contribution towards pulse broadening can be subtracted 

estimated pulse duration of the fundamental pulse was ~75 fs. The increase in the pulse 

duration is due to the broadening of fs pulses by the dispersive media in the experimental 

setup such as plano-convex lens (BK-7), and BBO crystal. An ultrashort pulse broadens 

as it traverses in any dispersive media due to its high non-linear intensity [3, 7-12]. 

2.1.2 Mechelle spectrograph equipped with ICCD 

The ANDOR Mechelle spectrograph (ME 5000; based on echelle grating 

technology) equipped with Andor iStar ICCD (intensified charge coupled device) was 

utilized to carry out all the gated LIBS experiments. The iStar ICCD (DH334T-18U-E3) 

was equipped with Mechelle spectrometer in case of fs LIBS experiments whereas iStar 

ICCD (DH734-18U-03) equipped to Mechelle spectrograph in case of ns LIBS 

experiments owing to their triggering speeds of 1 kHz and 500 Hz respectively. Mechelle 

spectrographs combined with CCDs or ICCDs can be utilized for field applications as 

they are rugged and have no movable parts within them. The spectral resolving power of 

Mechelle is ~5000, 0.05 nm @500 nm as an example. The focal length of spectrometer is 

195 mm. Mechelle spectrographs are widely used in analyzing laser induced plasmas 
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(LIP) as they offer multi-elemental analysis of any sample by providing the wide spectral 

range over ultra-violet (UV) to near infra-red (IR) region including visible region (200 to 

900 nm) in a single acquisition.  The patented echelle grating system which employs a 

special type of double prism combination provides high resolution for Mechelle 

spectrograph. Furthermore, these also provide low cross talks between the wavelength 

orders.  The Mechelle spectrograph calibration was performed using standard lamps viz. 

mercury-argon (Hg-Ar) lamp and DH-3 lamp (Deuterium-halogen Lamp). Here, Hg-Ar 

lamp was used for wavelength calibration and DH-3 for intensity (relative efficiency 

correction of grating) calibration. DH-3 lamp has two sources with first source as 

deuterium lamp which emits in the spectral region of 200-400 nm and the second one 

being tungsten halogen lamp which emits in the spectral region of 380-975 nm. Different 

acquisition parameters were used for these lamps as their intensity is different. The 

acquisition parameters used for Hg-Ar and DH-3 lamp are shown in table 2.2. 

Table 2-2 Parameters used in wavelength and intensity calibration of ICCD. 

ICCD parameters Hg-Ar lamp DH-3 Lamp 

Gate delay 0 ns 0 ns 

Exposure time 0.2 s 2.5 s 

Gate width  0.13 s 2.5 s 

Gain (0-4000) 700 3000 

A CCD is used in non-gated LIBS experiments whereas usage of an ICCD is used 

in gated LIBS experiments. Intensifier amplifies the intensity of the signal. Thus there are 

certain advantages in employing image intensifier to CCD in investigation of very weak 

process such as single photon events owing to increased sensitivity. ICCD is useful in 

recording the plasma emissions (signal) with being synchronized to the input laser trigger 

and acts as a gate. With reference to incident pulse, the time after which the plasma 

emissions are to be recorded is called the gate delay and how far the emissions are to be 

recorded is referred as gate width. Thus ICCD can be used to record two types of LIBS 

spectra (i) time integrated spectra and (ii) time resolved spectra. Signal can be recorded in 

particular intervals so as to understand the evolution of plasma constituents as the plasma 

expands in the space over the time. This technique is called as kinetic series where time 

resolved emissions are acquired by optimizing signal-to-background ratio in order to 
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study the transient LIPs to understand various atomic and molecular formation pathways. 

Further ICCDs have been utilized in time resolved plasma imaging, Raman spectroscopy 

and several other spectroscopic and imaging techniques.      

2.2 LIBS technique  

As described in chapter 1, laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is a 

potential spectroscopic technique to study variety of materials in their original state 

incurring no or minimal damage on the sample while investigation. This technique also 

offers real-time analysis by rapidly analyzing the constituting elements often in a single 

shot by analyzing the optical emissions produced during the laser matter interaction 

[11,12].  LIBS is being used from the past four to five decades and in the past two 

decades, the applications of LIBS are expanded enormously due to the commercialization 

of miniaturized nanosecond lasers.  The amount of work being profoundly published in 

the form of books [13–16], review articles [17–21], conference issues and journal articles 

implies the active research of LIBS community. Examining the composition of alloys and 

metals (industrial application) [22], food analysis (checking the food adultery) [23], soil 

and ore analysis (checking the nutrients and minerals percentages) [24,25] and water 

contamination analysis (checking for heavy elements and hazardous chemicals) [26,27], 

drug and pharmaceutical industry (quality and composition) , biological and medicinal 

research (analyzing blood, various tissues and organs) [28–32], cultural heritage 

investigation (studying paints, coins and utensils) [33–35], geological studies (studying 

composition of rocks and their origin) [36–39], environmental research (identifying 

plastics and hazardous substances such as explosives) [40,41] and underwater 

explorations [42] as well as space missions (LIBS rover or Mars and  moon) [43,44] are 

few, but not limited, applications of LIBS. The feasibility of focusing laser pulses (both fs 

and ns) to long distances and the recent advancements in field deployable instruments has 

equipped the laser LIBS technique for investigating of various materials including 

energetic molecules in standoff mode also [40]. Further, the development of calibration 

free LIBS technique (CF-LIBS) to evaluate the composition of materials quantitatively is 

an attractive feature of LIBS [45]. Though the accuracy and sensitivity of LIBS is 

moderate when compared to other spectro-chemical analytical techniques such as the 

ICP-MS or Raman technique, the continuous efforts are inclined towards improving the 

analytical figure of merit of LIBS technique. Furthermore, developing various 
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multivariate analytical methods such as PCA, SIMCA, PLSDA, ANN and several other 

techniques has led to enhanced specificity in discriminating soil, pharmaceuticals and 

explosives with few false alarms. 

2.3 fs LIBS and ns LIBS setups 

The lasers (fast and ultrafast), spectrometers and detectors are quintessential parts 

of the LIBS system. Simultaneously, beam focusing or delivering optics and collection 

optics do play a prominent role in LIBS experiments. Figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b) depict the 

schematic of proximal/near-field fs LIBS and ns LIBS laboratory setups. The fs and ns 

lasers, spectrograph and ICCD employed in carrying out LIBS experiments were already 

discussed. LIBS experiments using ns laser were performed at 532 nm wavelength. A 100 

mm focal length lens fixed on a translational stage was used in both the cases for focusing 

and precise interrogation of laser pulses with the sample (pellet/ metal sheet) to produce 

laser induced plasma (LIP) in both proximal fs/ns LIBS experiments. Optical emissions 

were collected by Andor ME-OPT-0007 collector/collimator [46] at 15 cm away from the 

plasma and fed to an Andor Mechelle (ME 5000) spectrograph [section 2.1.2] equipped 

with ICCD transmitted through an optical fiber of 600 µm core diameter. The 

pellets/samples were placed on the translation stage which was controlled by a Newport 

ESP 300 motion controller (automated with LabView) to expose fresh locations of the 

samples (to avoid the damage of sample) to each pulse. Influence of surrounding 

atmospheres (argon) on LIBS signal was investigated with nanosecond pulses only. This 

is due to the shortage of sample and as well as the large consumption of sample in case of 

fs laser due to 1 kHz repetition rate. For experiments in argon atmosphere, the sample 

was purged with argon gas with the help of a nozzle at the rate of ~3 L min-1. 
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Figure 2.8 Schematic of proximal experimental LIBS setup with the (a) femtosecond amplifier laser system 

(Libra, M/s Coherent Co.) and (b) the nanosecond amplifier laser system (InnoLas, SpitLight 1200). In 

figure M: mirror, L: lens, O.F.: optical fiber. 

  Part of the fs LIBS data reported in chapter 3 was recorded with the LIBS setup at 

Radiation & Photochemistry Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (RPCD, BARC), 

Mumbai. The laser pulses with duration of ~50 fs, delivering ~1 mJ energy at a central 

wavelength 800 nm were used. When fs pulses focused with a single lens (f= 50 cm, 1 m 

and 2 m) or using combination of two lenses (as discussed in detail in chapter 4), the fs 

pulses formed into filaments of length ~10 cm to ~30 cm. The experiments performed in 

standoff mode using these fs filaments are reported as filament induced breakdown 

spectroscopy (FIBS) experiments in chapter 4. The Remote LIBS, standoff filament 

induced breakdown spectroscopic experiments (ST-FIBS) and nanoparticle enhanced 

laser induced breakdown spectroscopic (NE-LIBS) experiments were carried out only 

with fs laser in ambient air. The experimental details are discussed in detail in chapters 4 

and 5.  
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2.4 Method of acquiring LIBS spectra  

 

Figure 2.9 The external triggering of ICCD with gate width of 2 µS and 100 ns gate delay. In order to view 

all the three signals in oscilloscope, we should trigger with channel -3 where ICCD output is connected 

(pink color) or the gated LIBS experiments. 

Figure 2.9 illustrates a typical LIBS spectral acquisition conditions in gated LIBS 

technique. In ns LIBS setup, the electronic pulses from the Pockels cell of the laser 

system were taken as the input for triggering delay generator (DG535, Stanford 

instruments). The DG provides a necessary pulse to trigger the ICCD. In fs LIBS setup, 

one of the outputs from the synchronized delay generator (SDG, Coherent M/s) is used to 

trigger the ICCD with respect to the ejection of fs pulse. Figure 2.9 is a picture taken 

from the oscilloscope at a given gate delay of 100 ns and gate width of 2 µs at 630 V of 

the ns laser. The 1st signal in yellow color is the response of photodiode near to the LIBS 

experimental setup. The photodiode signal approximately represents the incidence of 

laser pulse onto the sample surface. 2nd (Blue) and 3rd (Magenta) pulses represents the DG 

output and ICCD gate opening signals. The time period between the laser pulse and the 

positive edge of intensifier on-time is referred as gate delay. The ICCD has insertion 

delay of 40 ns is clearly observed from the figure 2.5. Here light falls on the CCD sensor 

during the gate pulse width time only. The positive edge of the pulse shows the starting of 

the intensifier and negative edge indicate intensifier off. The period of time between 

positive and negative edge pulse is called as gate width. The spectra can be collected at 

desired gate width and gate delay with respect to the laser pulse by changing the timings 

of gate width and gate delay of ICCD.   
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2.5 Plasma diagnostic studies of ns lead nitrate plasma plume  

2.5.1 Introduction 

The laser induced plasmas (LIP) are complex in nature. Yet, they are good 

spectroscopic sources and can be exploited for quick elemental analysis of several 

materials. LIP contains several excited atoms and ions and they emit characteristic 

radiation as they de-excite and recombine. Spectroscopic emissions of LIP consists of 

radiation from atomic transitions, ionic transitions and continuum light which is result of 

free-free and free-bound transitions.  The characterization of these optical emissions from 

the LIPs through determining electron density (ne) and plasma temperature enables to 

calculate the atomic or ionic concentration present in the plasma and thus evaluating the 

composition and concentration of target.  It is well known that the LIP characteristics are 

influenced by laser parameters such as pulse duration, irradiance, material properties, and 

atmosphere conditions etc. (buffer gases, air or vacuum and partial pressures). LIBS is a 

potential spectroscopic technique to detect and quantify the elements that are present in 

sample by examining the LIP by interrogating laser pulses with the target. LIBS provides 

rapid analysis and offers real-time analysis. As a part of initial experiments we have 

examined the plasma of lead nitrate [Pb(NO3)2] produced with nanosecond pulses and 

calculated plasma temperature and electron density.   

2.5.2 Experimental details 

Pure lead nitrate [Pb(NO3)2] powder was ground to fine powder in agate mortar 

and 200 mg of it  was pressed in to pellets of 20 mm diameter at 4 tones pressure using a 

hydraulic press machine. The pellet was placed on a holder and moved in the plane 

perpendicular to the laser incidence by an ESP 500 Motion Controller which was 

communicated by LabView. The ns LIBS experimental setup discussed in the earlier 

sections has been utilized to produce LIP plasma of lead nitrate. The optical emissions 

from LIP were collected by collection optics (Andor ME-OPT-0007) placed at an angle 

of 45 degrees to the incident laser beam at 15 cm from target. The collection optics is 

aligned by coinciding the focused laser spot of a low intense (<5 mW) diode laser (635-

650 nm) with the plasma. Optical fiber (600 µm) was used to transmit these emissions to 

ANDOR Mechelle 5000 spectrograph, attached with an Intensified Charge Coupled 
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Device (ICCD). Three different pulse energies of 20 mJ, 40 mJ, and 60 mJ were utilized 

to observe the effect of fluence on the persistence of plasma species in air.  

2.5.3 Results and discussions 

2.5.3.a Influence of fluence on nanosecond laser induced lead plasma 

 

Figure 2.10 Stack plot of typical ns lead nitrate [Pb(NO3)2] spectra obtained at 20 mJ, 40 mJ and 60 mJ in 

air in the spectral region of (a) 250-450 nm and (b) 450-850 nm. Peaks are identified using NIST data base 

and listed in table 2.3. 

A typical ns LIBS spectrum of lead nitrate in the wavelength range of 250-420 nm and 

450-850 nm recorded with 4 µs gate width after a gate delay of 1 µs with 20 mJ, 40 mJ 

and 60 mJ energy per pulse is shown in figure 2.10(a) and 2.10(b). The exposure time of 

ICCD was 0.002 s, gain 120 (0-260) and each spectrum is a result of ten accumulations. 

Several atomic and ionic transitions of Pb (Pb I and Pb II), atomic emissions of O and N 

were observed. Along with these, few atomic and ionic transitions from impurities (Na I, 

Fe II, Ca II) were also identified in ns LIBS spectrum. These impurities would have 

entered while preparing the sample. Persistent emissions from Pb and other impurities 

were labeled from NIST data base and tabulated in table 2.3. Time resolved spectra were 

recorded to evaluate the persistence of species by calculating plasma temperature and 

electron density with an initial gate delay of 200 ns, gate width of 200 ns with step of 200 

ns up to 4 µs and each spectrum was an average of 10 accumulations. 
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Table 2-3 Atomic and ionic transitions identified in the time integrated ns LIBS spectra of lead nitrate 

[Pb(NO3)2] recorded in air with 20 mJ energy. 

Peak number Elements and 

impurities 

Observed 

Wavelength (nm) 

NIST Standard 

wavelength (nm) 

1 Fe II 257.73 257.79 

2 Pb I 261.39 261.41 

3 Pb I 265.01 265.71 

4 Pb I 266.32 266.31 

5 Pb I 280.19 280.19 

6 Pb I 282.32 282.31 

7 Pb I 283.32 283.30 

8 Pb I 287.31 287.33 

9 Pb I 357.28 357.27 

10 Pb I 363.98 363.95 

11 Pb I 368.36 368.34 

12 Pb I 374.01 373.99 

13 Pb I 405.82 405.78 

14 Pb I  406.19 406.21 

15 Pb II 424.52 424.49 

16 Pb II  438.70 438.64 

17 Pb I 500.56 500.54 

18 Pb II 537.28 537.20 

19 Pb II 560.90 560.88 

20 Na I  589.04, 589.62 588.99, 589.59 

21 H I 656.25 656.27 

22 Pb II 666.04 666.02 

23 Pb I 722.93 722.89 

24 N I 742.50, 744.32, 

746.93 

742.36, 

744.22,746.83 

25 O I 777.42 777.41 

26 N I 818.54,818.84 818.48,818.80 

27 N I 821.69,822.59, 

824.55 

821.63,822.31, 

824.23 

28 O I 844.71 844.63 

 Fe II  262.58, 262.82, 

263.12 

262.56, 62.83, 

263.13 

 Fe II 271.90, 272.77 271.90, 272.75 

 Fe II 273.70, 273.96 273.73,273.95 

 Fe II  274.33, 274.66 274.32, 274.64 

 Ca II 393.38, 396.88 393.36, 396.84 
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2.5.3.b Estimation of plasma temperature by Boltzmann plot 

The plasma temperature was determined using Boltzmann plot method. At LTE (local 

thermodynamic equilibrium) conditions the intensity of plasma radiation is proportional 

to the relative population of the level and follow the Boltzmann distribution. The intensity 

of a line from a transition ‘m’ to ‘n’ can be written as shown in equation 2.7, [47,48] 

 
𝐼𝑚𝑛 =

ℎ𝑐

4𝜋𝜆𝑚𝑛

𝐴𝑚𝑛𝑔𝑚𝑁

𝑈(𝑇)
exp (−

𝐸𝑚

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) (2.7) 

Where h is the Planck constant, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, U(T) is the partition 

function, N population density of atom, T is the plasma temperature and kB is the 

Boltzmann constant. Taking logarithm of both the sides of Eq. (2.7) we get equation (2.8) 

 
ln (

𝐼𝑚𝑛𝜆𝑚𝑛

𝐴𝑚𝑛𝑔𝑚
) = −

𝐸𝑚

𝑘𝐵𝑇
+ ln (

ℎ𝑐𝑁

𝑈(𝑇)
) (2.8) 

The plot of ln (
𝑙𝑚𝑛𝜆𝑚𝑛

𝐴𝑚𝑛𝑔𝑚
) in the left hand side of the equation (2.8) versus the upper level 

energy (Em) is called as the Boltzmann plot. The slope of the fitted straight line is equal to 

(-1/kBT) and thus the plasma temperature (T) can be evaluated without knowing the value 

of partition function U(T). Accuracy of temperature measurement from Boltzmann 

equation may be improved by involving a number of different lines. The Pb I transitions 

considered for estimation of plasma temperature are shown in table 2.4.  

Figure 2.11 shows a typical Boltzmann plot (at 800 ns delay) for calculating the 

plasma temperature using the Pb atomic transitions shown in table 2.4. The slope from 

the graph (i.e. at each delay) gives the plasma temperature at a certain delay. Likewise, 

the plasma temperature was calculated from the slopes of the Boltzmann plots  at each  

delay. Figure 2.12 depicts the exponential decay of plasma temperature obtained at 

various fluence as the plasma evolves in time. The life time of plasma was found to be 

516 ns at 20 mJ, 711 ns at 40 mJ, and 956 ns at 60 mJ. From figure 2.12 data it is evident 

that at larger fluence, the plasma had longer persistence time. This could be related to the 

efficient ablation at higher energies. However, it could be noted that, increase in laser 

fluence may not always leads to increase in energy and after some threshold fluence the 

intensity reaches a plateau region which mainly attributed to the plasma shielding [49]. 
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Table 2-4 Spectroscopic parameters of Pb I transitions used in Boltzmann plot. Aki is transition probability, 

Ek is the energy of upper level and gk is the multiplicity of upper level. 

Element Wavelength 

(nm) 

Amn 

(108) 

Em 

(eV) 

gm Transitions 

Pb I  261.41  1.90 5.710   5  6d  3D2°→6p2 3P1 

Pb I 280.19 1.60 5.744 7  6d  3F3°→6p2 3P2 

Pb I  283.30 0.58  4.375   3  7s  3P1°→6p2 3P0 

Pb I  363.95 0.34  4.375 3  7s  3P1°→6p2 3P1 

Pb I 368.34 1.50 4.334  1  7s  3P0°→6p2 3P1 

Pb I  373.99   0.73 5.974 5  7s  3P2°→6p2 1D2 

Pb I  405.78  0.89 4.375 3  7s  3P1°→6p2 3P2 

Pb I 406.21  0.92 5.711  3  6d 3D1°→6p2 1D2 

 

Figure 2.11 Typical Boltzmann plot for calculating the plasma temperature of lead nitrate plasma at 60 mJ 

at 800 ns delay using eight Pb I atomic transitions as shown in table 2.4. The solid (red) line represent s the 

linear fit. I, λ, Aik, Ek, gk are the intensity, the wavelength of a transition from upper level k to lower level i, 

transition probability,  energy of the upper state, statistical weight.  

2.5.3.c Calculation of electron density (Ne) 

The electron density of LIP was calculated using stark broadened profile of a 

spectral line. There are several mechanisms that contribute for broadening of an emission 

spectral lines that occur in plasma. They are (1) natural broadening, (2) Doppler 
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broadening, (3) Stark-broadening. In the case of LIPs an atom is surrounded by 

voluminous electrons and ions. Thus, both the natural broadening and Doppler 

broadening are negligible in comparison with Stark broadening towards broadening of a 

spectral line. The width of the Stark broadened spectral lines depends on electron density 

of LIP [50]. For linear Stark effect (hydrogen and hydrogenic ions) the relationship 

between electron density and the line width is given by 

 

Figure 2.12 Decay of plasma temperature obtained from Boltzmann plots at three different fluence. 

 𝑁𝑒 = 𝐶(𝑁𝑒 , 𝑇𝑒)∆𝜆
3

2⁄
𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 (2.9) 

Where Δλ is the full width at half maxima (FWHM) and the parameter C depends weakly 

on electron density and temperature. In case of non-hydrogen like atoms the quadratic 

Stark effect is dominated. Here the relation between electron density and line width is 

given by equation 2.10 as shown below [51,52]. 

 
∆𝜆𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 = 2𝜔 (

𝑁𝑒

1016
) + 3.5𝐴 (

𝑁𝑒

1016
)

1
4⁄

× (1 −
3

4
𝑁𝐷

−1
3⁄ ) 𝑤 (

𝑁𝑒

1016
) (2.10) 

The first term in brackets give the contribution from the electron broadening, and the 

second term arising from ion broadening. Here ‘ω’ is the electron broadening impact 
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parameter at Ne=1016   cm-3, ‘A’ is the ion broadening parameter, and ‘ND’ represents the 

number of particle in Debye sphere. The second term in the equation 2.10 is usually small 

(due to small A) and contributing only 5 % to the broadening [53]. Hence this term can be 

neglected and the equation 2.10 reduces to equation 2.11. 

 ∆𝜆𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 = 2𝜔 (
𝑁𝑒

1016
) (2.11) 

In the present study, electron density has been determined using stark broadened profile 

of lead atomic transition at Pb I 373.99 nm. The stark broadening parameter (ω) is 

considered as 0.113 is considered from literature [54,55]. The obtained full width at half 

maximum obtained from fitting the atomic line profile with Lorentzian was further 

corrected by subtracting the resolution of spectrograph (0.05 nm). The final value is used 

for calculating Ne as shown in equation 2.11. Figures 2.13(a) and 2.13(b) illustrate the 

Lorentzian fits of typical Pb I atomic transition at 373.99 nm obtained at 20 mJ, 40 mJ 

and 60 mJ at 200 ns and 800 ns delays respectively. A clear broadening of atomic spectral 

line is seen in initial times of plasma due to the continuum emission domination. 

 

Figure 2.13 Spectral intensity profile of Pb I 373.99 nm atomic transition and the Lorenz fit of intensity at 

different energies 20mJ (black square), 40 mJ (red circle), and 60 mJ (blue triangle at a gate delay of (a) 

200 ns and (b) delay of 800 ns. The gate width is constant at 200 ns. 

The various processes occurring in plasma are as follows: collisional ionization, 

photo-ionization, radiative and three-body recombination, radiative decay, collisional 

excitation and de-excitation, photo-excitation and bremsstrahlung process. Because of 

highly transient and inhomogeneous nature of LIP complete thermodynamic equilibrium 

is not possible to achieve inside the plasma. Thus, the concept of local thermodynamic 
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equilibrium (LTE) is introduced. For LTE to prevail in plasma, the collisional process has 

to dominate over the radiative process. These conditions require a sufficiently large 

electron density. The lower limit of electron density for which plasma can be described in 

LTE is given by McWhirter's criterion. The lower limit of the electron density is given by 

following equation (2.10) [56] 

 
𝑁𝑒 ≥ 1.6 × 1012𝑇

1
2(∆𝐸)3 (2.10) 

Where Ne is the electron density, T(K) is the plasma temperature, ∆E(eV) is the energy 

differences between states which are expected to be in LTE. The Pb I peak at 357.27 nm, 

with an energy difference of 𝛥E = 3.47 eV was utilized to check the McWhirter's 

criterion. Figure 2.14 depicts the validation of McWhirter’s criterion at various fluence.  

 

Figure 2.14  Validation of McWhirter’s criterion at various fluence using lead atomic transition (Pb I) at 

357.27 nm, with an energy difference of 𝛥E = 3.47 eV.   

2.6 Conclusions 

Lead plasma induced by a frequency doubled pulsed Nd: YAG laser upon 

interaction with lead nitrate [Pb(NO3)2] was studied in air at atmospheric pressure. The 

two essential parameters that characterize plasma i.e. the plasma temperature and electron 

density were measured by time-resolved spectroscopic studies in the time window of 
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200–6000 ns. Effect of fluence on these parameters was investigated in air. An echelle 

spectrograph attached with intensified charge coupled detector (ICCD) was used to record 

the plasma emissions. At each delay, Boltzmann plot method was utilized to calculate the 

plasma temperature and the stark widths of Pb I 373.99 nm to estimate electron density. 

Plasma temperature and Electron density increased with laser energy and decreases 

exponentially with increase in time delay. McWhirter’s condition is verified for electron 

density calculations. 
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Chapter 3  

 

Influence of structural and functional groups on the 

LIBS data: A case study of energetic triazole derivatives 

with femtosecond and nanosecond pulses 

In this chapter the results obtained from proximal femtosecond (fs) and 

nanosecond (ns) LIBS studies on a set of six energy rich triazole derivatives are 

presented. The major emphasis of this work is to establish the correlation between the 

detonation parameters of energetic molecules with their molecular and atomic emissions 

(from the LIBS data) and to understand the influence of various functional groups viz., 

methyl (CH3), methoxy (OCH3), and amino (NH2) and their position (para or ortho) on 

the molecular formation in laser induced plumes (LIP). The CN and C2 emission 

intensities from the fs (air) and ns LIBS data (air and argon) were correlated with C–N, 

C=N, C–C, C=C, bonds and %O.  The feasibility of a few pathways in LIBS plasma 

leading to formation and depletion of CN and C2 has also been addressed by considering 

the plasma as a thermodynamic system. The nature of functional groups and their 

positions in the molecular structure on the LIP emission was studied through the CN/C2 

ratio. CN and C2 vibrational temperatures from fs/ns LIBS spectra were calculated using 

NMT algorithm. Further, the energetic parameters of these energetic molecules viz., 

oxygen balance (O.B.), velocity of detonation (V.O.D), detonation pressure (D.P.) and 

chemical energy of detonation (Q) were correlated with different atomic and molecular 

emissions. A good correlation was observed between these energetic parameters and the 

(CN + C2)/(C + H + N + O) ratio from LIBS spectra. Finally, principal component 

analysis (PCA) was utilized in tandem with fs/ns LIBS data to discriminate these 

energetic molecules.  
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3.1 Introduction 

Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) offers robust in-situ elemental 

analysis of widespread range of samples [1–3]. LIBS technique has been widely and 

successfully employed in a variety of fields such as drugs and pharmaceutical industry, 

nutrient analysis in soil, pollution monitoring, examining the cultural heritage such as 

buildings and coins, detection of toxic and heavy metals traces (Pb, As) in water [4–9] 

etc. for analytical purposes.  Similarly, LIBS technique also has been successfully used 

for underwater and space exploration missions and in the standoff detection of explosives 

[10–13]. Apart from this technique several other laser-based spectroscopic techniques 

such as Raman spectroscopy, laser induced fluorescence, terahertz spectroscopy and  

photo-acoustic spectroscopy techniques, have been developed over the last decade 

towards the  identification of explosives [14–16] at various scenarios. Simultaneously, the 

leverage of open path configuration and advancements in field deployable instruments 

has equipped LIBS for investigating various materials including energetic molecules at 

standoff distances [17]. Though several researchers have utilized nanosecond (ns) pulses 

for investigating various materials in standoff mode [7,18–20], femtosecond (fs) pulses 

are also promising for such applications, because of  their ability to deliver high 

intensities  over long distances ranging from few tens of meters to few kilometres through 

the phenomenon of filamentation [21–25]. Although the sensitivity and specificity of 

LIBS are moderate in comparison to other spectroscopic techniques, sustained efforts are 

directed towards improving these attributes. Several multivariate data analysis (MVDA) 

modules such as principal component analysis (PCA), Soft independent modelling of 

class analogies (SIMCA), partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) have been 

developed and utilized in conjunction with LIBS data for improved discrimination in 

different fields such as soil analysis, pharmaceuticals and class labelling of explosive 

residues with few false alarms [26–30]. Moreover, studies of Myakalwar et al. [31] have 

revealed that a few LIBS spectral signatures combined with simple chemometric 

techniques can enhance the selectivity of LIBS towards explosive identification and can 

result in superior classification. Furthermore, the sensitivity of LIBS can be enhanced by 

achieving low limit of detection.  In recent years, a derived technique of LIBS called as 

nanoparticle enhanced laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (NE-LIBS), based on 

acquiring LIBS signal in the presence of metal nanoparticles for towards the enhanced 
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sensitivity of analyte has been proposed by Giacomo et al. [32]. They have demonstrated 

the sensitivity of analyte below sub ppm level concentrations through this technique using 

intense nanosecond pulses at the energies near the threshold values.  

The LIBS spectra of energetic molecules, plastics and  other organic samples 

looks similar with CN, C2 molecular emission bands and with atomic transitions of C, H, 

N and O owing to their similar constituents of C, H, N and O. Though LIBS is an 

elemental analysis technique, the molecular species formed through various complex 

reactions in transient laser induced plasmas enable the LIBS technique to analyse the 

molecular solids. However, the emission signatures in LIP from various organic materials 

depend on the molecular structure, constituents and the atmosphere surrounding the LIP. 

CN and C2 formation pathways and their correlation with molecular structure in various 

organic molecules and explosives was investigated by several research groups. Some of 

the significant studies/results are summarized below. Grégoire et al. [33] investigated the 

relation between CN and C2 emissions with native bonds present in polymeric materials 

using time resolved spectroscopic imaging. Mousavi et al. [34] studied aliphatic and 

aromatic organic molecules (13 in total) with varying %C, %H, %N, and %O and 

different number of aromatic rings using ns LIBS technique to understand the formation 

of CN and C2 emissions. Their studies revealed that CN species are mostly formed due to 

recombination and C2 species are formed due to fragmentation of the C=C dimers. The 

high intensity of C emissions observed in the oxygen atmosphere compared to both air 

and nitrogen in case of urea and thiourea revealed that C recombined with N to form CN 

than forming CO or CO2 species. Bravo et al. [35] have recently investigated the 

influence of fluorine (F) and chlorine (Cl) present in a set of polymers on CN emission 

and a clear increase at 4-4, and 3-3 peaks in CN vibrational spectrum (Δν=0) of plastics 

with and without F and Cl.  Likewise, Dong et al. [36] have studied the formation of CN 

and C2 molecular radicles and their emissions in solid materials containing C and N in  air 

and argon ambiance. Under air and argon flow conditions. Atomic carbon and C2 

molecular emission were found to be enhanced in the presence of inert argon gas due to 

the unavailability of N and O from air. Serrano et al. [37] have investigated the primary 

and secondary formation pathways of virtually unexplored diatomic hydrogenated 

radicals viz., CH, NH, and OH in femtosecond plasmas of deuterated isotopologues of 

urea, terephthalic acid and anthracene. Delgado et al. [38,39] had investigated numerous 

fragmentation pathways in organic explosives under controlled atmosphere i.e. with 
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different background gases at varying pressures and at different laser fluence. They have 

analysed TNT and PETN simultaneously with LIBS and LIMS (laser induced mass 

spectrometry) technique and proposed possible fragmentation pathways. [40] In recent 

LIBS studies isotopic labelled C2 peaks 12C2, 
12C13C and 13C2 in isotopic-labelled fumaric 

acid were also identified. Rao et al. [41] have studied influence of varying nitro groups 

among nitropyrazoles on molecular emissions with fs excitation in decreasing nitrogen 

ambiance i.e. from nitrogen, air and argon ambiance. Sreedhar et al. [42,43] have 

investigated CN and C2 molecular formation routes in LIBS plasma of three energetic 

molecules viz., RDX, TNT and NTO subjected to air and different ambient gases argon 

and nitrogen with both fs and ns excitations. Recently, we have investigated the role of 

position and number of substituents on ring fragmentation pathways in energetic 

nitroimidazoles using both fs and ns ablation schemes and established the correlation 

between molecular structure intensity ratios of molecular and atomic spectral emissions 

[44]. All these studies revealed that the type, position and number of substituents appear 

to have a strong bearing on the spectral emission signatures. To unfold and understand 

this phenomenon we have considered in this work a set of six energetic molecules which 

are structural and functional isomers of triazole substituted nitroarene derivatives [45] 

that possess methyl (CH3, hereafter referred to as Me), methoxy (OCH3, hereafter referred 

to as OMe) and amino (NH2) groups at para and ortho positions. The LIBS emission 

spectra were recorded using fs (in ambient air) and ns (in air, argon atmospheres) pulses. 

The effect or influence of functional groups and their positions was examined through the 

trend followed by CN/C2 ratio. Further, CN and C2 emissions obtained from fs and ns 

LIBS spectra in different ambiances were correlated with %C-C+%C=C and %C-

N+%C=N linkages. CN and C2 vibrational temperature was calculated using NMT 

algorithm. An attempt has been made to correlate the molecular and atomic emission 

signatures with principal energetic parameters viz., oxygen balance (O.B.), velocity of 

detonation (V.O.D.), detonation pressure (D.P.), and chemical energy of detonation (Q). 

Finally, principal component analysis was utilized in tandem with proximal fs/ns LIBS 

data to classify/cluster these energetic molecules. 

3.2 Experimental details 

Femtosecond LIBS experiments were performed with an ultrafast Ti: Sapphire 

laser system (Amplitude, 3 mJ, 1 kHz) delivering ~50 fs laser pulses and operating at 
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central wavelength of 800 nm. The utilized fs LIBS setup is located in Radiation & 

Photochemistry Division of the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India. These 

experiments were carried out in ambient air using 900 µJ pulse energy. The ns ablation 

experiments were carried out at ACRHEM, University of Hyderabad. A Q-switched Nd: 

YAG laser (INNOLAS SpitLight, ~1.2 J @ 1064 nm, 10 Hz) operating at 532 nm 

wavelength and delivering ~7 ns pulses was employed to carry out ns experiments in air 

and argon with 15 mJ pulse energy. The schematic of both ns/fs proximal LIBS setups are 

illustrated in Chapter 2, figure 2.8. A 100-mm focal length lens fixed on translational 

stage was used in both the cases for focusing and precise interrogation of laser with 

sample. The plasma emissions were collected by Andor ME-OPT-007 

collector/collimator at 15 cm from plasma and fed to Andor Mechelle (ME 5000) + 

Andor iStar ICCD (DH 334T-18U-E3) system via an optical fiber of 600 µm diameter. 

For experiments in argon atmosphere, the sample was purged with argon gas with the 

help of a nozzle at the rate of ~3L/min. Pellets were placed on a translation stage 

controlled by Newport ESP 300 motion controller to expose fresh surface to each pulse. 

In fs case, three spectra (only) of each sample A1-A6 were recorded in accumulation 

mode (6 accumulations) to obtain good signal to noise ratio, using a gate delay of 100 ns, 

gate width of 800 ns, exposure time of CCD is 1.5 s, and ICCD gain at 180 in air (only). 

Thus, a single spectrum is the result of optical emissions collected from 9000 pulses. 20-

30 LIBS spectra of each sample were recorded for all samples (A1-A6) in the 

accumulation mode (10 accumulations) with a gate delay of 1 µs, gate width of 4 µs, 

exposure time of 0.002 s and ICCD gain at 120, in air and argon environments. The fs 

LIBS spectra could not be recorded in argon environment due to scarce sample size. The 

spectra were recorded in the range of 220-850 nm. The gate delays of 100 ns (fs case) and 

1 µs (ns case) were chosen to avoid Continuum emissions from LIP.  

Materials: Six (labelled as A1-A6) in-house synthesized energetic triazole derivatives 

substituted with methyl (CH3), methoxy (OCH3), and amino (NH2) functional groups at 

ortho (A1-A3) and (A4-A6) para positions were investigated in this work. These 

energetic molecules were synthesized and reported by Kommu et al. [45,46]. Figure 3.1 

shows the molecular structure of the triazole derivatives (A1-A6) investigated in the 

present study. IUPAC names and molecular formulas of these molecules are listed in the 

Table 3-1. Pellets of 2-3 mm thick and ~12 mm in diameter were prepared by pressing 

~150 mg of fine ground powder at 3 tones pressure. The energetic parameters of triazole 
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derivatives viz., oxygen balance (O.B.), velocity of detonation (V.O.D), detonation 

pressure (D.P.), and heat of detonation (Q) were theoretically calculated using Explo5 

version 6.02. Various atomic percentages (%C, %H, %N, %O), atomic bond percentages 

(%C-C+%C=C, %C-N+%C=N) present in the these molecules are listed in Table 3-2. 

Table 3-1 IUPAC names and molecular formula of triazole derivatives investigated in fs/ns LIBS setup. 

Label IUPAC name Molecular 

formula 

A1 1-(4-methyl-3,5-dinitrophenyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazole C9H7N5O4 

A2 1-(4-methoxy-3,5-dinitrophenyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazole C9H7N5O5 

A3 2,6-dinitro-4-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)aniline C8H6N6O4 

A4 1-(2-methyl-3,5-dinitrophenyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazole C9H7N5O4 

A5 1-(2-methoxy-3,5-dinitrophenyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazole C9H7N5O5 

A6 2,4-dinitro-6-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)aniline C8H6N6O4 

Note: A1-A3 and A4-A6 are functional isomers and A1&A4, A2&A5, A3&A6 are 

structural isomers. 

 

Figure 3.1 The molecular structures of structural and functional derivatives of triazole substituted 

nitroarene derivatives investigated in this study. 

Table 3-2 Atomic and bond percentages present in the triazole molecules (A1-A6). Energetic parameters of 

nitroimidazoles obtained from Explo5 version 6.02. 

Sample 

labels 

C % H 

% 

N 

% 

O 

% 

C-C % 

+ C=C 

% 

C-N % 

+ C=N 

% 

V.O.D 

(a) 

D.P.   

(a) 

O.B.     

(b) 

Q               

(b) 

       (ms-1) (G Pa) (%) (Cal g-1) 

A1 36 28 20 16 26.5 26.7 6980 17.25 -112.369 1122.86 

A2 34.6 26.9 19.2 19.2 22.1 25.4 7108 18.47 -99.555 1063.78 

A3 33.3 25 25 16.6 24 32 7222 18.88 -95.9348 1024.65 

A4 36 28 20 16 26.5 26.7 6980 17.13 -112.369 1115.48 

A5 34.6 26.9 19.2 19.2 22.1 25.4 7008 17.77 -99.555 1053.96 

A6 33.3 25 25 16.6 24 32 7167 18.51 -95.9348 1017.81 
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3.3 Results and Discussions 

3.3.1 Influence of laser pulse duration on fragmentation patterns in 

triazole-substituted nitroarene 
 

 

Figure 3.2 LIBS spectra of six novel HEMs with (a) fs excitation in air (b) ns excitation in air and (c) ns 

excitation in argon environments.  Molecular (CN, C2) and atomic emissions (C, H, N, O) and impurities 

(Na, Ca, Fe) are labelled in the fs/ns LIBS spectra and (d) Ratio of the molecular sum to atomic sum 

(MSAS), (CN+C2)/(C+H+N+O)) in air with femtosecond (black) and nanosecond (red) excitation. 
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Table 3-3 List of atomic emission lines and molecular bands observed in the LIB spectra of triazoles 

obtained with fs and ns pulse excitations. Emission lines from impurities such as Ca, Na, and Fe are also 

tabulated. 

Molecular 

system and 

atomic 

species 

Transitions 

observed in fs LIBS 

(air) (nm) 

Transitions observed in ns 

LIBS (air) (nm) 

Standard 

wavelengths 

(nm) 

CN Violet 

(B2Σ+-X2Σ+) 

Δν=+1: 

359.03,358.61,358.4 

Δν=+1: 

359.04, 358.58, 358.42 

359.04,358.59, 

358.39 

 Δν= 0: 388.31, 

387.11, 386.16, 

385.45, 385.05 

Δν=0: 388.32, 387.15, 386.17, 

385.46, 385.01 

388.34, 387.14, 

386.19,385.47 

 Δν= -1: 

421.59,419.7, 

417.99, 416.7, 

415.71, 415.04 

Δν=-1:421.52, 419.71, 418.09, 

416.78, 415.72, 415.16 

421.60, 419.72, 

418.10, 416.78, 

415.81, 415.24, 

C2 

(d3Πga3Πu) 

Δν=1:473.68, 471.49, 

469.71, 468.43 

Δν=1: 473.71, 471.55, 469.75, 

468.48, 467.84 

473.71, 471.52, 

469.76, 468.78, 

467.86 

 Δν=0: 516.46, 

509.51**, 512.8 

Δν=0: 516.48, 512.88 516.52, 512.93, 

509.77, 

 Δν=-1: 

563.45,558.46, 

551.49 

Δν=-1: band was not observed 563.55, 558.55, 

550.19 

NH (3Π3Σ) 336.12 336.04 336.0 

O I 777.4 777.6, 844.76, 777.4,844.63 

N I 746.8 * 742.41,744.28,746.89,818.44, 

821.59, 

742.36,   

742.23, 746.83,              

818.48,821.63 

H I 656.4 * 656.3 656.28 

C I 247.8 247.8 247.85 

Na I 589.0,589.7 588.98,589.96, 818.26, 819.45 588.99, 589.59, 

818.32,  819.48 

Ca (I & II) 422.69, Ca I 422.72, Ca II 393.38, 

Ca II 396.88, 

Ca I 422.67, 

Ca II 393.36, 

Ca II 396.84, 

Fe (I & II) Fe I 251.64, Fe I 

252.87, Fe II 288.18 

(A1) 

Fe I 251.64*, Fe II 288.19*, 

 

Fe I 251.76, Fe 

I 252.91, Fe II 

288.07 

*weak emissions, ** observed only in fs spectra. Standard wavelengths for 

molecular emissions [47] and atomic transitions [48] were considered from these 

references. 
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Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) illustrate the fs and ns LIBS spectra, respectively, of six novel 

HEMs recorded in air. Molecular emission signatures from CN and C2 emissions 

dominated in the fs LIBS spectra as compared to the ns LIBS spectra (data recorded in 

air). Three CN bands were observed in the spectral regions of 358-360 nm, 386-390 nm, 

410-422 nm corresponding to Δν values of 1, 0, -1, respectively. Out of these, the CN 

violet band (Δν= 0, B2Σ+ → X2Σ+) had maximum intensity at band head 388.34 nm. 

Three C2 bands (Δν= 1, 0, -1) were observed in the spectral range of 465-475 nm, 510-

518 nm, 555-565 nm with maximum intensity at C2 Swan band (Δν=0, d3Πg→ a3Πu). 

Besides the molecular bands including NH (336.3 nm), atomic emission lines of C, H, N, 

O and Ca, Na, Fe (impurities) were identified and are tabulated in Table 3-3 along with 

standard spectroscopic data  [47,48] for comparison. Iron emissions (predominantly seen 

in A1, in both fs and ns cases) are possibly from an impurity which might entered during 

the sample preparation or the pellet preparation phase.  In contrast to the fs-LIB spectra, 

the ns-LIB spectra recorded in air were dominated by the atomic emission lines. Figure 

3.2(c) depicts the ns LIP spectra of six triazole molecules (A1-A6) recorded in argon. 

These spectra exhibited strong C, H atomic emissions and C2 molecular emission in 

comparison to ns LIBS spectra recorded in air.  However, feeble atomic emissions from O 

and N were also observed.  

Figure 3.2(d) illustrates the molecular sum to the atomic sum ratio (MSAS), 

[CN+C2)/(C+H+N+O)] in air with fs (black) and ns (red) excitation. The MSAS ratio 

obtained from time integrated spectra using fs pulses is distinctly higher (i.e. 

predominantly stronger molecular emissions) than that from the corresponding ns pulses. 

The striking difference observed in the MSAS ratio when analyzing the LIBS spectra 

obtained with fs and ns pulses in air can be attributed to the difference in ablation 

mechanism and plasma evolution condition associated with the fs and ns pulses. The fs-

plasma is relatively cooler (~7000 K) compared to ns plasma (~10,000 K). The 

continuum background in fs-LIB emission spectra is significantly lower than the ns-

plasma due to absence of plasma re-heating, negligible plasma-atmosphere interaction 

due to narrower angular distribution in fs plasma expansion and, therefore, favored 

molecular formation [23,49–51] via associative mechanisms of atoms or ions in a laser 

ablation plume. The various radiative transitions of these molecular species give rise to 

the molecular emissions. The persistence of spectral lines is immensely dependent on the 

laser pulse energy, extent of laser-plasma coupling and in turn the plasma temperature. In 
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case of ns ablation, the longer laser pulse duration and improved laser-plasma coupling 

results in plasmas with higher plasma temperature. Thus, the emission lines from ns-

plasma possesses higher persistence times and dominate with atomic spectral lines in the 

initial times when compared to fs plasma. However, as the plasma cools down the atomic 

species recombine to form molecular species and thus delayed molecular emission is 

observed. The persistence of emission of spectral lines in ns-plasma is at least an order of 

magnitude longer than that from femtosecond plasmas [42,43]. This will certainly impact 

the ratio of the sum of molecular emission intensities to the sum of atomic emission 

intensities (MSAS), (CN+C2)/(C+H+N+O), if recorded at later delay times. This MSAS 

ratio was later analyzed to evaluate its correlation with energetic parameters. In coming 

sections, the origin of CN and C2 molecular emissions and their correlation with 

molecular structure (various linkages) present in the molecules is discussed. 

3.3.2 Origin of CN species and correlation studies 

Despite several extensive LIBS works the origin and evolution of laser induced 

plasma (LIP) is not clear due to the simultaneous involvement of numerous mechanisms 

such as heating, vaporization, shockwave generation and its collapse etc. [52,53]. The 

species present in surrounding environment near the focal zone may react with the species 

present in the plasma and result in different bond formation pathways. Serrano et al. [54] 

had investigated several organic compounds and proposed various pathways in which a 

diatomic radical can be formed by considering all dissociation and recombination 

processes involving single and double displacement reactions and surviving native 

fragments. They have also demonstrated that excitation with fs pulses better reflects the 

structure of the molecular solid as compared to ns excitation.  Besides native CN bonds, 

other possible secondary sources for generation of CN species could be reaction of C2, C 

with N or N2, where N, N2 could be of native origin (i.e. from the sample) or from the 

ambience (from air). 

C +  N → CN                                                                                                                                    (𝟏) 

C +  N2 → CN +  N                                                                                                                       (𝟐)         

C2  +  N → CN + C                                                                                                                         (𝟑) 

C2  + N2 → 2CN                                                                                                                             (𝟒) 
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To establish the existence of possible channels, the correlation between CN 

intensities and C-N% + C=N%, C-C% + C=C%, was evaluated using fs (in air) and ns 

(air and argon atmosphere) pulses.   In all the correlation graphs Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient has been used to deduce the correlation in paired data sets. The value of 

Pearson’s “r” coefficient closer to 1 or -1 indicates stronger positive or negative linear 

correlation between predictor variable (x) and the response (y). In all correlation graphs 

for ablation in air, data points corresponding to para (ortho) isomers are represented by 

square (circle) symbols and black color (red). Hollow symbols corresponds to the ablation 

in argon. Solid (dash) line represents the linear fit for para (ortho) isomers. Integrated line 

intensities (or area under the curve) of C, CN and C2 emissions obtained after baseline 

correction using a MATLAB code were used for various correlation studies. Figures 

3.4(a)-3.4(c) illustrate the baseline correction of CN molecular band (Δν=0) in the region 

384-389 nm, (b) CN peak at 388.34 and (c) C2 peak at 516.4 nm from a typical fs LIBS 

spectrum of A1 using a MATLAB code. 

 

Figure 3.3 Baseline correction of (a) CN molecular band (Δν=0) in the region 384-389 nm, (b) CN peak at 

388.34 and (c) C2 peak at 516.4 nm from fs LIBS spectra of A1 (recorded in air) using a MATLAB code. 

Figure 3.5 (a) shows the correlation of CNVsum (where CNVsum is the 

integrated line intensity of Δν=0 band for CN, in the region 384-389 nm, achieved with 

MATLAB program after base line correction) with respect to percentages of C-N and 

C=N bonds obtained from the fs LIBS data recorded in air. In contrast, the corresponding 

plots [figure 3.5(b) and 3.5(c)] obtained for the ns case demonstrates poor correlation in 

air [r(P)=-0.3]; [r(O)=-0.68] and argon [r(P) = -0.17] and [r (O) = -0.18)]. This 

observation clearly suggests that CN does not originate solely from native CN bonds, but 

can also be formed from other secondary sources such as recombination reaction 

channels. 
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Figure 3.4 Correlation of CNVsum with respect to C-N linkages in air with (a) fs LIBS data (b) ns LIBS 

data and (c) in argon with ns LIBS data. P & O denote para & ortho isomers in all the correlation graphs. 

 

Figure 3.5 Correlation of CN violet band emissions w.r.t C-C linkages (a-c) and O% (d-f) from the LIBS 

data in air obtained with fs and ns pulses and in argon with ns pulses. 
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This can be verified by carrying out the ablation in argon atmosphere. In argon 

atmosphere, there is no ambient N2 (as opposed to 80% N2 in air medium). Therefore, in 

argon atmosphere, formation of CN from reaction channels (1) and (2) (using N from 

ambience) is not expected to take place. Hence, the CN intensity was lower compared to 

the corresponding signal intensities obtained for ablation in air. Further, the poor 

correlation with %C-N +%C=N [figure 3.5(c)] suggests the prevalence of recombination 

reaction channels leading to CN formation. 

C2  +  O → CO + C                                                                                                                         (𝟓) 

C2  +  O2 → 2CO                                                                                                                              (𝟔) 

CN can also be formed via reaction channels 3 and 4 involving C2 species. The latter are 

predominantly seen in case of ablation with fs pulses [figure 3.5(a)].   

If C2 was formed from fragmentation (i.e. C-C or C=C), a good correlation of CNVsum 

with respect to C-C and C=C linkages [figure 3.6(a)] implies that there was not much 

depletion of C2 by way of scavenging by O from air (reaction channels 5, 6) since the air 

in fs plasma is barely ionized and thus CN was formed via reaction channels of 3 and 4. 

This may not be the case for ablation with ns pulses where the surrounding air is also 

ionized. Under such conditions, the contribution to reaction channel 5 from “O” in the air 

needs to be considered. As the C2 concentration gets depleted (by reacting with O) the 

formation of CN is also reduced. This is reflected as a bad correlation [figure 3.6(b)]. 

This aspect can be confirmed by carrying out the ablation in argon. When the ablation is 

carried out in argon, the reaction of C2 with O (of air) is ruled out. In the absence of this 

scavenging reaction, most of the C2 will react with N to give CN thus yielding a better 

correlation between CN and %C-C+%C=C linkages [figure 3.6(c)]. Furthermore, the 

CNVsum decreased with increasing %O in the molecules [figure 3.6(d)]. This is possibly 

due to scavenging of C2 by O (see above discussion), consequently there will not be much 

C2 species left to react via reaction channels 3 and 4. The correlation is superior due to the 

absence of any contribution from O of the atmosphere as the air in fs plasma is barely 

ionized. However, for the case of ns ablation where the surrounding air gets ionized, the 

probability for scavenging of C (more C than C2 in ns ablation) by O (from the 

surrounding ionized air) is high thereby resulting in a poor correlation [figure 3.6(e)]. In 

argon atmosphere, the interference from atmospheric O is ruled out and the correlation 

improves [figure 3.6(f)]. 
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3.3.3 Origin of C2 species and correlation studies 

 

Figure 3.6 Correlation of C2 emissions w.r.t C-C linkages (a-c) and O% (d-f) from the LIBS data with fs 

and ns pulses in air and with ns pulses in argon. 

The C2 emissions from carbon (graphite) have been extensively studied in various 

ambient gases [55–57], microwave discharge through CO [58].These studies suggest that 

C2 swan band emission most probably originates from electron collisional process 

through (i) direct excitation of C2 molecules or (ii) formation of C2 molecules in excited 

state (d3∏g) via dissociative or recombinative processes, where the former pathway is 
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favoured only when large carbon clusters are present in the plasma [59]. Anselment et al. 

[60] proposed that low-energy electron collisions with Cn cations (n≥2) or neutrals (n>2) 

followed by dissociation, could result in an excited C2 molecule. Little et al proposed 

another mechanism [61] for populating d3πg state from the 5πg meta stable state via 

potential curve crossing.The LIBS studies on urea, thiourea, [34] RDX [42][62] 

molecules had linked the absence of C2 emission bands to the lack of C=C linkage in 

these molecules; thereby suggesting fragmentation as the dominant mechanism for 

formation of C2. However, recombination process involving two carbon radicals can also 

yield C2 species [63]  according to the following reaction (7). 

C + C + M → C2 +  M                                                                                                                  (𝟕)  

In our fs LIBS studies on azoles, a superior correlation [Figure 3.7(a)] was 

observed between the C2 emission intensity and %C-C +%C=C bonds. This is partly due 

to the absence of any contribution from O of the atmosphere (reaction channel 5: 

scavenging reactions for C2) since the air in fs plasma is hardly ionized. Furthermore, the 

superior negative correlation (r = -0.83, para and r = -1, ortho) between the C2 intensities 

and O atom % in the molecules [Figure 3.7(d)] suggests that the decay of C2 proceeds 

mainly by reaction channel 5, where “O” is from the molecules. With ns pulses, the 

correlation between C2 emission intensity and %C-C +%C=C deteriorated (r=0.73, para 

and r=0.9, ortho) [Figure 3.7(b)]. This could be due to formation of C2 by recombination 

channels (in addition to fragmentation) along with a concomitant loss of C2 (scavenging 

reactions involving “O” from the ionized air). The latter is also responsible for the poor 

negative correlation between C2 and %O [Figure 3.7(e)]. In Argon atmosphere, there is a 

significant improvement in the correlation [Figures 3.7(c) and 3.7(f)] largely due to the 

absence of scavenging reactions involving “O” from the atmosphere. 

3.3.4 Plasma chemistry of CN, C2 emissions 

In thermodynamics, Gibbs free energy change (ΔGr) and equilibrium constant 

(Keq) play a crucial role in deciding the spontaneity and feasibility of reaction. If ΔGr>0 

the reaction is non-spontaneous; ΔGr=0 the reaction reaches equilibrium; ΔGr <0 the 

reaction is spontaneous (products are favored). Likewise, if Keq ≥ 1000, then mostly 

product species will be present at the equilibrium (forward reaction). If it is <0.001, then 

we expect mostly reactant species left at equilibrium (backward reaction). If the condition 
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0.001< Keq<1000 is satisfied then both reactants and products co-exist at equilibrium.  

Enthalpy and Gibbs free energy of reaction are state functions of a reaction and are 

calculated by using the equations (3.1) and (3.2). The equilibrium constant 𝐾𝑒𝑞 for a 

reaction at any temperature (T) is obtained from the equation (3.3) using the obtained ΔGr 

The feasibility of the above discussed reactions (irrespective of fs/ns pulse or 

air/argon environment) was examined by calculating equilibrium constant (Keq) at two 

different temperatures 6000 K and 3000K using the Gibbs free energy change (ΔGr), 

where the standard enthalpy of formation and Gibbs free energy of formation of reactants 

and products are taken from NIST-JANAF thermochemical tables [64]. Table 3-4 lists 

the ΔHr, ΔGr and Keq at 6000 K and 3000 K of the proposed reactions. 

 ΔHreaction
0 = ΣΔHf

0(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠) − 𝛴ΔHf
0(𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠)                                               (3.1) 

 ΔGreaction
0 = ΣΔGf

0(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠) − ΣΔGf
0(𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠)                                                 (3.2) 

 𝐾𝑒𝑞 = 𝑒−∆𝐺0/𝑅𝑇                                                                                                            (3.3) 

Table 3-4 The Standard enthalpy change (ΔHr), Gibbs free energy change (ΔGr), and equilibrium constant 

(Keq) for the proposed reaction channels. 

 ΔHr (kJ/mol) ΔGr(kJ/mol) Keq 

Reaction 6000 K 3000 K 6000 K 3000 K 6000 K 3000 K 

(1) -770.387 -769.854 930.927 -387.964 1.136 5.7E+6 

(2) 218.311 195.232 210.979 169.928 0.064 0.001 

(3) -160.607 -164.126 -1090.64 -159.277 23.198 593.41 

(4) 57.704 31.106 -879.658 10.651 1.485 0.652 

(5) -505.07 -490.36 -722.128 -440.189 2.2E+3 4.6E+7 

(6) -1103.26 -1072.97 528.219 -1000.41 9.8E+7 2E+17 

(7) -609.78 -605.728 2021.56 -228.687 0.048 9.6E+3 

As evident from Table 3-4, reactions (1), (3), (5), (6) and (7) are exothermic in 

nature (ΔHr<0) while the reactions (2) and (4) are endothermic in nature (ΔHr>0). As 

mentioned earlier, CN is formed during the laser ablation (LA) process by collisions of C 

neutrals with N neutrals and N2 molecules (from the ambience). As can be seen from 

Table 3, reaction (1) strongly favours the formation of CN by the recombination of C and 

N (1.1 @6000K <Keq <5.7E+6 @3000K). Reaction (3) also supports the formation of CN 
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with C2 and N recombining (23 @6000K < Keq < 593 @3000K). The reaction of C and 

C2 with atmospheric nitrogen N2 to form CN seems to be in equilibrium as their Keq 

ranges between 0.06 to 0.001 and 1.4 to 0.65, respectively. Consequently, the formation 

of CN is more favourable via the reaction of C and C2 with N.  Reaction 6 is strongly 

exothermic (ΔH <0) and as temperature decreases from 6000 K to 3000 K, the Keq 

increases exponentially. Similarly, reaction 5 also leads to consumption of C2. The 

formation of C2 by recombination of C atoms with the assistance of an intermediate, is 

favored [Keq (reaction 7) increases by 3 orders, whereas Keq (reaction 6) increases by 8 

orders] but the reaction (5) and (6) are competing with reaction (7).  The increase in 

negative ΔGr value, with decrease in temperature also shows that the reaction 7 is 

spontaneous and favors the formation of C2. Thus, the thermo-dynamical quantities play a 

key role in the CN and C2 formation pathways in laser induced plasma (LIP) and 

emphasizes the importance of plume dynamics and plasma chemistry.  

3.3.5 Trends in the CN, C2 peaks in fs-LIBS spectra for (i) para series 

and (ii) ortho series 
 
Table 3-5 Trend of CN and C2 line integrated intensity ratio with fs and ns excitation in air. 

Functional 

group 
Para CN/C2 Ortho CN/C2 Para CN/C2 Ortho CN/C2 

 Fs excitation (air) Ns excitation (air) 

-Me A1 5.48 ± 0.12 A4 4.94±0.28 A1 10.41±0.32 A4 11.43±0.24 

-OMe A2 8.26 ±1.05 A5 10.34±0.03 A2 14.82±0.35 A5 15.09±0.33 

-NH2 A3 10.36±0.35 A6 6.48±0.62 A3 17.23±0.84 A6 13.54±0.18 

The molecular emission intensities can also depend on the number of substituent 

groups, as revealed from our earlier studies [42] on nitroimidazoles. The nitro group, by 

way of resonance and inductive effect (which act synergistically), drains out the electrons 

from the ring, making it easily susceptible to atomization. As a consequence, the CN 

emission intensity was higher than the C2 intensities and the CN/C2 ratio was observed to 

increase with the number of electron withdrawing nitro groups [44]. In the present work, 

we attempted to understand how the nature of the substituents and their position influence 

the C2 and CN emission intensities in the triazole-substituted nitroarene series.  The trend 

in CN/C2 ratio (obtained with the both fs and ns excitations in air) as we move across the 
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series A1-A3 and A4-A6, which have different functional groups (Me, OMe, NH2) at para 

and ortho positions respectively, is illustrated in Table 3-5. It may be noted that CN/C2 

has the similar trend in both cases. 

(i) Trend in CN/C2 ratio of the para series: 

The CN/C2 emission intensity ratio within the para series followed the trend of A1 

<A2 <A3 i.e. A3 had maximum tendency to atomize vis-a-vis fragmentation. This implies 

that there was extensive delocalization of electron density within the aromatic ring 

resulting in more canonical forms for A3 as compared to A2, A1. As discussed above, the 

delocalization of π-electrons arises primarily from the presence of electron withdrawing –

NO2 groups.  All the triazole-substituted nitroarene compounds used in this study have 

the same number of nitro groups and only differ in the type of substituent at ortho and 

para positions. Therefore, it is these substituents Me, OMe, -NH2 which play a crucial 

role in destabilizing the aromatic ring. The electron releasing –Me group pushes some 

electron density into the ring. Therefore, the pi electron cloud in the aromatic ring gets 

localized thus increasing the probability for fragmentation (i.e. more C2 formation). It is 

the C-C and C=C bonds in the phenyl ring which will be instrumental in C2 formation 

since the triazole ring is devoid of C-C or C=C linkages. When –Me is replaced by –OMe 

group, it is expected that the comparatively stronger electron releasing –OMe group will 

limit the extent of delocalization of the ring π-electron cloud. However, ‘O’ atom due to 

its electronegative character, pulls away the electrons leading to reduction in electron 

density in the phenyl ring. This facilitates delocalization of π-electrons within the ring and 

increases the chances of atomization leading to a higher CN/C2 ratio. In case of the –NH2 

group (maximum electron releasing tendency amongst the three functional groups) as the 

substituent, it is expected that the extent of delocalization will be drastically reduced. 

Additionally, (as discussed above), due to the electron withdrawing effect of the N atom 

(less electronegative than O of OMe), a small fraction of electron density may be 

withdrawn towards the amino group, thereby allowing for more delocalization of the ring 

π-electron cloud.  However, another important factor that needs to be considered here is 

the H-bonding (intra and inter molecular) involving the –NH2 group and the –NO2 groups 

on either side of it [45]. Since the lone pair electrons on N participate in H-bonding, they 

will not be available for coupling with the π-electron cloud of phenyl ring. This further 

promotes π-electron delocalization thereby increasing the probability of atomization. 
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Thus the –NH2 substituted compound (A3) exhibits the highest CN/C2 ratio among the 

para isomers. 

(ii) Trend in CN/C2 ratio of the ortho series: 

For the ortho series, the CN/C2 emission intensity ratio followed the trend 

A4<A6<A5. But for the positions of A6 and A5, this trend is like that observed in the 

para series. The CN/C2 ratio for A6 which has –NH2 group in ortho position is lower than 

A5. This can be attributed to the reduction in the extent of intramolecular H-bonding (as 

there is only one –NO2 group adjacent to the –NH2 group). Hence, unlike the para case, 

the lone pair electrons of N are now available for coupling with π-electron cloud of 

phenyl ring. The delocalization of ring π-electrons is then restricted. Furthermore, unlike 

the O-atom (of –OMe) whose electronegativity is higher than N-atom (of –NH2 group), 

the latter cannot effectively withdraw electron density from the ring, thus further 

restricting delocalization. Therefore, A6 possibly exhibited greater probability of 

fragmentation (i.e. less atomization) compared to A5. 

(iii) Trend in CN/C2 ratio with respect to position of the substituent (para Vs ortho) 

The observed variation in CN/C2 between A1 versus A4 and A2 versus A5 could 

be within experimental error margin, we therefore, refrain from commenting on this. On 

the other hand, A3 displayed a significantly higher CN/C2 ratio compared to A6. In other 

words, the presence of amino group in para position makes the molecule more vulnerable 

to atomization. The intra-molecular H-bonding [45] involving the lone pair electrons on –

NH2 group and the adjacent –NO2 group (one on either side of the –NH2 group) 

minimizes the chances of coupling of lone pair electron with the ring π-electron cloud. 

Since delocalization is facilitated, atomization is favored over fragmentation, thus giving 

rise to a higher CN/C2 ratio for A3 as compared to A6. 

3.3.6 CN and C2 vibrational temperatures 

The vibrational temperature of CN and C2 molecular bands in the spectral region 

375-390 nm and 500-520 nm respectively was calculated by using Nelder-Mead 

algorithm (NMT), developed by Parigger et.al, at the University of Tennessee Space 

Institute. This program computes theoretical spectra for the selected diatomic molecular 

transitions and wavelength regions (CN Violet, C2 Swan, TiO, AlO bands) by using 
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accurate line strengths (Hönl-London) factors, along with temperature and full-width half 

maximum (FWHM) values as inputs. It uses Boltzmann equilibrium spectrum program 

(BESP) that allows to evaluate a spectrum of free spontaneous emission from a diatomic 

gas in thermal equilibrium using a table of line widths for a specified diatomic transition. 

In the sense, out of several large number of molecules, some of the molecules are in the 

excited state.  It assumes that there are several line transitions (either rotational or 

vibrational) with in the spectrometer resolution (0.1 nm) and fit the spectrum by multi 

peak Gaussian fit. NMT uses BESP as a subroutine to fit the experimental diatomic 

emission spectrum by minimizing the difference between computed and experimentally 

recorded spectrum, in the least square sense, and provides the temperature. The calculated 

vibrational temperatures (with error less than 10% in most of the cases) in both the 

schemes are tabulated in Table 3-6.  

Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) depict the theoretical fits of CN and C2 molecular 

emissions in the spectral region of 375-390 nm and 500-520 nm from a typical LIBS 

spectrum of A3 obtained with fs pulses in air. Likewise, figures 3.7(c) and 3.7(d) depict 

theoretical fits of CN and C2 molecular emissions from a typical ns LIBS spectrum of A3 

obtained in air and figures 3.7(e) and 3.7(f) in the argon environment. The figures also 

show the difference between experimental data and theoretical fit obtained from NMT 

algorithm. From the Table 3-6 it is evident that the vibrational temperature of CN 

molecular emissions is least in the case of femtosecond excitation (in air) and highest in 

the case of ns excitation in argon environment. This could be in relation that the plasmas 

produced with fs pulses are cooler in comparison to plasmas produced with ns pulses. 

However, in the ambient air, it is observed that the vibrational temperature of C2 

molecular band is higher than vibrational temperature of CN in case of fs ablation and 

vice-versa in the case of ns ablation. This observation could be related to the major 

formation pathway of C2 species i.e. the fragmentation as CN/C2 ratio is more in case of 

fs ablation to that of ns ablation in all samples as seen from Table 3-5. Higher CN and C2 

vibrational temperatures in argon environment could be due to less thermal conductivity 

and higher density of argon gas (0.017 W m–1K–1, 1.66 kg/m3) in comparison to air (0.026 

W m–1K–1, 1.18 kg/m3) [38]. The higher thermal conductivity of ambiance leads to the 

faster cooling of plasma owing to the higher transfer of heat. Since, argon has the low 
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thermal conductivity compared to air, the lifetime of plasma in argon atmosphere 

increases. 

 

Table 3-6 Vibrational temperatures of CN and C2 molecular bands calculated using NMT algorithm with 

both fs (air) and ns (air, argon) excitations. 

Sample Fs(air) Ns (air) Ns (Argon) 

 CN (K) C2 (K) CN (K) C2 (K) CN (K) C2 (K) 

A1 6577±73 7164±506 7429±40 5173±307 8598±158 10368±624 

A2 6615±346 7398±40 8716±298 6013±158 9588±756 7327±1347 

A3 6919±206 8407±764 8734±370 5940±359 10871±738 7815±152 

A4 6660±111 7509±363 9275±71 6468±45 10447±502 10356±911 

A5 6630±53 7864±36 8503±182 5651±232 9877±153 9986±281 

A6 6460±179 7213±154 9472±247 6617±505 10552±181 9848±1017 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Difference between theoretical fits and experimental data of CN/C2 molecular bands obtained 

from NMT algorithm in (a, b) air with fs pulse excitation, (c, d) air with ns excitation and in (e, f) argon ns 

excitation. 

3.3.7 Correlation of energetic parameters 

Globally, there is a continuous research focused on synthesis of advanced novel HEMs 

with increased density, diminished toxicity and increased explosive performance i.e. high 

positive heat of formation (H.O.F), possessing high heat of explosion (Q) resulting in 

high velocity of detonation (V.O.D) and detonation pressure (D.P.) [65–68]. Velocity of 
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detonation (m/s) refers to the rate of propagation of the detonation front and detonation 

pressure (GPa) refers to the pressure that exists at the shock wave-medium interface as 

the shock wave travels through the medium. V.O.D and D.P. are linearly proportional to 

the density of a high energy material. A general approach for the estimation of CHNO 

explosives is to use  Kamlet–Jacobs (K-J) equations shown in equation (3.4) and (3.5) 

[69]. 

𝐷 (𝑘𝑚 𝑠−1) = 1.01 (𝑁𝑀0.5𝑄0.5)0.5 (1 + 1.30 𝜌)                                                              (𝟑. 𝟒) 

𝑃 (𝐺 𝑃𝑎) = 15.58 𝑁 𝜌2𝑀0.5𝑄0.5                                                                                            (𝟑. 𝟓) 

Where D is velocity of detonation, P is detonation pressure, ρ is the loading density, N 

represents the number of moles of gaseous detonation products per gram of explosive, M 

is the average molecular weight of the gases and Q is the heat of explosion in Cal g-1. 

However, It is not always possible to experimentally measure V.O.D and D.P. of a new 

energetic sample as it requires a detonation chamber, testing apparatus and various 

dynamic methods based on different physical principles [70]. Therefore, a few advanced 

computer based algorithms such as CHEETAH, EXPLO5 were designed and are now 

extensively employed to predict various performance parameters of new explosive 

molecules as well as metal-containing explosives, which accurately predicts the 

detonation performance (better than the K-J equations) [71,72]. Recently, even V.O.D 

and D.P. used in this work were obtained using the EXPLO5 version 6.02 at standard 

conditions, i.e. 298 K temperature and 1 bar pressure assuming that atmospheric gases do 

not react with the molecule during the detonation.  

The chemical energy of detonation (C.E.D.) or heat of explosion is denoted by Q. 

It is and defined as the energy in kcal released by 1 kg of explosive at constant volume.  

The heat of explosion provides information about the work capacity of the explosive.  

Oxygen balance is an important property of explosive which indicates the degree to 

which an explosive can be oxidized. A deficiency of oxygen within the molecule may end 

up with CO or NO gases which are toxic. Thus, there must be enough oxygen available 

within the sample to convert all its carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen to stable products such 

as carbon dioxide, water and nitrogen dioxide. In this case the molecule is said to have 

zero oxygen balance. In case the molecule is oxygen deficient, then it is termed as 

negative oxygen balanced and if oxygen is surplus to that required then the molecule is 
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termed as positive oxygen balanced. Oxygen balance of an explosive (CxHyNwOz) where 

total C is converted into CO2 was calculated as per equation (3.6). 

𝑂. 𝐵.  (%) =  
1600 (𝑧 − 2𝑥 −

𝑦

2
)

𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 
⁄                                                 (3.6)            

For laboratory studies, the detonation products of the explosive molecules were 

computed using EXPLO5. C, CO, CO2, N2, H2O etc., emerged as the major detonation 

products while NO, CH, HCN, NH2 were the minor products. Products (species) observed 

in LIBS spectra includes C, CO, CH, CN, C2, N2
+, NO, NH, N, O, H etc. It needs to be 

mentioned here that in real-time detonations numerous varieties of species can be 

expected.  However, our aim in this study is to correlate the detonation parameters of a 

molecule with the LIBS signals observed. Johnson et al. [73] have studied extremely 

short detonation interaction events in reactive materials such as aluminium, magnesium 

and boron with PBX-N9 pellets by simultaneous imaging and spectroscopy.  Recently 

Farhadian et al. [74] used CN and AlO molecular band emissions to investigate the aging 

of high energy materials. Rezaei et al. [75] have correlated detonation parameters such as 

heat of formation (H.O.F), velocity of detonation (V.O.D) of aluminium based RDX 

explosives with Al/O ratios and shown that molecular to atomic ratios can be used to 

understand the trend of energetic parameters. Recently, they [76] have again utilized 

LIBS technique to investigate plastic-bonded explosives (PBX) with varying Al 

concentration and reported that, by considering CN/C2, PBX with Al content of 15% is 

found to have the optimum velocity of detonation of the RDX/Al/HTPB standard 

samples.To evaluate the performance of the explosives (triazole-substituted nitroarenes), 

we have attempted to correlate the detonation parameters viz. O.B., V.O.D., D.P. and Q 

with CN/C2 and (CN+C2)/(C+H+N+O) ratios. 

Figures 3.8(a)-(d) and 3.8(e)-(h) depict the correlation of energetic parameters 

viz., oxygen balance (O.B., %), velocity of detonation (V.O.D, ms-1), detonation pressure 

(D.P., G Pa), and heat of detonation (Q, Cal g-1) with respect to CN/C2 ratio and MSAS 

ratio, (CN+C2)/(C+H+N+O) respectively in ns LIBS spectra recorded in air. The 

integrated intensities of C at 247.8 nm, H at 656 nm, N at 746 nm and O 777.2 nm, CN at 

388.34 nm, C2 at 516.4 nm were used to calculate CN/C2 and (CN+C2)/(C+H+N+O) 

ratios. As seen in figures 3.8(a)-3.8(d) a strong linear correlation was observed between 

CN/C2 ratio and the explosive parameters in the case of para isomers with ns excitation in 
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air; the ortho isomers on the other hand exhibited inferior correlation. The correlation 

between MSAS ratio and the detonation parameters was even worsened as evident 

figures 3.8(e)-3.8(h) in the case of both para and ortho isomers with ns excitation in air. 

Such poor correlations could be ascribed to the intrusion of air and the uncontrolled 

reactions between plasma and air constituents as discussed earlier. Figures 3.9(a)-(d) and 

3.9(e)-(h) depict the correlation of energetic parameters with respect to CN/C2 ratio and 

MSAS ratio, (CN+C2)/(C+H+N+O) respectively in ns LIBS spectra recorded in argon 

ambiance. As seen in figures 3.9(a)-(d) a moderate linear correlation was observed 

between CN/C2 ratio and the explosive parameters in the case of both para and ortho 

isomers with ns excitation in argon. A strong linear correlation was observed between 

MSAS ratio and the explosive parameters in the case of para isomers with ns excitation as 

evident form figures 3.9(a)-(d); whereas slightly moderate correlation was observed in 

the case of ortho isomers.  Figures 3.10(a)-(d) and 3.10(e)-(f) depict the correlation of 

energetic parameters with respect to the CN/C2 ratio and the MSAS ratio, (CN + C2)/ (C + 

H + N + O), respectively. A strong linear correlation was observed between the CN/C2 

ratio and the explosive parameters as observed from figures 3.10(a)-(d) in the case of 

para isomers with fs excitation in air; the ortho isomers on the other hand exhibited 

inferior correlation [see discussion in section 3.3.5]. As seen from figures 3.10(e)-(h) 

very good correlation of energetic parameters with the MSAS ratio, (CN + C2)/ (C + H + 

N + O) was obtained with fs excitation, in both the ortho and para series with a maximum 

of 10–15% error. This error could probably be due to the weak intensities of atomic lines 

corresponding to H and N. We strongly feel that such correlation would towards the 

evaluation/prediction of the performance of an unknown energetic material, when 

investigated in similar conditions. Further, the possibilities with fs pulses of delivering 

over long distances makes it attractive even for standoff detection.  In future, we wish to 

utilize this correlation data along with other statistical techniques and time-resolved data 

concurrently to explore the possibility of unambiguous discrimination of these 

compounds. Our results also open a new avenue wherein the LIBS technique could 

possibly be used as a laboratory-scale technique to predict the energetic performance with 

minimal amount of the sample (~150 mg).  For achieving this, comprehensive studies on 

standard energetic molecules and exhaustive correlation analyses are essential. 
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Figure 3.8 Correlation of CN/C2 emission ratio (ns LIBS, air) and with respect to energetic parameters (a-

d) (a) O.B. (b) V.O.D (c) D.P. (d) Q and correlation of (CN+C2/C+H+N+O) ratio (ns LIBS, air) with the 

energetic parameters (e-h) (e) O.B. (f) V.O.D (g) D.P. (h) Q. 
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Figure 3.9 Correlation of CN/C2 emission ratio (ns LIBS, argon) and with respect to energetic parameters 

(a-d) (a) O.B. (b) V.O.D (c) D.P. (d) Q and correlation of (CN+C2/C+H+N+O) ratio (ns LIBS, argon) with 

the energetic parameters (e-h) (e) O.B. (f) V.O.D (g) D.P. 
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Figure 3.10 Correlation of CN/C2 emission ratio (fs LIBS, air) and with respect to energetic parameters (a-

d) (a) O.B. (b) V.O.D (c) D.P. (d) Q and correlation of (CN+C2/C+H+N+O) ratio (fs LIBS, air) with the 

energetic parameters (e-h) (e) O.B. (f) V.O.D (g) D.P. (h) Q. 
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3.3.8 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

From the past decade LIBS technique has been regarded as one of a potential 

technique to detect trace amounts of explosives. Despite its high sensitivity the specificity 

or limited selectivity of this technique towards trace detection of explosives is a major 

concern owing to the ambiguous origin of molecular species. This leads to the non-

fingerprint nature of LIBS technique towards explosive detection and further makes it 

challenging to classify or recognize them [77]. LIBS spectral analysis combined with 

chemometric techniques or multivariate data analysis (MVDA) techniques enhances the 

accuracy in discrimination of samples compared to the standard ratiometric approaches, 

where ratios of neutral and ionic species are utilized in the latter case [78]. Usage of such 

chemometric techniques is crucial to identify the explosive residues on organic materials 

such as plastics [79,80] and envelopes [77].  Principal component analysis (PCA) is a 

simple, unsupervised powerful chemometric technique which is capable of grouping or 

classifying various materials by correlating their spectral features. PCA has been used in 

various fields such as face recognition and image processing [81], drugs, pharmaceutical 

tablets analysis [4], soil analysis and explosive discrimination owing to its capability of 

finding patterns (the similarities and differences) in high dimensional data sets [82–85]. 

In this technique, original data set X mn [‘m’ observations (no. of spectra) and ‘n’ 

variables (wavelengths)] is transformed in to a new data matrix T (n×m) through Eigen 

decomposition of covariance matrix of X with most of the information is stored in the 

first few dimensions . The eigen vectors obtained in this transformation have the essential 

features and referred as principal components (PCs). Each PCs represents the variance 

present in the data set and the amount of variance accounted by PCs decreases gradually 

among PCs with first PC being the highest. The representation of new matrix in the space 

of PCs provides us with classification or discrimination of the sample set through 

choosing (or looking at) an appropriate rotation (or orientation) allows us to visualize the 

underlying classification. 

Recently, Porizka et al. [86] have summarized the progress that has been achieved 

by utilizing PCA by LIBS community for data analysis. They have also discussed 

approaches to use PCA in LIBS data processing. PCA has been used as a preprocessing 

technique to identify and filter the outliers as it enables to visualize the data matrix in 

lucid way in the space of PCs [87]. Wang et al. have used principal component analysis to 
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distinguish an organic explosive (TNT, trinitrotoluene) among plastics [88]. De Lucia et 

al. classified different explosive traces on organic explosives using PLS-DA and obtained 

high true classification rates (TCR) and low false classification rates (LCR) through 

selective data input models [89,90]. Gottfried et al. [91] demonstrated  classification of 

Bacillus subtilis (a biological warfare agent) using PCA at a standoff distance of 20 m. 

Konstantynovski et al. [82] have utilized PCA to discriminate the response from metal 

oxide semiconductor gas sensor with various explosives and benign samples.  PCA has 

also been used in conjunction with other explosive detection techniques such as laser 

photo acoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) [92] and Raman spectroscopy [93] to discriminate 

explosive traces. Though PCA accounts for total variance of the entire data set, it cannot 

describe the group-to-group variability and within the group variability. Moreover, being 

an unsupervised classification technique, the prediction and class labelling of unknown 

explosive materials is not possible. Therefore several other MVDA techniques such as 

Soft independent modelling of class analogies (SIMCA), partial least squares 

discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) , K-nearest neighbor (KNN) [78], artificial neural 

network (ANN) [94] are developed and used in tandem to LIBS spectroscopy for class for 

classifying or class labelling of explosives. Gottfried et al. [27] have outlined various 

works that demonstrate the improved discrimination capability of LIBS by using the 

above mentioned chemometric techniques than the mere ratiometric analysis. 

Throughout this thesis work, we have utilized the PCA for the dimensionality 

reduction of fs/ns LIBS multivariate data to cluster/group/classify various explosive 

molecules in near and standoff mode. Though there are several spectral normalization 

techniques/strategies used very often in preprocessing of LIBS data, such as mean 

centering, area normalization and total energy normalization etc., depending on various 

applications (sample matrices especially alloys and geological samples) employed by 

LIBS community [95,96], we have confined ourselves to the processing of impurities and 

normalize the spectrum with the maximum intensity. The 3D score plots in the space of 

first three PCs illustrate the degree of classification and the PCs represent the essential 

spectral features contributing for the classification. At the same time, PCA was utilized to 

discriminate metals and alloys, bimetallic targets and geological rocks in standoff mode 

using fs pulses. These results are discussed in chapter 4.  
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3.3.8.a Classification of fs LIBS spectra of triazoles in air using PCA 

As discussed in experimental section, three fs LIBS spectra were recorded for 

each triazole molecule in the proximal LIBS setup. The LIBS spectra were similar with 

predominant CN and C2 molecular transitions, strong C atomic transition and weak 

atomic transitions H, N, and O. The spectral emissions from the impurities such as Na and 

Ca were also identified. In the first attempt, the unprocessed fs LIBS spectra of triazoles 

were analyzed through PCA programme written in MATLAB code. Figure 3.11(a) 

illustrates the PC score plot illustrating the clustering/grouping of triazoles and figure 

3.11(b) represents the first three PCs of unprocessed fs LIBS spectra of triazole 

derivatives obtained from PCA.  PC1 (51 %), PC2 (25 %), PC3 (6 %) together accounted 

for 82% of the total variance present in the data set. Other PCs were neglected since the 

variance accounted by them was less and mostly consisted of noise. However, PC1 

contributing for the classification has the Na emission lines 589.0 nm, 589.6 nm, 818.32 

nm and 819.48 nm. It may also be noted that the spectral features present in the second 

PC (PC2) are the emission lines from other impurity elements such as Ca and Fe in 

addition in to the spectral features of energetic molecules. Therefore, the classification 

achieved in unprocessed spectra is significantly due to the emission lines from impurities. 

Femtosecond LIBS spectra were processed to remove the spectral emissions from 

impurities such as Na, Ca and Fe. The processed spectra were then analyzed using PCA 

program. Figure 3.11(c) illustrates the PC score plot and figure 3.11(d) represents the 

first three PCs of processed fs LIBS spectra of triazole derivatives obtained from PCA. 

First three PCs together account for 73 % (62%, 8%, and 3%) of variance. PC3 is mostly 

dominant with the noise and the essential spectral feature present in it is only CN. Despite 

the decrease in variance accounted from the first three PCs, from 82% to 73%, in the case 

of unprocessed to processed data, the clustering/grouping of triazoles is undoubtedly 

evident from figure 3.11(c) and importantly the significant spectral features contributing 

for classification are C, CN and C2 emission lines. Thus, fs LIBS technique provides 

rapid identification/classification of energetic molecules when PCA was utilized in 

tandem. 
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Figure 3.11 (a) PC score plot and (b) first three PCs of unprocessed fs LIBS spectra of triazole derivatives. 

(c) PC score plot and (d) first three PCs of processed (for removal of impurities such as Ca, Na, Fe) fs LIBS 

spectra of triazole derivatives. The variance in the data set accounted by each PC is given in parentheses. 

3.3.8.b Classification of ns LIBS spectra of triazoles in air using PCA 

A large number of LIBS spectra (20-30) of all triazole derivatives (A1-A6) were 

recorded in the case of ns LIBS experiments in both air and argon environments. These 

spectra were processed to eliminate the spectral emissions from impurities such as Na, Ca 

and Fe. Further the processed spectra were also normalized to the maximum intensity 

prior to PCA. Normalization of the spectra relatively increases the significance of weak 

spectral features and conduit to improved discrimination between the emission lines and 

the noise present in the LIB spectra. Furthermore, normalization of the spectra also 

mitigates of effect of signal fluctuation present in the spectrum [95].  
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Figure 3.12 (a) PC score plot and (b) first three PCs of processed (for removal of impurities such as Ca, Na, 

Fe) ns LIBS spectra of triazole derivatives recorded in air. (c) PC score plot and (d) first three PCs of 

processed and normalized ns LIBS spectra of triazole derivatives. The variance in the data set described by 

each PC is given in parentheses. 

Figure 3.12(a) illustrates the 3D PC score plot and figure 3.12(b) depicts the 

important spectral features contributing for the classification in the first three PCs of 

processed ns LIBS spectra of triazole derivatives recorded in air obtained from PCA 

analysis. First three PCs together accounted for 91% (PC1 52%; PC2 24%; PC3 10 %) of 

variance present in the data. Likewise, figure 3.12(c) and figure 3.12(d) show the 3D 

score plot and first three PCs obtained from analyzing normalized ns LIBS spectra 

recorded in air with first three PCs describing the total variance of 87 % (53%, 28%, and 

6%) present in the data set. There was not much visual improvement as seen in 3D score 

plots [figures 13.2(a) and 13.2(c)]. However, the normalization has certainly led to the 

change in essential spectral features contributing for the classification. PC1 of un-

normalized spectra (figure 13.2(b)) has spectral features from C, CN and other atomic 
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elements (H, N, and O) whereas PC1 of normalized spectra (figure 13.2(d)) has CN 

molecular emissions as dominant spectral features compared to C atomic emission. 

3.3.8.c Classification of ns LIBS spectra of triazoles in argon using PCA 

 

Figure 3.13 (a) PC score plot and (b) first three PCs of processed (for removal of impurities such as Ca, Na, 

Fe) ns LIBS spectra of triazole derivatives recorded in argon. (c) PC score plot and (d) first three PCs of 

processed and normalized ns LIBS spectra of triazole derivatives recorded in argon. The variance in the 

data set accounted by each PC is given in parentheses. 

Figure 3.13(a) illustrates the 3D PC score plot and figure 3.13(b) depicts the first 

three PCs obtained from PCA analysis of processed (for removal of impurities such as 

Ca, Na, Fe) but un-normalized ns LIBS spectra recorded in argon. PCs represent the 

significant spectral features resulting in classification/discrimination. First three PCs 

together account for 91% (PC1 47%; PC2 34%; PC3 10 %) of variance present in the 

data. Figures 3.13(c) and figure 3.13(d) illustrate the PC score plot and the first three 
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PCs obtained from PCA analysis of processed (for removal of impurities such as Ca, Na, 

Fe) and normalized ns LIBS spectra recorded in argon. First three PCs together accounted 

for 87% (PC1 45%; PC2 26%; PC3 16 %) of total variance present in the data. 

3.4  Conclusions 

 Novel, in-house synthesized energetic molecules (triazole-substituted nitroarene 

derivatives with Me, OMe, NH2 functional groups) were investigated by fs and ns-

LIBS technique with an intention to elucidate the role played by substituents on the 

spectral emission signatures in LIBS. CN, C2 molecular bands were identified along 

with atomic lines corresponding to C, H, N and O. Molecular signatures were 

prominent in femtosecond LIB spectra whereas atomic emission lines dominated the 

ns-LIB spectra. The formation pathways for CN and C2 species as well as the 

correlation of emission intensities with C-C, C=C, C-N, C=N bonds and %O were 

investigated using the fs and ns LIBS data recorded in air and argon. These studies 

revealed that in case of ablation with fs pulses, CN species were formed mostly from 

native CN bonds while C2 species were formed mostly from fragmentation of C-C, 

C=C bonds.  However, in case of ablation with ns pulses, CN and C2 are formed from 

other secondary sources as well. Further, scavenging of C2 species by O from the 

ambience was also evident.   

 We had also investigated the trend in CN/C2 ratio across the structural and functional 

isomers of triazole substituted nitroarenes, which revealed the significant impact of 

the type and position of substituents on the spectral emission signatures. The 

substituents, Me, OMe, and NH2, in order of increasing electron releasing tendency, 

served to increase the electron density in the ring thus limiting the extent of 

delocalization of the π-electron cloud in the aromatic ring. On the other hand, the 

electronegative ‘O’ atom (in OMe) and N atom (in NH2) pulled away the electrons 

leading to reduction in electron density in the aromatic ring, thus facilitating 

delocalization of pi electrons and increasing the chances of atomization (i.e. higher 

CN/C2 ratio). Further, we concluded that the position of the –NH2 group played a 

crucial role in the stability of the aromatic ring. When the –NH2 group was in para 

position, the extensive H-bonding (intramolecular) with –NO2 groups on either side, 

prevented the lone pair electrons on N from coupling with the π-electron cloud of 
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aromatic ring thus promoting -electron delocalization and increasing the probability of 

atomization.  

 The ratio of (CN+C2)/(C+H+N+O) obtained with fs excitation in air correlated very 

well with energetic parameters (O.B., V.O.D, D.P., C.E.D.) for both the ortho and 

para series. Our detailed studies concluded that the MSAS ratio can, therefore, be a 

reliable performance metric for energetic compounds. 

 Fs/ns LIBS data coupled with principal component analysis (PCA) was successfully 

exploited for the classification of energetic materials. 
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Chapter 4    

Femtosecond filament induced breakdown spectroscopy 

(fs FIBS) for standoff detection of high energy materials 

In this chapter details of our efforts and the results obtained from development of a 

standoff femtosecond filament induced breakdown spectroscopy technique (fs ST-FIBS) 

based system (~6.5 m/~8 m) for the investigation of high energy materials (HEMs) is 

presented. Along with HEMs (nitroimidazoles and nitropyrazoles including the standard 

explosive molecules such as RDX, HMX, and TNT) several other materials including 

metals, bimetallic targets, and geological rocks were qualitatively investigated in the 

same experimental configuration. The fs LIBS experiments were carried out in three 

different configurations i.e. (i) ST-FIBS1 (up to 2 m) (ii) Remote-LIBS (R-LIBS; 10 cm/ 

~8.5 m) and (iii) ST-FIBS2 (~6.5 m/ ~8 m) with the last system being superior of all the 

configurations. ME-OPT-0007 (ANDOR M/s) collection optics (first configuration) and 

Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope [(SCT), in second and third configurations] were utilized 

to collect the plasma emissions. The experiments in first two configurations were 

primarily aimed at investigating the various aspects influencing the LIBS signal strength 

from standoff distances such as fluence, collection system efficiency, filament generation 

conditions etc. The difference between ablation with tightly focused fs pulses and fs 

filaments is elucidated by comparing the R-LIBS and ST-FIBS2 results of an Al target. 

Principal component analysis (PCA) was potentially utilized in tandem with fs 

LIBS/FIBS data to discriminate/cluster the materials investigated in all the three 

configurations.  

 

Part of this work has been accepted for publication in  
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4.1 Introduction 

Development of a rapid and reliable technique to anticipate the threat through 

real-time detection/identification of high energy materials (HEMs) and improvised 

explosive devices (IEDs) is of great concern for any nation to safeguard citizens. Though 

the existing lab-based explosive trace detection techniques (e.g. Ion mobility, Mass 

spectrometry) are quite sensitive, they are (i) not in-situ (ii) time-consuming and can be 

handy in different scenarios (e.g. post incident analysis) [1,2]. On the contrary, laser-

based spectroscopic techniques such as Raman spectroscopy, laser induced breakdown 

spectroscopy (LIBS) and THz spectroscopy enjoy high potential for robust, real-time, 

remote/standoff detection of explosives, chemical/biological warfare agents and other 

hazardous substances [3–9]. Different lab-based techniques and laser-based spectroscopic 

techniques and their merits/de-merits towards explosive detection were discussed in 

chapter 1. LIBS technique has been extensively used in various fields, owing to it’s robust 

in-situ elemental analysis, such as space exploration, pharmaceutical, soil and nutrient 

analysis and identification/discrimination of explosives [10–18]. Several researchers 

utilized nanosecond (ns) LIBS technique in analysing aerosols [19], process control and 

monitoring in metallurgical industry [20], planetary missions and detection of explosive 

residues at standoff distances [21–24]. Initially, hand-held or man-portable LIBS systems 

were developed and tested for the investigation of chemical, biological threats and HEMs. 

However, over the last decade efforts for the development of portable LIBS systems for 

field applications have been multiplied by various research communities [25–28]. Lazic et 

al. [29] have utilized intensity ratios C/H, C/O, C/N, N/H ratios and correlation between 

atomic intensities with Al+ intensity to classify explosive trace. Gottfried et al. utilized 

nanosecond double pulse standoff LIBS system for detecting explosive residues and 

chemical warfare agents on aluminium (Al) at a distance of 20 m [21]. Further, they have 

utilized PLS-DA model to discriminate explosive residues on organic and inorganic 

substrates obtained at 25 m [30] and RDX traces on various metallic substrates in near 

filed and suggested approaches to improve PLS-DA model as well [31]. Gottfried et al. 

[32] utilized principal component analysis (PCA) scores of various atomic intensities to 

distinguish explosives RDX, TNT, and Composition-B. Cristina et al. [33] employed a 

field portable co-axial ns ST-LIBS system for detection of explosive residues at 30 m 

away. Standoff LIBS spectra of few explosive residues, hidden behind transparent 
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colourless Poly(methyl methacrylate) glass (PMMA), were recorded from 30 m distance 

[34]. Sustained efforts are in progress to increase the sensitivity and selectivity for 

explosives detection by combining LIBS and Raman spectroscopy onto a single platform 

[35,36]. As mentioned above, several chemometric techniques were developed and 

utilized to analyse the LIBS data in identifying/discriminating explosive molecules, 

different soils, a variety of bacteria and classification of diverse polymers etc. However, 

there are several challenges still exist in employing the ns pulses for ST-LIBS 

applications such as (i) focusing ns pulses to a small spot on to the remote sample to 

provide necessary peak intensity (ii) minimizing the unwanted breakdown of air at the 

sample proximity. The laser beam can be expanded prior to focusing so as to achieve 

reduced spot-size and, in turn, achieve large peak intensities at standoff distances to 

initiate the plasma formation.  The conventional long (ns) pulses suffer significantly from 

diffraction and beam wandering (effected by the atmospheric turbulence) which adversely 

affects the signal to noise ratio (SNR) because fail to deliver high peak intensities at 

remote locations [37]. For standoff applications, signal collection optics/system plays a 

vital role on par with the excitation wavelength and pulse duration of the laser. There 

have been several modifications implemented recently to improve the efficiency of the 

LIBS signal collection system [38].  Patrick et al. [39] have proposed a spatial heterodyne 

spectrometer for ST-LIBS measurements up to 20 m which offers a very large field of 

view. Recently, Li et al. [40] have shown that a multi-collector lens system could 

outperform the Newtonian telescope of similar  dimensions for standoff LIBS 

measurements. 

4.1.1 Femtosecond filament induced breakdown spectroscopy (fs FIBS)  

Though the benefits of femtosecond (fs) pulses are well documented (when 

compared to ns pulses) the technique of standoff LIBS with fs pulses has not been 

explored to its full potential [41–44].  Femtosecond pulses are worthwhile when 

compared to ns pulses in LIBS studies since these ultrashort laser pulses offer lower 

continuum, smaller heat effected zones, lesser plasma-ambience interaction and minimal 

plasma and post-pulse interaction [45,46]. Owing to their high peak-peak power, fs pulses 

form filaments as they propagate in most of the media due to the dynamical balance 

between Kerr lens focusing and plasma defocusing.  Couairon et al. [47] had 

comprehended the process of fs filamentation in various transparent media. Long range 
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propagation of fs pulses (hundreds of meters to few kilometers) in the form filaments is 

advantageous for employing fs pulses for standoff applications. Fs pulses overcome the 

diffraction limit of conventional ns pulses and can deliver high intensities 1013-1014 

W/cm2 at remote locations which is adequate enough to generate plasma in most of the 

materials [48]. A first report on the usage of fs pulses, in the form of filaments, for 

standoff applications was demonstrated by employing a terawatt fs pulse laser by the 

Teramobile group [49]. Rohwetter et al. [49] reported remote LIBS analyses of Al and Cu 

at a distance of 25 m and simultaneously compared the advantages of fs pulses by 

comparing with the other short pulses in ns and ps (picosecond) regime. They found that 

the LIBS spectra resulting from fs pulses has shown mitigated external interference. 

Stelmaszczyk et al. [49] identified Cu and Fe using fs filament LIBS at 90 m. Rohwetter 

et al. [50] again reported investigation of metallic samples up to 180 m using terawatt 

laser pulses. Apart from investigating distant metal targets, fs filaments have been used in 

atmospheric sensing [51,52], combustion sensing [53,54], cultural heritage monitoring 

[55], analyzing metals [56,57], organic samples [58], chemical and biological agents [59], 

labeling of radioactive isotopes [60] and in detection of explosives [61]. The generation 

and propagation of fs filaments at distances even hundreds of meters to few kilometers 

[62] in air and is alluring and thus useful in remote diagnostics, LIDAR etc. [63,64]. A 

book chapter has been dedicated by Cremers et al. regarding usage of fs pulses for remote 

LIBS measurements [65]. Further Richardson et al. [66] have summarized the 

fundamentals of fs filaments interaction and various applications of fs filaments in a short 

report. Fuji et al. [63] have demonstrated in situ remote detection of salt water aerosols 

using fs laser pulses at 16 m. Femtosecond filaments have also shown to be affected by 

turbulence of air resulting in irregular intensity patterns after propagating few tens of 

meters depending on their initial incident energies [67,68]. Similarly, the complex 

focusing dynamics of fs pulse also affects the strength of LIBS signal [69]. Nevertheless, 

they exhibit certain advantages over ns pulses such as control of onset of filamentation, 

number of filaments and other properties of filaments. As reported by Jin et al.[68], the 

onset of filaments and their long range propagation can be controlled by varying the laser 

energy and divergence angle. Fischer et al. [70] recently demonstrated that fs filaments 

can be controlled to achieve highly stable, repeatable, spatial and temporal distributions 

by use of a vortex phase plate which in turn provided better signal in remote LIBS (R-

LIBS) investigations. Chen et al. [71] have reported elongated plasma channels by 
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temporally shaping fs pulses. Effect of pulse chirp has been examined and demonstrated 

that detection limit can be improved by the use of chirped fs pulses, which provide better 

contrast compared to classical LIBS [56,72]. Polynkin et al. [73] have demonstrated that 

utilization of Bessel beams provide longitudinally extended and stable plasma channels in 

air. However, there are several challenges for explosives detection using LIBS in general, 

and fs pulses in particular. Baudelet et al. [74,75] have examined several polymers and 

graphite samples using fs filaments and reported the FIBS spectra were containing 

primarily molecular emission. Gottfried et al. [41] evaluated the use of fs pulses for 

detection of trace explosive residue on Al and reported the relative decrease in Al signal 

in case of fs pulses at minimal energies. Femtosecond pulses with very high energies 

result in large heat effected zones similar to the case of ns pulse ablation. Concurrently, 

employing fs pulses at low energies would sacrifice the signal intensity. Throughput of 

the detector, collection efficiency must be optimized in order to collect the low signal 

generated by small laser fluence. Detailed studies on diverse molecules using various 

optical configurations is essential to arrive at a field-usable instrument for unambiguous 

detection.  

The development of fs ST-FIBS system at ACRHEM, University of Hyderabad is 

discussed in this chapter.  Here, fs filaments were exploited (for the first time to the best 

of our knowledge) to investigate the energetic molecules in three different configurations 

i.e. (i) ST-FIBS1 (up to 2 m), (ii) Remote-LIBS (10 cm/ ~8.5 m) and (iii) ST-FIBS2 (~6.5 

m/ ~8 m) with the last system being superior in all the configurations. ME-OPT-0007 

(M/s ANDOR) collection optics (configuration1) and Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope 

(SCT) (configurations 2 and 3) were utilized to collect the plasma emissions. Experiments 

in the first two configurations were aimed at investigating different aspects that influence 

the LIBS signal strength from far distances such as intensity delivered at the target, 

efficiency of collection system, filament generation conditions etc. The trend observed in 

the LIBS emissions is discussed. The difference between the ablation with tightly focused 

fs pulses and with fs filaments is elucidated by comparing the results obtained from the 

last two configurations i.e. from R-LIBS and ST-FIBS2 on an Al target. Principal 

component analysis (PCA) was employed in tandem with LIBS/FIBS data to 

discriminate/classify all the materials obtained in all the three configurations. Results 
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from all the configurations are compared and complexities in obtaining standoff LIBS 

spectra are addressed. 

4.2 Experimental details 

 

 

Figure 4.1 (a) Laboratory setup of R-LIBS (configuration 2) (b) Schematic of fs ST-LIBS1 setup (up to ~2 

m; configuration 1) and fs R-LIBS setup (10 m/ ~8.5 m; configuration 2). M-Mirror, A-Aperture, HWP-

Half wave plate, BP-Brewster plate, L-lens, SCT-Schmidt Cassegrain telescope, P-Plasma, and T-Target. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 4.2 Top: Femtosecond standoff filament induced breakdown spectroscopy (fs ST-FIBS2) setup at 

~6.5 m/ ~8 m (configuration 3) at ACRHEM, University of Hyderabad. Bottom: Experimental schematic 

of fs ST-FIBS2 setup. In figure, the inset shows an fs filament of ~30 cm in length generated using two lens 

combination L1 [plano concave lens (PCV), f=-50 cm] and L2 [plano-concave lens (PCX), f=100 cm]. 

An ultrafast laser system delivering ~50 fs laser pulses at 800 nm was employed 

to perform the fs LIBS experiments in ambient air and in all the three configurations. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 depict the experimental schematics of three configurations used in 

the present work: (i) fs standoff LIBS setup (fs ST-FIBS1, up to ~2 m) (ii) fs remote 

LIBS setup (fs R-LIBS, 10 cm/ ~8.5 m) and (iii) fs standoff LIBS setup (fs ST-FIBS2, 
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~6.5 m/ ~8 m). In configuration 1, ME-OPT-0007 (M/s ANDOR) was used as collection 

system whereas in configurations 2 and 3, a Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope (SCT) was to 

collect optical emissions. The experiments carried out in these three configurations 

explain the evolution of fs ST-LIBS experiments at ACRHEM using fs pulses and 

filaments. The collection optics ME-OPT-0007 [here in referred as C1 in the text] (earlier 

referred as CC52) [76] from M/s Andor is a patented UV-NIR achromatic 

collecting/collimating lens/mirror system, which is optimized to ensure that all 

wavelengths in the range 200-1100 nm are collected evenly into the entrance fiber. Figure 

4.3 depicts the design of SCT which is explained in detail in the following section.  

In fs ST-FIBS1, plano-convex lenses of five different focal lengths (10 cm, 30 cm, 

50 cm, 100 cm, and 200 cm) were used to focus the fs pulses on to the sample and the 

optical emissions were collected by C1. The C1 position was fixed besides the focusing 

lens and was optimized for maximum collection at each standoff distance by 

tilting/adjusting it. The collection distance and the focusing distance were maintained to 

be equal. Beyond the focusing length of 30 cm the point plasma stretched into a filament.  

For example, a short filament of ~10 cm length was observed for the f = 200 cm focal 

length lens. The typical length of the filament varied from ~2 cm to ~10 cm. So, the 

spectra are referred as ST-FIBS spectra. Simultaneously, at each standoff position, an Al 

plate was probed in order to estimate the spot-size and fluence delivered. In case of R-

LIBS, the plasma was produced by focusing the fs laser pulses using a 10 cm focal length 

lens and emissions were detected at a distance of 8.5 m away using a SCT. The incident 

pulse energy was ~2 mJ in both the configurations. The optical emissions collected from 

plasma were coupled to an ANDOR Mechelle spectrometer attached with ICCD by 

means of an optical fiber (600 µm of core diameter). Fs ST-LIBS spectra of a set of five 

HEMs (nitroimidazoles) were recorded at five standoff distances of 10, 30, 50, 100, and 

200 cm. The LIBS spectra were acquired using a gate delay of 50 ns, gate width of 2 µs, 

gain of 4000 (gain of 3000 was used at 10 cm to avoid ICCD saturation) with 1.5 s 

exposure time. Each spectra is the resultant of 6 accumulations. At a given standoff 

distance 10-15 spectra per sample were recorded. All the acquisition conditions employed 

for HEMs and metals in the R-LIBS case are similar to the ST-LIBS case, except that an 

ICCD gain of 1000 was used in the case of metals.  
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Table 4-1 Details of the samples (energetic molecules, bimetallic targets and geological samples) 

investigated in various configurations; that were investigated in both standoff and remote configurations. 

Configurations Compound 

name 

IUPAC name Molecular 

formula 

Configuration 1 

Standoff FIBS1 

(up to 2 m) 

4-NIm 4-nitroimidazole C3H3N3O2 

1M-4NIm  1-methyl-4-nitroimidazole C4H5N3O2 

2,4-DNIm 2,4-dinitroimidazole C3H2N4O4 

1M-2,4-DNIm  1-methyl-2,4-dinitroimidazole C4H4N4O4 

2M-4(5)- NIm  2-methyl-4(5)-nitro imidazole C4H5N3O2 

Configuration 2  

Remote LIBS 

(10cm/ ~8.5 m) 

4-NIm 4-nitroimidazole C3H3N3O2 

1M-2,4-DNIm  1-methyl-2,4-dinitroimidazole C4H4N4O4 

4-NPY  4-Nitropyrazole C3H3N3O2 

1,3-DNPY  1,3-dinitropyrazole C3H2N4O4 

1M-3,4,5-TNPY 1-Methyl-3,4,5-Trinitropyrazole C4H3N5O6 

Metals & Alloys Aluminum (Al), Copper (Cu), 

Brass (Br), Stainless Steel (SS) 

(not standard samples, have 

impurities) 

 

Configuration 3  

Standoff  

(~6.5 m/ ~8 m) 

RDX 1,3,5-Trinitro-1,3,5-triazinane C3H6N6O6 

HMX 1,3,5,7-Tetranitro-1,3,5,7-

tetrazocane 

C4H8N8O8 

TNT 2-Methyl-1,3,5-trinitrobenzene C7H5N3O6 

2-NIm 2-nitroimidazole C3H3N3O2 

4-NIm 4-nitroimidazole C3H3N3O2 

1M-4NIm 1-methyl-4-nitroimidazole C4H5N3O2 

2M-4NIm 2-methyl-4-nitroimidazole C4H5N3O2 

1,4-DNIm 1,4-dinitroimidazole C3H2N4O4 

2,4-DNIm 2,4-dinitroimidazole C3H2N4O4 

Metals & Alloys 

(not standard) 

Aluminum (Al), Copper (Cu), 

Brass (Br), Stainless Steel (SS)  

 

Bimetallic strips 

(pure targets) 

Au20Ag80, Au30Ag70, Au40Ag60, 

Au50Ag50, Au60Ag40, Au70Ag30, 

and Au80Ag20 (7 combinations) 

Ag30Cu70, Ag50Cu50, and 

Ag70Cu30  (3 combinations) 

Pure Ag @ 

Au 

 

Pure Ag @ Cu 

Geological rocks Tonalitic-granodiorite gneisses 

(1A1), Granite (5B), Granite 

Gneisses (7A), Tonalite 

(Rav_07) 

 

In the case of R-LIBS, 10-15 spectra of HEMs and 20-25 spectra of metals were 

recorded. Pure HEMs powders (~150 mg) were ground and pressed at 3 tonnes pressure 
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using a manual hydraulic press (Carver Co.) for 10 minutes to form pellets of typically 12 

mm diameter and thickness of ~3 mm. The pellets were translated in the plane transverse 

to the laser incident direction (using Newport ESP 300 motion controller). Table 4-1 lists 

the details of all the samples that were investigated in three configurations.  

4.2.1 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope (SCT) 

Figure 4.3 depicts the design of the Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope (SCT; 6'', f/10) 

which was utilized for R-LIBS and ST-FIBS2 (~6.5 m/~8 m) experiments. 6'' is the 

diameter of telescope entrance and f/10 is the f-number of telescope. The incoming light 

passes through the Schmidt corrector lens (1; also called a corrector plate) at the anterior 

of telescope. It is reflected from a concave primary mirror (2) at the back of the scope that 

focuses the light to the front of the telescope where it is reflected again by a smaller, 

convex secondary mirror (3). Finally, the light travels back through a hole in the primary 

mirror to the rear of the SCT and coupled to an optical fiber (5) using a focusing lens (4). 

The length of telescope optical components is given in “mm”.  

 

Figure 4.3 Design of the Schmidt Cassegrain telescope (SCT) used in R-LIBS (configuration 1) and ST-

FIBS (configuration 2) experiments. The components 1. Schmidt corrector plate, 2. Primary mirror, 3. 

Secondary mirror, 4. Focusing lens, and 5. Optical fiber. 

The collection capability of any telescope depends on various factors such as size 

of aperture, quality and transmission range of optics, contrast and alignment. Size of the 

aperture affects light gathering power of telescope and quality, coatings of the optics 

decides the reflection and transmission range of light through the telescope. Telescopes 

with large f-number (f/8 and above) possess high magnification capability, suffer less 

chromatic aberrations and deliver high power with a narrow field of view. The peak 
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transmission for the system is 89% at a wavelength of 520 nm. The overall system 

transmission is 83.5% averaged over the visible spectrum (from 400 to 750 nm) [77]. The 

transmission efficiency of telescope quickly drops on either of these wavelengths. 

4.3 Results and Discussions 

Femtosecond standoff LIBS experiments were performed in three different 

configurations (i) standoff FIBS1 (up to 2 m) with ME-OPT-0007 (C1) as the collection 

system, (ii) remote LIBS (R-LIBS; 10 cm/ ~8.5 m) and (iii) standoff (~6.5 m/ ~8 m) with 

SCT as the collection system. The objectives methodology and results are explained in 

subsequent sections. 

4.3.1 Standoff FIBS studies of HEMs (up to 2 m; Configuration 1)  
 

Figures 4.4(a)-4.4(e) illustrate the stack plots of representative fs ST-LIBS 

spectra of nitroimidazoles obtained at different distances (i.e. ~10, ~30, ~50, ~100 and 

~200 cm). Nitroimidazoles and nitropyrazoles are nitro rich energetic molecules. Rao et 

al. have  systematically studied and reported these molecules in near fs LIBS 

configuration [78,79]. The essential spectral features of these molecules are CN, C2 

molecular bands and C, H, N, O atomic emissions. Three CN bands were observed in the 

spectral region 358-360, 386-390 and 410-422 nm corresponding to Δν values of 1, 0, and 

-1 respectively. The CN violet band (Δν=0, B2Σ+ → X2Σ+) had the maximum intensity. 

Three C2 bands (Δν = -1, 0, +1) were observed in the spectral range of 465-475 , 510-518 

, and 555-565 nm with maximum intensity at C2 Swan band (Δν=0, d3Πg→ a3Πu). In the 

standoff spectra, CN, C2, NH (336 nm) molecular emissions were observed along with C, 

H, N, O atomic emissions though their intensity decreased as the standoff/working 

distance increased. Figure 4.4(f) illustrates typical Al LIBS spectra recorded at different 

working distances. Few Fe I impurities were identified (305.79 , 305.90 , 386.91  and 

388.71 nm) in Al along with Al I transitions at 308.2 , 309.27 , 394.40  and 396.15 nm 

and AlO molecular bands in the spectral region of 440-550 nm.  
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Figure 4.4 Typical fs standoff LIBS spectra of nitroimidazoles at (a) 10 cm (b) 30 cm (c) 50 cm (d) 100 cm 

(e) 200 cm acquired in ST-LIBS (configuration 1) and (f) Stack plot of the fs standoff LIBS spectra of Al at 

all distances. 
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From the data illustrated in figure 4.4 it is evident that the spectral intensity of 

energetic molecules varied in the case of each sample at a given position. This can be 

attributed to their molecular structure and the complex plasma recombination reactions 

for a particular input energy/intensity. In laser produced plasmas (LPP) it has been clearly 

proved that co-existence of several reactions between excited radicles, atomic and 

molecular fragments from plasma as well as ambience leads to the formation or depletion 

of species [80,81]. In one of our earlier works we discussed and elucidated few plasma 

reactions and their thermodynamic feasibility through which they conduit in formation 

and depletion of CN and C2 molecules in a laser induced plasma. A good correlation 

observed between CN spectral intensity and the %C-N, %C=N linkages of samples 

investigated indicates lesser intrusion of air with fs pulse interrogation than in ns case 

[82]. Moreover, in LPP, the input pulse duration [15] as well as the focusing conditions 

[83] significantly influence the persistence of plasma species. Comparative ns and fs 

LIBS studies of TNT residue on Al substrate by Dikmelik et al. [84] have demonstrated 

that a lower background signal from substrate is observed in case of fs pulses with CN 

and C2 being identified as markers for explosive whereas C, H, N, O atomic lines were 

suggested as markers in case of ns pulses. The change in focal length affects the spot size, 

filament generation conditions and, hence, has significant influence in the LIBS plume 

emission properties. Harilal et al. [83] have recently performed several detailed 

experiments and identified that the filament generation conditions can significantly 

influence the plasma properties including (a) atomic and molecular emission features (b) 

persistence and (c) plasma temperature and electron density. For short focal length 

focusing (say f = 10 cm), the physical conditions of the plasma will be hotter at early 

times which will obscure the molecular formation. Similarly, cooler plasma will be 

generated when the plasma is produced using fs laser filaments and thus leading to 

limited persistence of plasma species. 
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4.3.1.a Estimation of fluence delivered at various standoff distances 

 

Figure 4.5 Optical microscope images (with same scale of 500 µm) of fs filament interacted portions on 

Aluminum target obtained at standoff distances (a) 10 cm, (b) 30 cm, (c) 50 cm, (d) 100 cm, and (e) 200 cm 

in order to estimate the approximate fluence delivered at the target. 

As described in experimental section, an Al target was interrogated at each 

standoff distance to calculate the average spot size. Figures 4.5(a)-4.5(e) depict the 

optical microscope images of fs filament interacted portions on Al target with 10 , 30 , 50 

, 100  and 200 cm focal lengths respectively. The optical images were obtained by an 

optical microscope (M/s Olympus instruments). Each image scale is shown in the image 

as 500 µm. Table 4-2 lists out the mean spot size along with standard deviation (for 10 

random measurements on the image) or the size of interacted channels estimated by 

analyzing these optical microscope images using ImageJ software. The average spot size 

observed on Al increased as the focal length of focusing lens increased. The observed 

spot size (diameter, 2ω0) was in the range of 230-350 µm (231.47±10 µm at 10 cm and 

354±16 µm at 200 cm), which is apparently different from theoretically estimated values 

of 50-100 µm. This is because the repetition rate of the laser being 1 kHz, the number of 

pulses incident on a particular spot of the sample is more than one leading to cumulative 

effects thereby resulting in an increase in the observed feature size (from which the beam 

diameter was calculated). Simultaneously, the fluence delivered at target has decreased 

from 4.7 J/cm2 to 2 J/cm2. This is evidently due to loose focusing of the fs pulses. 
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Table 4-2 Calculation of fluence delivered at target in different standoff positions by estimating spot size 

on Al target. 

Distance 

(cm) 

spot-size (2ω0) 

(µm) 

Standard deviation 

(µm) 

Fluence 

(J/cm2) 

10 231 10.0 4.75 

30 238 6.50 4.50 

50 309 9.40 2.66 

100 324 9.10 2.43 

120 355 16.9 2.02 

 

4.3.1.b Classification of nitroimidazoles using PCA (up to ~2 m) 

 

Figure 4.6 PC scores plot of the processed LIBS spectra of nitroimidazoles obtained at (a) 10 cm (b) 30 cm 

(c) 50 cm (d) 100 cm (e) 200 cm obtained in ST-LIBS. 

The fs LIBS spectra of nitroimidazoles obtained at five different standoff 

distances were merged and processed for impurities such as sodium, calcium which are 

not the spectral signatures of HEMs and then analyzed through PCA program written in 

MATLAB. Figures 4.6(a)-4.6(e) depict the PC score plots of processed LIBS spectra of 

nitroimidazoles at different distances i.e. 10, 30, 50, 100, and 200 cm. First three principal 

components together account for 99%, 97%, 91%, 82%, and 52% of the total variance 

associated with in the complete data set at respective standoff distances. It is evident that 

as the standoff distance increases first three PCs could not account for the total variance 
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in the data set. Figures 4.7(a)-4.7(c) depict the stack plots of first three PCs at 10, 100  

and 200 cm respectively. The important spectral features contributing for clustering are C, 

CN and other atomic and molecular peaks. At farther distances, PCs could not account for 

the complete variance present in the data set. This could be ascribed to the decrease in 

signal strength and to the relative increase of noise in the FIBS spectra which deteriorates 

the discrimination strength of PCA model. The decrease in FIBS signal strength with the 

increase in standoff distance can be attributed to the following factors (a) the solid angle 

subtended by the collection system at the plasma (b) intensity of the laser beam 

(fluence/time) at the sample due to change in spot size and (c) change in filament 

generation conditions due to different focusing conditions, which are discussed below in 

detail. 

 

Figure 4.7 First three PCs for the processed fs LIBS spectra of nitroimidazoles at (a) 10 cm (b) 100 cm and 

(c) 200 cm. 

The amount of plasma emissions (flux) collected can be expressed as 

𝑑Ф = 𝐼 𝑑𝛺, 

where ‘I’ is the luminous intensity of the plasma and 𝑑𝛺 = 𝑑𝐴/(𝑟2), is the solid angle 

which varies square inverse with the distance, with collection area (dA) being constant.  

Thus, for C1 with input aperture of 2'' diameter the solid angle subtended by it at 

plasma source varies from 0.2 sr to 0.00051 sr from 10 cm to 200 cm, with 1/r2 

dependence. Consequently, signal entering the collection system decreases and evidently 

results in decrease in signal strength. The average spot sizes at different working 

distances were estimated by analysing the interacted portions on an Al target using optical 
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microscopic data. It is well-known that the spot size (at focus) increases as the focal 

length of focusing lens increases and, hence, the fluence/intensity decreases (as discussed 

in the above section). Therefore, an increase in the spot size leads to decrease in the peak 

intensity. Moreover, the reduction in spectral intensity could also be due to reduced laser 

energy coupled to the target because of the interaction of filaments. Filaments carry a 

small fraction of laser energy and bulk of the laser energy is carried by the energy 

reservoir [85]. The ablation efficiency is governed by the filaments as well as the energy 

reservoir around the filaments. For lenses with larger focal lengths, especially with f >50 

cm, the ablation process could be due to filaments and the process can be termed as 

filament ablation. With increasing focal length, though the filament holds the same 

energy and diameter (~100 m), the energy density of the energy reservoir may change 

and hence the ablation efficiency along with the SNR of the LIBS spectrum is affected. 

4.3.2 Remote LIBS of HEMs and metals (configuration 2) 

 

Figure 4.8 Stack plots of (a) representative fs R-LIBS spectra of explosive molecules (nitroimidazoles and 

nitropyrazoles) and (b) metals (Aluminum, copper, brass, and stainless steel) obtained at 8.5 m away. 

As shown in figure 4.1 and described in experimental section, metals [aluminum 

(Al), copper (Cu)], alloys [brass, stainless steel (SS)] and HEMs were investigated in R-

LIBS setup by focusing fs pulses tightly with a 10 cm lens and using a Schmidt- 

Cassegrain telescope (SCT) was to collect plasma emissions at ~8.5 m away. The 

transmission range of SCT is in visible range and quickly falls off towards UV region, 

thus could not allowing to capture carbon emissions (C I 247.8 nm in the UV spectral 
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region). Figure 4.8(a) depicts typical R-LIBS spectra of HEMs (240-870 nm) and figure 

4.8(b) shows the R-LIBS spectra of metals and alloys (M&A) in the wavelength region of 

240-870 nm recorded at a remote distance of ~8.5 m. Few intense peaks are identified and 

labeled in the pictures. All HEMs exhibited CN violet (B2Σ+–X2Σ+) and C2 swan band. In 

CN violet band, Δν=0 band was dominantly visible compared Δν=-1 while Δν=+1 (358-

359 nm) band is absent in all HEMs as the transmission of telescope falls after 400 nm 

and reaches ideally zero at 370 nm.  In C2 swan band (d3Πg / a
3Πu), Δν=0 band head at 

516.53 nm was observed in all HEMs. The peaks observed in Al are Al I 396.34 nm, Al I 

394.52 nm, Fe I388.69 nm, Fe I 386.93 nm. Very weak aluminum oxide (AlO; B2Σ+ → 

X2Σ+) molecular band transitions were observed in Al R-LIBS spectra. Several copper 

and zinc peaks were observed in copper and brass targets and lower intensity of zinc lines 

in copper target implies that Zn was an impurity in copper target. Table 4-3 lists 

prominent peaks identified in R-LIBS spectra of SS, brass and copper.  

 

Figure 4.9 (a) 3D PC scores plot and (b) first three PCs of processed R-LIBS spectra of explosives 

(nitroimidazoles and nitropyrazoles) obtained from principal component analysis.  

Figure 4.9(a) shows the PCs score plot of R-LIBS spectra of HEMs and figure 

4.9(b) shows the corresponding PCs. First three principal components together accounts 

for 88% of the variance present in the data set, with PC1 being the strongest with 82%, 

followed by PC2 with 5% and PC3 with 1%. The essential spectral features in 

classification are C, H, N, O atomic peaks and CN, C2 molecular bands. Major spectral 
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features from PC1 are CN, C2 and hydrogen. CN, O, N, H are prominent features in PC2, 

whereas CN, O, and N in PC3. 

 

Table 4-3 Atomic and ionic transitions identified in R-LIBS spectra of stainless steel, brass and copper and 

labeled using NIST atomic spectroscopic data base. 

Elements Observed 

Wavelength 

(nm)  

NIST 

wavelength 

(nm) 

Elements Observed 

Wavelength 

(nm)   

NIST 

wavelength 

(nm) 

Stainless Steel 
Fe I 390.05 390.05 Cr I 390.93 390.87 

Fe I 390.38 390.29 Cr I 391.56 391.62 

Fe I 390.74 390.74 Cr I 391.97 391.91 

Fe I 391.49 391.42 Cr I 392.83 392.86 

Fe I 392.01 392.02 Cr I 397.02 396.97 

Fe I 392.35 392.29 Cr I 398.46 398.43 

Fe I 393.1 393.11 Cr I 400.20 400.14 

Fe I 395.73 395.70 Cr I 403.97 403.90 

Fe I 396.46 396.45 Cr I 404.94 404.87 

Fe I 396.71 396.74 Cr I 434.04 433.97 

Fe I 399.81 399.80 Cr I 434.54 343.45 

Fe I 400.59 400.52 Cr I 438.44 438.49 

Fe I 401.87 401.82 Cr I 439.95 439.98 

Fe I 404.64 404.60 Cr I 446.28 446.27 

Fe I 407.24 407.25 Cr I 446.56 446.53 

Fe I 408.01 408.02 Cr I 446.72 446.75 

Fe I 408.41 408.44 Cr I 450.32 450.30 

Fe I 410.83 410.81 Cr I 452.71 452.64 

Fe I 411.38 411.29 Cr I 452.90 452.98 

Fe I 413.28 413.28 Cr I 453.16 453.12 

Fe I 414.45 414.38 Cr I 453.49 453.57 

Fe I 418.29 418.27 Cr I 454.11 454.10 

Fe I 419.99 419.90 Cr I 454.16 454.15 

Fe I 420.27 420.20 Cr I 460.17 460.10 

Fe I 422.03 422.03 Cr I 461.70 461.73 

Fe I 423.62 423.59 Cr I 469.95 469.95 

Fe I 424.32 424.38 Cr I 464.70 464.61 

Fe I 424.58 424.52 Cr I 473.79 473.73 

Fe I 425.50 425.55 Cr I 475.28 475.2 

Fe I 426.39 426.42 Cr I 475.52 475.51 

Fe I 427.23 427.17 Cr I 475.70 475.73 

Fe I 427.54 427.56 Cr I 476.72 476.72 

Fe I 429.05 429.05 Cr I 482.47 482.42 

Fe I 430.87 430.79 Cr I 488.77 488.70 
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Fe I 431.59 431.50 Cr I 492.28 492.22 

Fe I 431.59 432.57 Cr I 520.58 520.45 

Fe I 432.68 432.67 Cr I 520.67 520.6 

Fe I 433.80 433.82 Cr I 520.93 520.84 

Fe I 435.24 435.27 Cr I 526.53 526.57 

Fe I 436.04 436.04 Cr I 532.89 532.83 

Fe I 437.20 437.29 Cr I 579.22 579.1 

Fe I 440.55 440.50 - - - 

Fe I 442.34 442.38 Mn I 397.75 397.70 

Fe I 444.36 444.31 Mn I 404.20 404.13 

Fe I 445.24 445.26 Mn I 406.14 406.17 

Fe I 445.93 445.91 Mn I 413.54 413.50 

Fe I 448.32 448.37 Mn I 414.94 414.88 

Fe I 449.07 449.00 Mn I 418.85 418.99 

Fe I 449.57 449.59 Mn I 423.46 423.51 

Fe I 455.12 455.16 Mn I 428.12 428.11 

Fe I 458.07 458.05 Mn I 431.16 431.25 

Fe I 459.20 459.26 Mn I 462.70 462.65 

Fe I 459.37 459.35 Mn I 470.90 470.97 

Fe I 459.66 459.64 Mn I 472.83 472.74 

Fe I 461.42 461.42 Mn I 601.39 601.35 

Fe I 463.27 463.29 - - - 

Fe I 463.53 463.58 Mg I 405.64 405.75 

Fe I 463.81 463.80 Mg I 405.96 405.93 

Fe I 466.71 466.74 Mg I 416.60 416.72 

Fe I 469.02 469.01 Mg I 457.06 457.10 

Fe I 471.08 471.02 Mg I 473.15 473.00 

Fe I 471.20 471.21 Mg I 517.24 517.25 

Fe I 477.11 477.11 - - - 

Fe I 479.02 479.07 - - - 

Fe I 480.24 480.28 Ni I 447.08 447.04 

Fe I 484.02 484.03 Ni I 460.62 460.62 

Fe I 487.20 487.21 Ni I 471.52 471.57 

Fe I 492.16 492.05 Ni I 483.00 482.90 

Fe I 493.96 493.96 Ni I 490.43 490.44 

Fe I 495.58 495.75 Ni I 544.59 543.58 

Fe I 500.38 500.40 Ni I 558.80 558.78 

Fe I 501.59 501.49 Ni I 566.39 566.40 

Fe I 516.82 516.88 - - - 

Fe I 519.29 519.23 - - - 

Fe I 522.61 522.68 - - - 

Fe I 522.80 522.71 - - - 

Fe I 523.25 523.29 - - - 
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Fe I 526.76 526.72 - - - 

Fe I 527.06 527.03 - - - 

Fe I 534.18 534.10 - - - 

Fe I 534.94 534.97 - - - 

Fe I 537.23 537.14 P I 507.89 507.93 

Fe I 539.83 539.82 P I 510.94 510.96 

Fe I 540.16 540.12 P I 534.68 534.58 

Fe I 540.53 540.53 P I 547.77 547.76 

Fe I 541.07 541.09 - - - 

Fe I 546.42 546.42 Si I 500.69 500.60 

Fe I 548.18 548.14 Si I 563.90 563.99 

Fe I 574.79 574.79 SI I 566.00 565.99 

Fe I 576.36 576.29 Si I 575.47 575.42 

Fe I 581.66 581.63 - - - 

Fe I 608.58 608.52 - - - 

Fe I 623.21 623.26 - - - 

Fe I 649.60 649.64 - - - 

Brass Copper  

Cu I 402.34 402.26 Cu I 402.32 402.26 

Cu I 407.24 407.31 Cu I 406.39 406.26 

Cu I 437.95 437.81 Cu I 427.60 427.51 

Cu I 458.81 458.69 Cu I 448.13 448.03 

Cu I 465.24 465.11 Cu I 453.18 453.07 

Cu I 510.66 510.55 Cu II 454.58 454.64 

Cu I 515.39 515.32 Cu I 458.78 458.69 

Cu I 521.90 521.81 Cu I 465.22 465.11 

Cu I 529.38 529.25 Cu I 470.56 470.45 

Cu I 535.57 535.49 Cu I 510.63 510.55 

Cu I 570.12 570.02 Cu I 515.39 515.32 

Cu I 578.33 578.21 Cu I 521.83 521.82 

Zn I 468.15 468.01 Cu I 529.34 529.25 

Zn I 472.33 472.21 Cu I 570.08 570.02 

Zn I 481.19 481.05 Cu I 578.29 578.21 

Zn I 636.41 636.23 Zn I 468.09 468.01 

Ni I 497.85 498.01 Zn I 472.33 472.21 

Ni I 501.80 501.75 Zn I 481.16 481.05 

Ni I 562.23 562.53 - - - 

Sn I 617.07 617.15 - - - 

Mn I 405.86 405.89 - - - 

Mn I 406.36 406.35 - - - 
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Figure 4.10 (a) PC score plots and (b) first three PCs of R-LIBS spectra of metals in 220-870 nm spectral 

region, (c) PC score plot and (d) first three PCs of R-LIBS spectra of metals in 350-700 nm, (e) PC score 

plot and (f) first three PCs of normalized R-LIBS spectra in 350-700 nm wavelength region.  

Figure 4.10(a) shows the PC score plot for R-LIBS spectra of metals (Al, Cu) and 

alloys (brass and SS) for the entire spectral region (220 nm-870 nm). From, figure it is 

apparent that Al and stainless steel are well separated and easily distinguished. Brass and 

Copper clusters are also clearly grouped though they are slightly grouped together and 

this could be attributed to the low grade of copper with zinc impurities making it to 

similar with brass. Figure 4.10(b) displays the first three PCs, from the PCA analysis of 

R-LIBS spectra of metals and alloys, which accounted for most of the variance present in 

the data set. The PCs thus obtained through the analysis explain the important spectral 

features from various samples. The first three PCs together accounted for 69% (43%, 

21%, 5%) of variance. Out of these PCs, first PC is similar to SS with transitions of Fe 

and has also Cu and, Zn thus indicating the spectral features of either Cu or brass, or both 

and SS.  However, the data is dominated by SS spectral features. Second PC has lines of 

Al with maximum magnitude followed by Cu, Zn and Fe and, therefore, has spectral 

features from all the components. Thus, first and second PCs, possess spectral features of 

all the samples considered. The third PC has Zn lines with maximum magnitude and 
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followed by Cu and Al. The contribution from the spectral features of stainless steel is 

very feeble and thus can be ignored. Other higher PCs (fourth, fifth, etc.) are insignificant 

as they account for minimal variance (less than the third PC) and thus can be neglected. 

However the classification obtained in PCA can be improved by selectively discarding 

the insignificant spectral region which doesn’t contribute much for the classification. 

However, the spectral region from 700-870 nm of R-LIBS spectra of M&A [from figure 

4.8(b)] can be excluded as it does not contain any signature. Figure 4.10(c) illustrates the 

PC score plot and figure 4.10(d) shows the first three PCs of R-LIBS spectra of metals 

and alloys in the spectral region 350-700 nm. The first three PCs together account for 

98% (63%, 31%, 4%) of variance. Consequently, copper and brass targets are well 

discriminated. Furthermore, normalizing the spectra slightly improved the discrimination 

as seen from the PC score plot figure 4.10(e), where the first three PCs together 

accounted for 99% (71%, 25%, 3%) of variance present in the entire data set. Figure 

4.10(f) shows the first three PCs which contain the significant spectral information 

contributing to the discrimination. Table 4-4 summarizes the improved PCA results of R-

LIBS spectra of M&A after removing the insignificant spectral region. Comparing the 

PCA results of HEMs in case of ST-LIBS (up to 2 m) with C1 and R-LIBS by SCT as 

collection systems (where entire spectral region was considered for analysis), 88% of 

variance accounted in R-LIBS is comparable with the 91% of variance accounted at 50 

cm. Thus, collection optics such as telescopes with large entrance aperture and large f-

number should be utilized for standoff applications. Concurrently, the discrimination 

results obtained from the R-LIBS spectra of metals proves the potential of R-LIBS 

technique for quick elemental analysis and to identify the critical spectral signatures in 

order to categorize the targets investigated.  

Table 4-4 Results from principal component analysis of R-LIBS spectra of metals (Al, Cu) and alloys 

(brass, stainless steel) 

R-LIBS (M&A) PC1 (%) PC2 (%) PC3 (%) Total variance (%) 

220-870 nm 43 21 5 69 

350-700 nm 63 31 4 98 

350-700 nm (norm) 71 25 3 99 
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4.3.3 ST-FIBS studies of metals and alloys, bimetallic strips, geological 

samples and energetic molecules at ~6.5 m/ ~8 m in fs ST-FIBS2 setup 

(configuration 3) 

After successfully recording the fs FIBS signal of energetic molecules in standoff 

mode (at ~2 m distance) and detecting them in R-LIBS configuration (8.5 m away), our 

next objective was to detect these hazardous molecules at the maximum true standoff 

distance possible with in the laboratory conditions. Our aim is to develop a true standoff 

configuration to investigate and categorize various other materials such as (a) metals and 

alloys (low grade samples) (b) bimetallic targets (highly pure) (c) geological rocks and 

(d) high energy materials (HEMs) by delivering femtosecond pulses to longer distance 

(sample details are listed in table 1) in the form of filaments. Hence a two lens 

configuration was utilized to generate fs filaments and as well to focus at desired position 

by changing the distance between them. Figure 4.2 depicts the experimental schematic of 

the fs ST-FIBS2 setup (~6.5 m/ ~8 m), where fs filaments were focused onto a target at a 

distance of ~6.5 m (as measured from L2) and a SCT was used to collect the optical 

emissions from various samples from ~8 m away. L1 is a plano-concave lens (PCV or 

PCC) which diverges the beam (on to L2) and L2 is a plano-convex lens (PCX) which 

converges or focus the beam to form forced filaments. Two such lens combinations were 

tried (table 4.5) to generate fs filaments and the second combination was chosen for the 

experiments. The advantage of this combination is the production of more intense and 

slightly shorter filament compared to the one obtained in the first combination as shown 

in the figure 4.11(a) and 4.11(b). It was ensured that the beam was precisely incident on 

the (i) center of lenses and (ii) normal to the lenses to minimize aberration effects from 

lenses. The most intense part of the filament [86] was made to interact with the target’s 

(either HEMs or metallic targets) surface normally [87]. 

Table 4-5 Combination of lenses used to generate fs filaments at desired distances 

S. 

No. 

PCV (L1) PCX (L2) Effective 

focal length 

(feff) 

Distance between 

L1 and L2 (d) 

1 f= -100 cm, 2''(dia.) f= +100 cm, 2'' (dia.) 6.5 m 16 cm 

2 F= -50 cm, 2''(dia.) f= +100 cm, 2'' (dia.) 6.5 m 63 cm 
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Figure 4.11 (a) and (b) depict the images of fs filaments obtained using lens combination 1 and lens 

combination 2. These photos are captured using DSLR camera with an exposure time of 30 s at 30 cm away 

from the filaments. 

4.3.3.a ST-FIBS studies of metals and alloys (M&A) 

 

Figure 4.12 Femtosecond ST-FIBS spectra of metals (Al, Cu) and alloys (brass, stainless steel) recorded in 

configuration 3 with ICCD gain (a) 1000 (1 k) and (b) 2500 (or 2.5 k). 

The fs ST-FIBS spectra of metals and alloys M&A were acquired using a gate delay 50 

ns, gate width 2 µs, 1.5 s exposure time at two different ICCD gains 1000 and 2500 in the 

fs ST-FIBS2 experimental setup (figure 4.2) with an intention to investigate and compare 

the results obtained in R-LIBS case (where ICCD gain was 1 k). Each acquired spectra is 

the resultant of 6 accumulations. For all M&A targets 25-30 ST-FIBS spectra per sample 

were recorded. Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b) represents the stack plots of fs ST-FIBS 

spectra of M&A obtained at ~6.5 m with ICCD gain 1000 and 2500. The SNR of LIBS 

spectra in figure 4.12(a) is poor and can be improved with increasing the number 

accumulations. However, better SNR was achieved upon increasing the ICCD gain to 

2500 as demonstrated in the data of figure 4.12(b). Thus, an optimum/optimized 

utilization of ICCD is required for better results in standoff experiments. 
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4.3.3.b Difference between ablation with tightly focused fs pulses and fs filaments 

While comparing the R-LIBS spectra [figure 4.8(b)] and the ST-LIBS spectra 

[figure 4.12(a)] of M&A acquired at 1000 ICCD gain, it is evident that spectral 

intensities obtained in the case of fs ST-LIBS spectra are lower, though the collection 

distance (~8.5 m, 8 m) and collection angle were nearly same. The striking difference 

observed in the intensity among these two configurations could be attributed to the 

plasma generation conditions, where tightly focused fs pulses (using a 10 cm lens) and 

loosely focused filaments are the plasma generation sources in R-LIBS case and in ST-

FIBS case, respectively. The fluence at the interaction zone is much higher in case of 

tightly focused fs pulses compared to the loosely focused filaments. Though filaments can 

propagate long distances (depending on energy and peak-power of fs pulses) and deliver 

substantial intensities at remote locations,  their ablation efficiency is lower when 

compared to tightly focused fs pulses since the energy is distributed along the length of 

the filament, which is called as energy reservoir or photon reservoir [75]. Consequently, 

the ablation crater is also small and results in cold plasma (with less atomic, ionic and 

electron density and thus favors the AlO molecular formation.  

AlO molecular band (B2Σ–X2Σ) is clearly observed in ST-FIBS spectra of Al 

recorded with an ICCD gain of 2500 [figure 4.12(b)] whereas it’s intensity is feeble in 

the R-LIBS spectra [figure 4.8(b)] as well as ST-FIBS spectra of Al recorded with an 

ICCD gain of 1000 [figure 4.12(a)]. However, observing the intensity ratio of AlO 

molecular band head at 484.2 nm to that of Al atomic transition at Al I 396.15 nm (figure 

4.13) will provide an insight into the favored molecular formation in the case of fs 

filament ablation. The intensity ratio of AlO/Al was nearly zero (0.02) in the case of R-

LIBS where as it is 0.22 in case of fs ST-FIBS. Furthermore, it can be noticed from the 

inset of figure 4.13 that the AlO/Al ratio was unchanged (0.22) when gain is varied from 

1000 to 2500. Thus we can coclude that AlO molecular formation is favored in the case 

of fs filament ablation compared to tightly focused fs pulses ablation as the AlO/Al ratio 

is higher in the former case. From these results it is also evident that gain of the ICCD did 

not affect the plasma parameters.  
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Figure 4.13 AlO/Al ratio in the obtained in R-LIBS configuration (black/square), fs ST-FIBS2 (~6.5m/ ~8 

m) configuration at two different ICCD gains [1000; Red/circles and 2500; blue/triangles). The inset shows 

the AlO/Al ratio obtained in both the configurations. AlO/Al was unchanged when gain is switched from 

1000 to 2500 in case of fs ST-FIBS spectra of Al. 
 

 

Figure 4.14 Estimation of plasma temperature by theoretically fitting AlO molecular band head at 484.2 

nm in the spectral range of 482-485 nm in aluminum spectra obtained in (a) R-LIBS (b) ST-FIBS with 

ICCD gain 1000 and (c) with ICCD gain 2500, using NMT algorithm.  The curves with black squares are 

experimental data while the curves with red circles are the theoretical fits and the curves with blue triangles 

are the difference between experimental data and theory. 
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Further, the vibrational temperature of AlO molecular band (B2Σ+ → X2Σ+ band system) 

in different configurations was estimated by theoretically fitting the AlO band head at 

484.2 nm in the spectral region of 480-485 nm using NMT algorithm. Only AlO band 

head at 482.4 nm was considered for evaluating vibrational temperature as AlO bands 

were weak and not evolved prominently especially in the case of R-LIBS spectra of Al. 

Figures 4.14(a)-4.14(c) depict the comparison between the experimental spectrum and 

the theoretical fit obtained from NMT algorithm in various conditions viz. R-LIBS with 

gain 1000, ST-FIBS with gain 1000 and ST-FIBS with gain 2500. The average estimated 

temperature is 17000±3600 K in the case of R-LIBS, 8288±888 K and 7900±254 K in the 

case of fs FIBS with gain 1000 and with gain 2500, respectively. From this it is evident 

that fs filament induced plasma is colder in nature compared to plasma produced with 

tightly focused pulses and, therefore, the molecular formation is favored in fs filament 

induced plasma. 

4.3.3.c PCA analysis of ST-FIBS spectra of M&A at different ICCD gains 

Figures 4.15(a) and 4.15(b) illustrate the PC score plots of normalized (to 

maximum intensity) fs ST-FIBS spectra of M&A at two ICCD gains of 1000, 2500 in the 

spectral range of 350-700 nm and figures 4.15(c) and 4.15(d) depict the respective 

principal components (PCs). First three PCs together accounted for 73% (60%, 10%, 3%) 

and 98% (74%, 21%, 3%) of the total variance associated, with the first PC being highest. 

Better grouping or clustering was achieved for the data with higher gain. This could be 

attributed to increased SNR, which is also evident from the first three PCs. In both the 

cases, PC1 and PC2 includes the spectral features form Al, Cu, brass and SS. However, 

PC3 (with gain 1000) resembles only few spectral features (from Zn) buried in noise 

compared to the one with high gain where Zn and Cu lines are clearly visible. Thus, the 

use of ICCDs facilitated the standoff diagnosis by offering higher gain and broadband 

single shot analysis. 
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Figure 4.15 PC score plots of ST-FIBS spectra of metals with ICCD gain of (a) 1000 and (b) 2500 (c), (d) 

represent the principal components (PCs). 

4.3.3.d ST-FIBS studies of bimetallic targets 

 

Figure 4.16 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy images depicting the composition and purity of 

Ag20Au80 and Ag50Au50 bimetallic strips. 
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Figure 4.17 (a) ST-FIBS spectra of Ag30Cu70 bimetallic strips (b) Intensity variation of Ag I (520.91 nm) 

and Cu I (521.82 nm) peaks in bimetallic strips (c) PC score plot and (d) principal components of ST-FIBS 

spectra of Ag@Cu bimetallic targets obtained from PCA. 

High purity Ag, Au and Cu metal strips were melted and mixed to fabricate two 

types of bimetallic strips viz., Ag@Au [Ag80Au20 up to Ag20Au80; 7 combinations] and 

Ag@Cu [Ag30Cu70 up to Ag70Cu30; 3 combinations] with varying weight percentage of 

Ag, Au and Ag, Cu at a local goldsmith shop (details are given in table 4.1). Figures 

4.16(a)-4.16(b) represents a typical EDX spectra of Ag20Au80 and Ag50Au50 bimetallic 

targets displaying the purity and concentration of Ag and Au in the respective bimetallic 

strips. Figure 4.17(a) shows a typical normalized fs ST-FIBS spectra of Ag30Cu70 

bimetallic strip in spectral region 480-840 nm (with break in 590-755 nm) with ionic and 

atomic peaks of Ag and Cu labeled with the aid of NIST data base [88]. Figure 4.17(b) 

illustrates the variation of Ag and Cu atomic peaks (Ag I 520.91 nm, Cu I 521.82 nm) 

with varying concentration of Ag and Cu. Normalized peak intensities exactly reflected 

the bimetallic weight percentage with Ag I peak intensity being highest in Ag70Cu30, 

equal in Ag50Cu50 and lowest in Ag30Cu70 when compared to Cu I 521.82 nm peak. 
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Figures 4.17(c) and 4.17(d) illustrate the PC score plot and first three PCs of normalized 

fs ST-FIBS spectra of Ag@Cu bimetallic targets in 470-650 nm spectral range. First three 

PCs accounted for 71% of total variance (54%, 13%, 4%) present in the data set. 

However, the classification can be improved by avoiding the spectral range which doesn’t 

include any spectral features. The essential spectral features contributing for classification 

or discrimination are from both copper and silver. 

 

Figure 4.18 (a) Representative ST-FIBS spectra of Ag20Au80 bimetallic strip. (b) Intensity variation of Ag 

I (627.81 nm) peak with variation of Ag weight percentage (c) PC score plot and (d) principal components 

obtained from PCA of Ag@Au bimetallic targets. 

A set of seven Ag@Au bimetallic targets (with varying weight percentages) were 

investigated in the same ST-FIBS configuration. Composition and purity of all the 

bimetallic targets was verified by recording energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDX). 

Figures 4.16(a)-4.16(b) illustrate the EDX spectra of Ag20Au80 and Ag50Ag50 bimetallic 

targets. Figure 4.18(a) depicts typical normalized ST-FIBS spectra of Ag20Au80 

bimetallic strip in spectral region from 400-700 nm. Ag and Au transitions in FIBS 
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spectra were identified and labeled using NIST data base [88].  Most of the persistent 

atomic and ionic transitions of Au lie in UV spectral region and, therefore, the observed 

Au transitions in visible region are weak. However, one persistent atomic transition of Au 

was observed at Au I 627.81 nm along with Au I 406.5 nm and Au I 479.25 nm, which 

are relatively strong transitions. Figure 4.18(b) data demonstrates that the Au I (627.81 

nm) peak intensity increased linearly with increase in the weight percentage of Au (i.e. 

from Ag80Au20 to Ag20Au80). Figures 4.18(c) and 4.18(d) illustrate the PC score plot and 

first three PCs of normalized fs ST-FIBS spectra of Ag@Au bimetallic targets, 

respectively, in the 400-650 nm spectral range obtained from PCA analysis. The first 

three PCs accounted for 63% of total variance (38%, 23%, 2%) present in the data set.  

First PC depicts the essential spectral features from both Ag and Au contributing towards 

the discrimination. Second PC is dominated by spectral features of Ag.  Even though the 

Au I emission intensities in ST-FIBS are relatively weaker (because of absence of 

persistent transitions in the visible region), the achieved classification of Ag@Au 

bimetallic strips using PCA was promising.  

 

Figure 4.19 (a) PC score plot of fs ST-FIBS spectra of metals and bimetallic targets (b) represents principal 

components (PCs). 

Finally, the classification or clustering efficiency of PCA was evaluated for all fs 

ST-FIBS spectra of metals and bimetallic strips in the spectral range of 350-700 nm. All 

the spectra were processed for minor impurities such as calcium, sodium and normalized 

before using for PCA analysis. Figure 4.19(a) represents the PC score plot of metals and 

bimetallic targets. The first three PCs account for 92% (56%, 21%, and 15%) of the total 

variance present in the data set. Figure 4.19(b) presents the first three PCs that contain 
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the essential spectral features which contribute for the classification. Out of these PCs, 

first PC is like SS with transitions of Fe and has Cu, Zn Al, and Ag spectral components. 

Second PC has spectral features from Al, Zn and Ag whereas third PC has spectral 

components from Al, Zn, Ag and Cu. Although Ag@Cu are well separated (encircled 

together in an ellipse), Ag@Au are not well resolved (shown in square). This could be 

attributed to the smaller contribution of weak transitions of Au I, that are present in fs ST-

FIBS spectra of Ag@Au bimetallic strips, towards the total variance when all targets 

were analyzed together. However, supervised or generic algorithms are expected to result 

in superior classification. Furthermore, employing telescopes with good transmission in 

the UV-Visible range will support qualitative as well as quantitative measurements in the 

standoff mode. 

4.3.3.e ST-FIBS studies of geological samples (silicates) 

Petrology is a branch of geology, enumerates about different clans of rocks, igneous, 

metamorphic and sedimentary rocks. The identification of rock types and constituent 

elements is critical for understanding their origins and history in geological studies. The 

classification of rock types is done by two ways: 1) Modal Composition 2) Normative. 

The modal classification is typically a field classification specially applied to the igneous 

rocks of plutonic nature which can be identified by their modal mineralogy specially used 

to characterize the granitiods, clan of granite rocks, which has good textural 

characteristics with phenocryst of feldspar, quartz and biotite minerals geared with 

petrological microscope in laboratory and naked eye in field. Sometimes rock 

identification may be misleading or inappropriate, especially for those rocks that look 

alike with similar physical properties and mandates critical examination. In the normative 

composition of a rock is purely confined to the chemical determination of mineral 

weights by quantitative analysis and by following the guidelines down by CIPW (Cross -

Iddings - Person and Washington). Though petrology has reached a microscopic level 

analysis using highly advanced analytical technique in which elemental composition can 

be determined by instruments like EPMA (Electron Probe Micro Analyzer); SEM 

(Scanning Electron Microscope) and laser ablation coupled techniques with mass 

spectroscopy [89,90], the techniques that are deployed in the preparation of the sample is 

quite cumbersome should take due care to avoid contamination. The process requires 

detailed sample preparation starting with crushing and pulverizing the rock sample to a 
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definite size which can be further subject to the most appropriate analytical technique for 

quantitative and qualitative analysis for major elements, trace elements and isotopic 

compositions.  

LIBS technique has been widely utilized by numerous researchers for investigation of 

various geological samples such as soils, rocks, meteorites [91–93] in various conditions 

[94] as it provides in-situ robust elemental analysis.  LIBS based instruments in Mars 

Rover [10] and Chandrayaan-2 for analyzing rocks and crust compositions on mars and 

moon depict the potential LIBS for space exploration also [95]. A vast literature, as 

evident from several good reviews, is available on utilization of LIBS technique for 

geological applications even in standoff mode [96–99].  The development of several 

background removal algorithms [100] and, calibration free approaches ( F-LIBS) [101] 

made it possible to quantify the elemental concentration. Further portable and hand-held 

LIBS instruments were also developed to investigate the geological samples [102–104]. 

Geological samples were also investigated by combined Raman-LIBS system as they 

provide complementary data to each other [105]. Fabre et al. [106] have also 

demonstrated the possibility of elemental imaging for the analysis of geological samples 

using LIBS technique. Various classification algorithms such as soft independent 

modelling of class analogy (SIMCA), partial least squares and lesso regression techniques 

were developed for supervised classification and labelling of rocks [107–109].  

Here in, we have utilized fs ST-FIBS technique for qualitative in-situ elemental 

analysis of four geological rocks (silicates) and their discrimination using PCA in the 

same standoff configuration setup at ~6.5 m/ ~8 m. The rock samples were analyzed in 

same shape (in-situ) with minimal destruction of sample to obtain a preliminary result of 

elemental composition. Several atomic lines of Al, Fe, Ca, K, and Na were identified. 

Strontium atomic peak was also identified. Further, the atomic intensities from 

normalized fs ST-FIBS spectra were utilized to draw correlation graphs with the 

concentration obtained from EDX elemental analysis. However, comparison with the 

obtained results from the established techniques such as XRF will lead to better 

understanding. In future, we will be using these spectra for quantitative estimation of 

elemental concentration and for supervised classification. 
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4.3.3.e.i  Field work and sample collection 

The field work was carried out in the central part of Dharwar craton, Karnataka. A 

terrain composed predominantly of gneisses, granites and boudins of mafic rocks. These 

rocks are deformed, traversed by shear zones possessing phenocryst of fluorite and 

hornblende crystals which are attributed to the fluids interaction with the existing 

lithology these fluid reactions given rise to the reaction rim of biotite in the peripheral 

zones of mafic boudins present in the gneisses. The granites are considered to be younger 

components and gneisses are oldest in the field. The sampling is done to achieve spatial 

variability of rock samples to avoid the repetitiveness of the sample. Fresh and non-

weathered samples are chosen to eliminate the chemical altered portion of the rock 

specimen which help us in analytical analysis to obtain the better results while 

quantifying the major, trace elemental data. 

4.3.3.e.ii The mineralogy of the rock types 

Rock sample collected from the field is dominant of gneisses following granites and 

small portion of mafic enclaves which are defined to be lower crustal segments, the rock 

types are intermediate in terms of the silica saturation, and gneisses are tonalite-

granodiorite, granitic gneisses, granite and tonalitic mafic enclaves. The major elements 

expected to be in higher proportions in this kind of rocks are SiO2, Al2O3, Na2O, CaO and 

K2O partially by TiO2, MnO, FeO, Fe2O3 and P2O5 and the trace elements occur in 

different proportions which is highly variably that cannot be quantified in terms of their 

precision and accuracy without mass spectrometry. Table 4.6 depicts the possible 

mineralogy of sample. 

Table 4-6 Mineralogy of geological rocks investigated in fs ST-FIBS setup. 

Rock (Label) Mineralogy 

 Tonalite (Rav_07) Amphiboles + Plagioclase + minor Quartz  

Granite (5B) Microcline + Orthoclase +Biotite and minor Plagioclase  

Granite Gneisses (7A) Plagioclase + Quartz + minor Microcline and Biotite 

Tonalitic-granodiorite 

gneisses (1A1) 

Plagioclase + Quartz and Amphiboles + Biotite. 
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4.3.3.e.iii Fs ST-FIBS spectra of geological rocks 

 

Figure 4.20 Fs ST-FIBS spectrum of tonalite rock (Rav-07) with various atomic peaks labeled using NIST 

atomic data base in (a) 370-600 nm and (b) 600-820 nm spectral regions. 

Table 4-7 Atomic transitions identified in fs ST-FIBS spectra of tonalite rock (Rav-07) in 370-820 nm 

spectral region. 

Observed 

Wavelength 

(nm) 

NIST 

wavelength  

(nm) 

element Observed 

Wavelength 

(nm) 

NIST 

wavelength  

(nm) 

element 

393.36 393.36 Ca II 610.43 610.27 Ca I 

394.42 394.40 Al I 612.36 612.27 Ca I 

396.18 396.15 Al I 614.71 614.71 Fe I 

396.87 396.84 Ca II 616.35 616.37 Ca I 

427.26 427.45 Ti I 626.11 626.10 Ti I 

428.36 428.26 Ti I 629.72 629.77 Fe I 

428.99 428.90 Ti I 645.72 645.56 Ca I 

429.97 429.92 Ti I 649.12 649.17 Mn I 

431.93 431.86 Ti I 646.30 646.25 Ca I 

432.65 432.57 Fe I 649.24 649.37 Ca I 

438.44 437.59 Fe I 649.52 649.96 Ca I 

440.55 440.47 Fe I 653.39 653.90 Fe I 

442.62 442.54 Ca I 657.40 657.40 Fe I 

443.60 443.56 Ca I 658.13 658.13 Fe I 

445.54 445.58 Ca I 668.16 670.80 V I 

460.82 460.73 Sr I 732.77 732.96 V I 

605.91 605.91 VI 751.23 751.28 Fe I 

606.74 606.72 VI 770.09 771.03 Fe I 

608.88 608.94 VI 780.16 780.99 Na I 

609.83 609.96 Ti I 818.48 818.32 Na I 
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The Fs ST-FIBS spectra of four geological sodium and potassium rich silicates 

were recorded at ~6.5 m away from the sample in the same ST-FIBS setup (configuration 

3). The energy of the laser pulse was 3 mJ. The other ST-FIBS spectra acquisition 

parameters are exposure time of 1.5 s, accumulation 20, gate width 1µs, gate delay 50 ns 

and gain 2000. Figure 4.20(a) and 4.20(b) depicts the typical ST-FIBS spectrum of 

tonalite rock (Rav-07) in (a) 370-600 nm and (b) 600-820 nm spectral regions. The 

observed peaks are identified (using NIST atomic database) as the atomic transitions of 

various constituent atoms viz., Al, Mg, Ca, Fe, K, Na, Ti, and Sr. Table 4.7 lists out the 

atomic transitions observed in fs FIBS spectra. 

4.3.3.e.iv Classification of geological rocks using PCA in standoff mode 

 

Figure 4.21 PC score plots of (a) un-normalized ST-FIBS spectra and (b) normalized fs ST-FIBS spectra of 

geological rocks obtained from PCA. First three principal components of (c) un-normalized ST-FIBS 

spectra and (b) normalized fs ST-FIBS of geological samples. 
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Figures 4.21(a) and 4.21(b) illustrate the PC score plot of un-normalized and 

normalized fs ST-FIBS spectra of geological rocks in the 370-820 nm spectral range. In 

un-normalized case first three PCs accounted for 97% of total variance (90, 5, and 2%) 

present in the data set, whereas in for normalized spectra these accounted for 90% of total 

variance (65, 15 and 10%). Figures 4.21(c) and 4.21(d) depict the principal components 

(PCs), the essential spectral features contributing for discrimination, which include 

various atomic transitions from Na, K, Al, Ti, and Fe. Further detailed studies will be 

directed towards obtaining correlation among the atomic intensities obtained in FIBS 

spectrum of rock samples with concentration measurements obtained from standard ICP-

MS. Detailed studies are proposed for further effective classification of rocks and their 

discrimination by developing supervised algorithms and imparting baseline correction as 

well. 

4.3.3.f ST-FIBS studies of RDX, HMX and TNT  

We have investigated the energetic molecules (RDX, TNT, HMX and six 

nitroimidazoles) in true standoff mode at a distance of ~6.5 m using fs filaments in ST-

FIBS2 setup. The IUPAC names and molecular formula of investigated HEMs is 

provided in table 1. Each fs STFIBS spectra of HEMs is recorded with 50 ns gate delay, 

1µs gate width, 3000 ICCD gain, exposure time of 1.5 s and 6 accumulations. Pellets 

were mounted on a silicon (Si) target while investigation. Only 3-4 spectra were acquired 

due to the scarcity of sample. Figure 4.22(a) depicts the stack plot of typical fs ST-FIBS 

spectra of RDX, HMX and TNT in the spectral region 220-880 nm obtained in ST-FIBS2 

configuration. Few atomic peaks from Si and impurities (Na and K) were also observed. 

Though CN, C2 molecular bands and C, H, N, O atomic emissions are the essential 

spectral features of these energetic molecules, only CN (Δν = 0, B2Σ+ → X2Σ+) molecular 

band with band head at 388.34 nm was observed in the fs ST-FIBS spectra. It is also 

evident that oxygen and nitrogen atomic transitions are also absent in the spectral region 

from 700-860 nm. Inset from the figure 4.22(a) shows the all five CN (Δν = 0) 

vibrational transitions observed in TNT. Figure 4.22(b) shows the only CN (Δν = 0) band 

head detected in the fs FIBS spectra of HMX and figure 4.22(c) shows the three CN (Δν 

= 0) band transitions observed in RDX. However, the intensity varied from one molecule 

to the other, which could be attributed to their molecular structure and strength of the 

pellet prepared. Spectral information in the wavelength region below 370 nm was lost due 
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to the limitation of transmitting range of collection optics utilized in SCT telescope. Thus 

C, CN (Δν = +1) transitions were not observed. Similarly, the atomic lines of N and O 

were not observed. The possible reasons for the absence of O and N atomic transitions are 

explained in the next section.  

 

Figure 4.22 (a) Y-axis offset plot representing fs STFIBS spectra of TNT, HMX, and RDX recorded in ST-

FIBS2 setup at ~6.5 m away. The inset shows CN molecular emissions observed in TNT. (b) and (c) shows 

the CN molecular emissions observed in HMX and RDX fs ST-FIBS spectra. 

4.3.3.g ST-FIBS studies of energetic nitroimidazoles  

 

Figure 4.23 Stack plot depicting typical fs ST-FIBS spectra of Nitroimidazoles obtained in ST-FIBS2 setup 

in the spectral range (a) 320-880 nm and (b) 700-870 nm. 
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Figure 4.23(a) depicts the typical fs ST-FIBS spectra of a set of six nitroimidazoles 

investigated in this configuration in the spectral region of 320-880 nm. Figure 4.23(b) 

shows the absence of oxygen and nitrogen in the spectral region from 700-860 nm. Two 

CN bands were observed in the spectral region of 386-390 nm, 410-422 nm 

corresponding to Δν values of 0 and −1, respectively. The CN violet band (Δν = 0, B2Σ+ 

→ X2Σ+) had the maximum intensity. Though CN (Δν=-1) band was relatively weak 

compared to CN (Δν=0) band, additional peaks were observed (as shown in blue color) 

adjacent to it. Only the C2 Δν=0 band head (swan band, d3Πg→ a3Πu) was observed at 

516.42 nm. Figures 4.24(a)-4.24(c) depict the CN Δν=0, CN Δν=-1 and C2 Δν=0 bands 

in the fs ST-FIBS spectra of all nitroimidazoles. The variation in intensity of CN and C2 

can be attributed to the molecular structure and position of the nitro groups and complex 

plasma reaction. Similarly, figures 4.24(d)-4.24(f) illustrate the CN Δν=0 and Δν=-1 and 

C2 bands from fs ST-FIBS spectra of 4-NIm with few new peaks observed adjacent to 

both the bands. There is only a few literature discussed on these peaks and further studies 

are required to identify these transitions. Since the transmission range of the SCT (used to 

collect plasma emissions) is entirely in the visible and near IR region (370 nm- 820 nm) 

few essential signature of HEMs (C I 247.8 nm, CN Δν=1 356-360 nm, NH at 336 nm) 

were not observed. 

The absence of other atomic transitions (H, N, and O) could be attributed to the 

(a) fundamental principle of femtosecond ablation as well as the (b) fs filament 

interaction. Rohwetter et al. [50] have observed that fs LIBS (focused pulses) as well as fs 

FIBS (filaments) spectra of copper metal was free from ambient air species in comparison 

to ns LIBS spectrum and attributed these features to the fundamental difference in the 

ablation process associated with each pulse. In case of ns ablation, the surrounding air or 

gas breaks down due to diffusive mixing of the expanding hot metal vapor with ambient 

gas. In the case of picosecond ablation, the trailing part of pulse interacts with the 

surrounding atmosphere and leads to inverse Bremsstrahlung heating of the plasma 

plume. Especially, in the fs regime, the produced plasma plume is not enough energetic to 

excite ambient gas and thus minimal or no breakdown of air is observed (as we observed 

in the case of triazole ablation with fs and ns pulses [110]) with fs pulse ablation and thus 

atomic transitions of N and O are absent in the spectra. Further, the fs filament ablation 
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results in plasma with low temperatures and have less life time as revealed from the work 

of  Harilal et al. [83]. 

 

Figure 4.24 (a) CN (Δν=0) (b) CN (Δν=-1) and (c) C2 (Δν=0) band head in fs ST-FIBS spectra of all 

nitroimidazoles. (d) CN (Δν=0) (e) CN (Δν=-1) and (f) C2 (Δν=0) band head in ST-FIBS spectra of 4-NIm 

(only) with labelled peaks and extra peaks (in blue color). The y-axes title is Intensity (counts) for all the 

data presented. 
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Moreover, the energy require to excite or promote O, N and H atoms into the 

excited state is difficult as it requires 10.7, 12.0, and 12.1 eV energy to be supplied [111]. 

Thus, the filament induced plasma temperature cannot excite or breakdown the oxygen 

and nitrogen further and thus these transitions are absent. However, further detailed 

studies on the types and properties of filaments produced and, consequently, their effects 

on the LIBS plasma will enable the development of an efficient technique for ST trace 

analysis of any material.  

4.3.3.g.i PCA studies of nitroimidazoles 

 

Figure 4.25 (a) PC score plot (b) PCs of un-normalized ST-FIBS spectra of Nitroimidazoles obtained from 

PCA. (c) PC score plot (d) PCs of normalized ST-FIBS spectra of nitroimidazoles obtained from PCA. 

ST-FIBS spectra of nitroimidazoles obtained at ~6.5 m were clearly discriminated 

using principal component analysis (PCA). Only CN molecular band region (375-390 
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nm) was considered for PCA analysis as there are no other important spectral features 

present in it. Figures 4.25(a) and 4.25(b) show the PC score plots and first three PCs 

(depicting essential spectral features contributing to the discrimination) obtained after 

analyzing through PCA. The first three PCs together accounted for 87% (84%, 2% and 

1%) of variance present in the multivariate data. Further, the ST-FIBS data in the same 

spectral region (375-390 nm) was normalized to the maximum intensity before analyzing 

with PCA program. Figures 4.25(c) and 4.25(d) show the PC score plots and first three 

PCs (depicting essential spectral features contributing to the discrimination) obtained 

after analyzing normalized ST-FIBS spectra in the spectral region (375-390 nm) through 

PCA. The first three PCs together accounted for 92% (90 1 and 1%) of variance present 

in the multivariate data. Though, slightly higher variance was accounted in normalized 

spectral analysis, the classification was not much clear. This could be attributed to weak 

spectral intensity of few molecules. So, normalization of data may not lead to better 

classification in all times [112].  

 

4.4 Conclusions 

We have successfully established the utilization of fs filament induced breakdown 

spectroscopy (fs FIBS) technique for standoff detection of explosives. The explosives 

detection is demonstrated in three configurations i.e. ST-FIBS (standoff LIBS up to 2 m), 

R-LIBS (at 8.5 m), and ST-FIBS (~6.5 m/ ~8 m) using sharp focused fs pulses and loose 

focused fs filaments. Two different collection systems i.e. ME-OPT-0007 (ANDOR) and 

Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope (SCT) of different size, aperture window (2'', 6'' diameter) 

and transmission capabilities [(UV-NIR), (Vis-NIR)] were used in configuration 1 and 

configurations 2 and 3. Finely ground powders (150 mg) of energy rich nitroimidazoles, 

nitropyrazoles were pressed into pellets and then used in these studies. Bimetallic targets, 

geological rocks were also qualitatively studied in the fs ST-FIBS setup at a distance of 

~6.5 m. PCA was utilized to discriminate or cluster various materials (metals, alloys, 

bimetallic targets, geological rocks and high energy materials) studied in the all 

configurations.  The prominent spectral features of HEMs i.e. C, H, N, O atomic 

transitions and CN, C2, NH molecular bands were readily identified in both configuration 

1 and 2, whereas only CN band was observed in configuration 3 (ST-FIBS ~6.5 m). The 

decrease in LIBS signal intensity with the increase in standoff distance (in configuration 
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1) could be attributed to the decrease in in solid angle subtended by the collection system 

at the plasma source, and thus the plasma emissions (or number of photons) reaching the 

collection system are decreased. PC score plots at each standoff distance showed good 

classification however, the contribution of first three PCs has decreased from 99% to 

52%, which indicates the decrease in strength of essential spectral features. However, 

when the PCA was performed on R-LIBS spectra of HEMs, the first three PCs accounted 

for 88% of variance, which is similar to the result obtained at 50 cm standoff distance 

(configuration 1). The superior result was possible due to the deployment of a Schmidt-

Cassegrain telescope which has large aperture (6”) and improved collection arrangement. 

Fs pulses were focused to form filaments using a two lens combination. The distance 

between the lenses was varied to focus these fs filaments at desired standoff distance. 

Difference between ablation with tightly focused fs pulses and filaments was also 

discussed by comparing the Al sample R-LIBS signal and ST-FIBS signal. Bimetallic 

targets and geological rocks were qualitatively studies in standoff configuration and 

discriminated using PCA. The Quantitative elemental analysis of any material or target 

(bimetallic or rocks) or study of properties of filaments is not the current interest of this 

work and it will be studied in future.   Though fs pulses are capable of delivering high 

energies at very long distances, they also induce structural modification such as heat 

affected zones similar to nanosecond pulses at very high input energies. The incident laser 

energy could also be decreased (optimized) to reduce the substrate interactions and 

substrate effects but it in turn results in deterioration of signal strength. So, the energy of 

the laser pulse and ICCD parameters (gate width, gate delay and gain ICCD) have to be 

optimized to acquire good ST-FIBS signal. Nonetheless, as demonstrated by Harilal et al. 

crater depth attained for fs filament ablation is smaller in comparison with fs/ns pulses 

and thus interaction with substrate can be greatly reduced [83].  However, at energies 

greater than ablation threshold, the advantage of fs pulses in comparison with ns pulses is 

still debated in terms of reduction in erroneous signal from background target. Further, it 

has also been demonstrated that either part of the LIBS spectra [113] or part of the 

echellograms [114] itself can be utilized in discrimination/classification studies implying 

the reduction in algorithm time and complexity and increase in sampling rate. Ultra-short 

pulse fiber lasers can also be used for portable applications owing their compact size, 

minimized background emission [115]. We believe that the usage of a collection system 

or telescope, with large input window, and large f-number are essential to obtain strong 
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LIBS signal with superior SNR. Thus, in conclusion, fs laser pulses can be potentially 

deployed in field for standoff detection provided with good collection optics or 

telescopes, beam delivery and an easy user interface together with superior multivariate 

analysis program.   

We strongly believe that the future studies on fs standoff LIBS technique (including ours) 

should focus on 

(a) Obtaining the standoff LIBS spectra of the entire common/standard explosives. 

(b) Design and implement superior supervised algorithms (e.g. PLS-DA, ANN) for 

efficient and unambiguous detection. 

(c) Optimize the input laser energy to alleviate the substrate and matrix effects. 

(d) Improve the acquisition parameters (e.g. gate delay, gate width, gain of the ICCD) 

to enhance the SNR for each standoff position. 

(e) Advance the collection efficiency by investigating various optical configurations. 

(f) Subsequent to the success in the above fields one can then extend these studies to 

trace level detection.  For this one also need to explore the single-shot LIBS 

technique with the intention of eliminating the substrate effects. With latest 

developments in the sources (fs) and the detectors it will not be a difficult task to 

make compact (portable) LIBS systems for field deployment. 

(g) Investigate some of the hybrid techniques such as LIBS-Raman technique to 

embrace the advantages of both the methodologies for effective explosives 

detection. 
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Chapter 5  
 

Nanoparticle enhanced LIBS studies towards trace 

detection of energetic materials using femtosecond 

pulses 

 

Though LIBS is a well-established spectroscopic technique for multi-elemental analysis 

the limit of detection (LOD) achieved is moderate and limited to few ppm only, when 

compared to other analytical techniques. The sensitivity of LIBS has been a bottleneck in 

some of the practical applications and there have been continuous efforts from various 

research groups to improve it. There have been several proposed 

improvisations/modifications in the LIBS setup either by using many pulses or using 

other devices to confine plasma with the intention of achieving higher LOD. However, 

recent progress on the enhancement of LIBS signal using plasmonic metal nanoparticles 

(NPs) has attracted the attention of many researchers because of its success. The NPs 

deposited over the surface manifest the laser ablation process and increase the intensity of 

LIBS signal and in turn achieve superior LOD. Thus the technique is named as 

nanoparticle enhanced laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (NE-LIBS). This technique 

has been used here to enhance the LIBS signal of copper and silver metallic targets. 

Concurrently, enhancement in the LIBS signal of high energy materials (HEMs) was also 

investigated in proximal LIBS setup. Finally, this technique was utilized to (a) achieve 

enhancement in the LIBS signal of TNT (pellet; 150 mg) at a standoff distance and (b) 

demonstrate trace detection of HEMs (CL-20; 1 mg over an area of 1 cm2 on Brass), 

through obtaining enhancement in the CN band. NE-LIBS results of various samples 

(metals and HEMs) obtained in different configurations are presented in this chapter. 

Part of this work has been accepted for publication in  

1. S. A. Kalam, N. L. Murthy, J. R. Krishna, V. Srikanth, and Venugopal Rao Soma, "Nanoparticle 

Enhanced Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy with Femtosecond Pulses," in 13th International 

Conference on Fiber Optics and Photonics (2016), p. Th3A.89.” 

2. S.A. Kalam, and S. Venugopal Rao, “Nanoparticle enhanced LIBS (NE-LIBS) studies towards trace 

detection of energetic materials”, Manuscript to be submitted, 2018. 
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5.1  Introduction 

The ability to detect explosives in bulk or even in traces in both near-field as well 

as from standoff distances is quintessential for military and homeland security 

applications so as to avoid illegal transportation, disband the terrorist activities and 

safeguard the denizens. Detection of different energetic materials at trace levels is a 

tedious job owing to their low vapor pressures. Mokalled et al. [1] have recently reviewed 

various electronic/chemical sensors, optical sensors and bio-sensors for vapor detection 

and highlighted the advantages and disadvantages of each technique. Improvised 

explosive devices (IEDs) can further complicate this situation as the commercial and 

military grade explosives that are used in manufacturing are replaced by homemade 

explosives (HMEs) [1–3]. The presence of numerous varieties of explosives such as 

organic and inorganic explosives, composites (RDX & TNT, RDX & HMX, etc.), fuel 

explosives, fuel-air explosives, explosives mixed with reactive metal nanoparticles [4–6] 

etc. increases the hardships in identifying or discriminating them [1,7]. Mass 

spectrometry and infra-red absorption techniques are extensively developed for analyzing 

the explosive traces. Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) has been used at airport for 

screening explosives and hazardous chemicals at airports [8]. Further chromatography 

techniques such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), capillary 

electrophoresis (CE), chemiluminescence, and fluorescence quenching are some of the 

proven potential techniques for detection of trace explosives at laboratory level. Although 

these techniques are sensitive enough for detecting trace amounts of explosives they are 

not practical to detect all explosive molecules owing to inherent issues that are associated 

with the molecular structure, specificity to a particular bond or moiety, low vapor 

pressure and volatility of explosives. Moreover, in most of the cases, a direct or close 

contact with the energetic material is required for identification. Thus, the safety of 

operator as well as device is at stake. Therefore, detection of these substances from a safe 

distance either in remote mode or in standoff mode has gained consideration [9,10]. 

LIBS technique has evolved as a potential analytical tool with the capability of 

qualitative as well as quantitative elemental analysis with several analytical and industrial 

applications owing to it’s simple experimental setup, non-invasive or minimal damage on 

the sample (especially in the single shot mode), robust in-situ measurements [11,12]. 

LIBS technique has been successfully utilized in analyzing pharmaceutical tablets [13], 
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soil nutrients, biological tissues and medical samples (such as teeth, bones and nails) [14]. 

LIBS technique has also been performed for investigating (a) trace elements present in 

geological samples  (ores and rocks, bimetallic and alloy targets, meteorites) [15–17] (b) 

trace heavy elements present in contaminated water [18–20] and (c) especially explosive 

residues on various substrates even in standoff mode [21–23] owing to the simplicity of 

the focusing laser pulses on to a distant target and generate laser spark. However, the 

analytical figures of merit of LIBS technique such as limit of detection, accuracy and 

precision are still inferior when compared to the potential mass spectrometry or gas 

chromatography techniques as the selectivity (or specificity) and sensitivity (detection 

power) of LIBS towards any analyte (organic explosives or inorganic substance) is poor 

with limit of detection (LOD) of LIBS is in the order of few ppm (1 ppm =1mg/ lit) for 

many analyte in most of the cases [24]. Precision refers to the repetitiveness of a 

measurement, here, the spectral intensity of the analyte and accuracy refers to the close 

agreement of predicted concentration with actual concentration of the analyte. Sensitivity 

denotes the potential of a technique to detect as low as concentrations of analyte in 

proximal as well as from far distances with good signal to noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, 

several improvisations in LIBS methodology have been implemented to mitigate this 

problem and conversely improve the performance of LIBS in terms of analytical figure of 

merits enabling to detect trace elements. These include (a) utilization of two pulses from 

powerful laser systems in the form of double pulse LIBS technique (DP-LIBS) [25] (b) 

confinement of plasma by cavities or magnetic fields [26,27] (c) controlled environmental 

parameters such as using vacuum or buffer gases at various pressures and (d) 

development of hyphenated systems  such as Raman-LIBS, LIBS-LIF (LIF; laser induced 

fluorescence) and TA-BLASER (trace analyzer based on laser ablation and selectively 

excited radiation) etc. [12].  

A recent review on the enhancement of LIBS signal by Li et al. [28] summarizes 

different approaches employed to achieve enhancement in LIBS emission to improve 

sensitivity by lowering the LOD.  In orthogonal DP-LIBS configurations, the first laser 

pulse is used to pre-spark above the sample and then ablate with second pulse or ablate 

with first pulse and re-heat the generated plasma with second pulse. The enhancements of 

LIBS signal achieved in DP-LIBS technique was due to the relatively hotter and longer-

lived plasmas produced in DP scheme composed with the simultaneous increase in 

density of emitting species. A 2-30 factor enhancement was achieved in the fs DP-LIBS 
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signal of Cu by optimizing the inter-pulse delay between the two pulses [29]. Limit of 

detection of Cr in industrial soil was improved to 8 times from 18.2 mg/kg to 7.7 mg/kg 

using confinement of the plasma by a magnetic field [30]. The LIBS signal enhancement 

of Cr and Si was investigated using plasma confinement with hemispherical cavity along 

with magnetic field and a factor of 24 and 10 was obtained, respectively, for Cr and Si 

[31]. The enhancement of LIBS signal in the presence of magnetic field could not attract 

much attention as large permanent magnets are required and a small Zeeman effect can 

shift the peaks and alter the analyte information [32]. Employing LIBS and LIF together 

has certain limitations owing to (i) the much delayed resonance excitation of plasma 

(about 5 ms) when the ground state is populated to the maximum and (ii) resonance 

excitation of only one particular element delaying the rapid multi-elemental capability of 

LIBS [26]. Nevertheless, a collinear DP-LIBS configuration with optimum time delay 

between the two pulses is more susceptible for many practical real-time applications 

especially for standoff detection of explosives. Lucia et al. demonstrated that the oxygen 

and nitrogen interference from the atmosphere has been minimized when DP-LIBS 

technique was utilized to interrogate explosive residues [33]. Though two different lasers 

and two different laser pulses (different wavelengths) can be utilized in DP-LIBS to 

achieve enhancements [34], utilizing two lasers or instrumentation for confining plasma 

can (a) increase the cost (b) experimental setup size and (c) induce difficulty in operation. 

Further, it might also concurrently hinder real-time investigations. Additionally, 

alignment of these two laser focus spots on distant targets is critical and challenging 

requires sophisticated and customized beam delivery optics.  

5.1.1 Nanoparticle Enhanced Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy 

(NE-LIBS) 

Recently nanoparticle enhanced LIBS (NE-LIBS) technique, where enhancement 

in analyte signal was achieved using nanoparticles, has received lot of attention from 

various researchers after the successful demonstration of 1−2 orders of enhancement in 

the LIBS signal of various metallic samples by  Giacomo et al. [35]. This technique is 

being widely investigated owing to its simplicity, imparting no modifications in the LIBS 

setup, and availability of various plasmonic metallic NPs. NE-LIBS evolved as a potential 

technique for analyzing various analyte from the first report on enhancement in LIBS 

signal of nutrients of leaves (Citrus unshiu and Rhododendron obtusum) using Ag NPs as 
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demonstrated by Ohta et al. [36] to a small enhancement in analyte signal even using 

green Ag NPs (stabilized in coffee extract) as demonstrated by Poggialini et al. [37]. The 

fascinating physical [38] and chemical [39] properties of nanoparticles (NPs), from their 

micro or bulk counterparts especially because of their high surface to volume ratio, has 

attracted enormous attention from many researchers and utilized in various applications 

[40,41]. Plasmonic metal NPs (Ag, Au, and Cu) have been used as potential substrates in 

surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) owing to superior and tunable plasmonic 

properties [42] in the visible range especially in detecting explosive traces [43–45]. 

Localized surface plasmon (LSP), a coherent and collective oscillation of the conduction 

electrons in the metallic NPs, is excited in the presence of external electromagnetic field 

and in turn amplifies the incident electromagnetic field near the particle surface and as 

well in the gap between the NPs. Several researchers have investigated the effect of 

various properties of NPs (size, shape, inter-particle distance) on ablation as these directly 

interact with the incident laser and can affect the coupling of electromagnetic field with 

the irradiated target. Eversole et al. [46] utilized this enhanced plasmonic scattering to 

fabricate well defined nanocraters using gold nanoparticles (~150 nm). Ropers et al. [47] 

demonstrated immense multi-photon electron emission from sharp metallic nano-tips 

(~20 nm) when a weak 100-pJ, 7-fs light pulses is incident on these. LSP resonance 

(LSPR) increases exponentially with a decrease in the inter-particle separation between 

the NPs [48].  Furthermore, the refractive index or dielectric nature of the medium, 

particle size, agglomeration of NPs also influences the LSP resonance [49,50]. Ashraf et 

al. [51] have reported the linear decrease in threshold fluence with decrease in the size of 

ZnO NPs. NE-LIBS also eases the elemental analysis of transparent materials such as 

glass and gemstones [52].  Sherbini et al. [53] reported that targets formed by pressing 

NPs revealed enhanced LIBS emission compared to their bulky counterparts. Sanchez-

Ake et al. investigated the effect of an Au thin film on the glass surface for improving the 

LIBS emission signal using ns pulses [54]. Moreover, NE-LIBS technique has been 

utilized in enhancing AlO molecular bands during LIBS of Al-based alloys in the 

presence of NPs [55]. Furthermore, Giacomo et al. had reported an absolute LOD of few 

pico-grams for Pb and 0.2 pg for Ag using NE-LIBS technique, enabling to quantify sub 

ppm levels and decreasing the LOD of the technique [56]. Though fs pulses were utilized 

to understand the ablation mechanism, to investigate surface damage threshold of various 

materials [57–60],  to fabricate nanostructures, the studies on achieving enhancement in 
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LIBS signal is restricted to only DP-LIBS [61,62]. Only a few studies have been reported 

thus far which use fs pulses for achieving the enhancement in LIBS signal using different 

NPs combined with other enhancement techniques. We have recently reported a two 

factor enhancement of Cu LIBS signal using Ag NPs with fs pulses [63]. The results are 

discussed in detail in section 5.5.1.a. Yang et al. [64] combined the double pulse LIBS 

(DP-LIBS) and NE-LIBS techniques to obtain enhancement on SiO2 crystal using fs laser 

pulses. Au NPs of various sizes were used and the best enhancement was observed for 7.5 

nm NPs and a fluence of 4.4 Jcm-2 and the achieved enhancement factors were 13 for NE-

LIBS and 30 for DP-NE-LIBS at an optimized delay of 120 ps. Furthermore, Yang et al. 

[65] proposed a new approach for LIBS with gold nano-film (NF) deposited on various 

samples prior to investigation with fs pulses. Anoop et al. [66] reported a two factor 

enhancement in optical emission of Si plasma was also achieved by fs laser induced 

periodic surface structuring. Dell'Aglio et al. [67] have recently summarized various 

results demonstrating the enhancements in LIBS signal using NE-LIBS technique.  Few 

important works aimed at trace detection of heavy elements in liquids and metals using 

NE-LIBS technique are summarized in table 5-1. However, sparse literature is available 

on employing NE-LIBS technique (either with fs or ns pulses) towards detecting or 

achieving enhancements with HEMs. Gottfried et al. studied the effect of trace elements 

present in various metallic targets on the emission of RDX traces from plasma chemistry 

perspective using ns pulses. It was found that the presence of trace elements with high 

oxidation potential such as Mg can influence in the depletion of C and C2
 species [68]. 

Nevertheless, increasing the sensitivity of LIBS technique towards detection of HEMs by 

obtaining the enhancements to achieve higher LOD is interesting as well as challenging. 

In this chapter, the results from initial NE-LIBS using fs pulses in proximal as well as 

standoff mode towards the trace detection of explosives has been presented. 

5.1.2 Units used for trace detection and their conversions  

While reporting the traces of heavy elements or chemicals present in the 

contaminated soils or polluted water and air, the amount of these elements is routinely 

described in units such as parts per million (ppm) to parts per trillion (ppt) and mg/liter to 

pg/liter.  
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Table 5-1 Recent results from various group utilizing nanoparticles for achieving enhancements in LIBS signal from NE-LIBS technique 

Sl. No Fs/ns NE-LIBS Material/ Targets Analyte NPs Enhancements 

achieved  

Refer

ences 

1 Ns pulses Titanium Titanium Ag NPs (0.02 mg/ml, 

NanoComposix, Inc.)  

Au laser ablated NPs. 

Ef >100 [35] 

  Certified steel based alloys Fe Ag NPs from 

NanoComposix, Inc.) 

Ef  = 5  

  Certified Cu based alloys 

(L3, B21, SN1, SN2, SN3) 

Cu  Au NPs, Ag NPs , 

Platinum NPs, Cu/ CuO 

NPs 

Ef ~50  

2 Ns pulses Al-based alloy targets 

(NIST: SRM 1255b) 

Ti (0.1477% ), Fe 

(0.1170% mass), 

AlO molecular 

bands 

Au NPs Ef ~10 [55] 

3 Ns pulses CuSO4(aq) and  

cadmium nitrate solution 

(Cd(NO3)2) (aq) 

 liquid on super-

hydrophobic glass substrate 

Cu and Cd 

 

Au NPs 100 ppt of Cu  

and 150 ppt of Cr in the 

presence of magnetic 

field 

[69] 

4 Ns pulses (1064 

nm) 

CuSO4(aq), 

NaF(aq) 

Cu, F 

 

Au SERS substrate (RAM-

SERS-Au-3, Ocean Optics, 

Dunedin, FL) 

 

Ef  = 3.5 

For F LOD~0.1% ppm 

in 20 μl 

[70] 

5 Ns pulses AgNO3(aq)  

PbCl2(aq), PbSO4(aq) 

Ag,     

Pb 

Au NPs 

 

LOD < 2 ppb in 

2 μl ,Ef > 10 

[56] 

6 Ns pulses Pure Al target with laser 

pre-treatment 

Ni, Cr and Cd 

heavy elements 

Pre-treatment surface  22, 19, and 184 μg/L 

(ppb) for Ni, Cr, and 

Cd 

[71] 
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7 Ns pulses CuSO4(aq),Cr (NO3)2(aq) 

Pb 

(NO3)2(aq) 

Cu, Cr, Pb Au NPs loaded on to the 

electro spun ultrafine fibers 

Ef~4 , LODs of  Cr, Pb 

and Cu 0.5 ppm, 

0.5ppm, 1.1 ppm  

[72] 

8 Ns pulses (1064 

nm) 

Nutrients in leaves (Citrus 

unshiu and Rhododendron 

obtusum) 

Fe, Mn, K, Ca, Mo Au NPs , Ag NPs Ef = 5 [36] 

9 Fs DP-LIBS  SiO2 crystal  Si Au NPs Ef = 30 [64] 

10 Ns pulses ZnO pressed pellets of NPs Zn  ZnO 2< Ef<120 [51] 

11 Ns pulses Tourmaline; Pyrex glass Mn, Fe Au NPs Ef~10 [52] 
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Routinely the units such as mg/Kg or µg/lit have been used when the analyte is mixed or 

dispersed in solid or liquid. So, this section gives a small attention to the units which are 

used for trace elemental analysis and their usage and conversion for better understanding.  

In soil, the chemical concentration is typically reported as units of mass of analyte (mg or 

µg) per the mass of soil (Kg). For an analyte dispersed in soil, 1 ppm = 1 mg/kg of 

analyte in soil, and 1 ppb = 1 µg/kg. Likewise, in water analyte concentrations are 

typically measured in mass of analyte (milligrams, mg or micrograms, µg) dispersed or 

dissolved per volume of water (liter, L) and 1 ppm = approximately 1 mg/L of analyte in 

water, and 1 ppb = 1 µg/L. Further, grams per cubic meter (g/m3) can be written as mg/L 

as m3 is equal to the 1000 liters volume. Thus, 1 g/m3 = 1 mg/L = 1 ppm.  

1 mg/L = 1 µg/ml =1 ppm. 

1 µg/L = 1 ng/ml = 1 ppb. 

1 ng/L = 1 pg/ml = 1ppt. 

5.2    Experimental details 

An ultrafast Ti: Sapphire laser system (LIBRA, ~4 mJ, 1 kHz) delivering ~50 fs 

laser pulses and operating at 800 nm was employed to perform NE-LIBS (in proximal 

setup) and nanoparticle enhanced filament induced breakdown spectroscopy (NE-FIBS, 

in standoff configuration) experiments in ambient air. Figure 5.1(a) depicts the schematic 

of fs proximal LIBS/NE-LIBS setup and figure 5.1(b) depicts the fs ST-FIBS/ST-NE-

FIBS setup at (~6.5 m/ ~8 m) used for investigating explosives in bulk and traces. In the 

first case, a plano-convex lens of 10 cm focal length was used to focus fs pulses on to the 

metal target/bulk explosive pellet (150 mg) to generate plasma. The emissions from 

plasma were collected by Andor ME-OPT-0007 collector/collimator at 15 cm away. LIBS 

as well as NE-LIBS spectra in proximal setup were recorded in accumulation mode (2 

accumulations) at a gate delay of 20 ns, gate width of 2 µs and ICCD gain at 3000 (0-

4000) and the exposure time of ICCD is 1 s. The laser was operated at 2 Hz by varying 

the delay outputs in synchronized delay generator (SDG). Thus one spectrum is the 

collection of plasma emissions from 4 shots. In the latter case, a fs filament of ~30 cm 

length, obtained using a two-lens configuration (L1 a plano-concave lens (PCV) f=−50 

cm, and L2 a plano-convex lens (PCX) of f=100 cm) was utilized to interrogate HEMs in 

bulk (pellet 150 mg) as well as explosive traces. 
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A Schmidt–Cassegrain telescope [see section 4.2.1 in chapter 4] collects the 

plasma emissions at a distance of ∼8 m away from the plasma. The optical emissions 

were coupled to Andor Mechelle (ME 5000) + Andor iStar ICCD system (resolution of 

0.05 nm @ 500 nm) via an optical fiber of 600 µm diameter. The FIBS and NE-FIBS 

spectra in standoff configuration were recorded in accumulation mode (6 accumulations) 

at a gate delay of 20 ns, gate width of 2 µs and ICCD gain at 3000 (0-4000) and the 

exposure time of ICCD is 1.5 s. Each spectrum is the result of signal accumulated from 

9000 interactions. Silver and gold NPs were utilized to carry out NE-LIBS and NE-FIBS 

experiments. The NPs were characterized using UV-Visible spectroscopy and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to observe their shape and distribution. The 

details are concise in materials section. Pellets or targets with NPs/explosive residue/ or 

both were placed on a translation stage and controlled by Newport ESP 300 motion 

controller to expose fresh surface. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Experimental schematic of (a) proximal LIBS (or NE-LIBS) setup and (b) ST FIBS (or ST NE-

FIBS) setup. In figure P-plasma; T-target; M-Mirror; L-lens, C: Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. 
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5.2.1   Materials 

Three types of NPs (a) chemically synthesized silver NPs by sonochemical method 

(AgDSR) and (b) standard silver NPs (Ag60nm) purchased from M/s NanoComposix 

(U.S.A.) and (c) gold NPs fabricated through ultrafast laser ablation (AuLAL) in acetone 

were utilized to perform NE-LIBS experiments. Synthesis and characterizations of these 

NPs are discussed in this section. Enhancement in the LIBS spectra of pure copper and 

silver targets was investigated in the proximal fs LIBS setup with Ag DSR NPs and 

AuLAL NPs respectively. In proximal setup nitroamino (NHNO2) substituted aryl-

tetrazole (C7H4N8O6) was investigated in the form of a bulk pellet. In standoff mode TNT 

(bulk) and CL-20 residue were investigated using femtosecond filament induced 

breakdown spectroscopy (fs ST FIBS). Figures 5.2(a)-5.2(c) depicts the molecular 

structure of these explosive molecules. 

 

Figure 5.2 Molecular structure of (a) NHNO2 substituted aryl-tetrazole (b) TNT and (c) CL-20. 

5.2.2 NPs characterization techniques  

The below characterization techniques (a) Ultraviolet-visible absorption spectroscopy and 

transmission electron microscopy were utilized to study the NPs. 

5.2.2.a Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy 

A Perkin Elmer Lambda 750 absorption spectrometer was utilized to perform the 

absorption measurements of colloidal NPs solutions in the ultraviolet visible (UV-Vis) 

range i.e. 200-1000 nm including a small near infrared region. The spectrometer contains 

Tungsten-halogen (300-2500 nm) and Deuterium lamps (200-400 nm) as broadband light 

sources, and a monochromator to separate a single wavelength from these continuous 

sources and mirrors to direct the light on to the sample. The photomultipliers and diode 

arrays are used to detect the signal. The UV-Visible spectroscopy works on the principle 

of Beer lamberts law. In these studies, the UV-Visible absorption spectra of NPs were 
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recorded using a cuvette of ~10 mm path length carrying out the base line correction. The 

observed SPR peak position of the metal NPs is a characteristic of the average sizes and 

shapes of the NPs in the solution [73,74].  

5.2.2.b Transmission Electron Microscope 

FEI Tecnai G2 20 [75] twin transmission electron microscope (TEM) was used for 

studying the shape and morphology of NPs as it offers an high point resolution imaging 

(0.27 nm). From the images, the NPs size distribution, morphology, and crystallinity of 

the NPs can be studied. It uses an electron source LaB6 with flexible transmission 

between 20 and 200 kV. To obtain images with high contrast, two objective lenses were 

used. All the essential microscopic components such as electron gun, optical components, 

vacuum system, and sample are digitally controlled. The instrument can provide images 

with high magnification in the range of 25X to 700X with line resolution 0.14 nm. 

Several other analysis such as SAED which study the crystal structure of material using 

electron diffraction, EDX can also be obtained using this. In our studies, the samples for 

TEM analysis were prepared by drop costing 10 μl colloidal solution on a carbon coated 

copper grid. The samples were ensured to be dry before carrying out the TEM analysis.  

5.2.3 Characterization of various NPs 

5.2.3.a Synthesis of Silver NPs by sonochemical method 

 

Figure 5.3 (a) Absorption spectra of AgDSR NPs in the wavelength region 320-650 nm and (b) TEM 

morphology of AgDSR NPs. 
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Silver NPs were synthesized by the sonochemical method [76]. 2 g of silver acetate 

(AgC2H3O2) dissolved in ethanol was ultrasonicated for two hours. The precipitate 

collected after evaporating ethanol was heated in a furnace to obtain silver oxide (Ag2O) 

NPs and then reduced by chemical methods. The obtained Ag NPs are labeled as AgDSR 

NPs. Figure 5.3(a) depicts the absorption spectra of AgDSR NPs in the wavelength 

region 320-650 nm and figure 5.3(b) illustrates the TEM morphology of AgDSR NPs. 

Solutions of different concentrations viz. 0.4, 0.16, 0.08, 0.04, and 0.02 mg/ml were made 

by dispersing 0.4 mg of Ag NPs in 1, 2.5, 5, 10 and 20 ml of acetone respectively. 

Standard micropipettes were used to measure and place a drop of 5 µl colloidal solution 

on targets to investigate the enhancement in LIBS signals.  

5.2.3.b Fabrication of gold NPs in acetone using ULAL method 

Gold NPs were fabricated through Ultrafast Laser Ablation in Liquids (ULAL) 

technique by immersing a gold target (10 mm  10 mm  2 mm) in acetone. Au NPs 

fabricated at different input energies of 200 µJ, 300 µJ, 400 µJ, and 500 µJ were labeled 

as AuLAL0, AuLAL1, AuLAL2, and AuLAL3, respectively. Figure 5.4 (a) illustrates the 

absorption spectra of AuLAL NPs in 320-650 nm wavelength regions and figure 5.4(b) 

depicts their dispersed size distribution obtained through TEM data. The size distribution 

and other characteristics of these NPs are reported elsewhere [45]. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 (a) UV-Visible absorption spectra and (b) TEM micrographs depicting the ploy dispersed nature 

of gold NPs synthesized using ULAL method. AuLAL1/2/3/4 represents the Au NPs synthesized using 200 

µJ, 300 µJ, 400 µJ, and 500 µJ energy. 
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5.2.3.c Characterization of standard silver nanospheres (nanoXact, 0.02 mg/ml) 

Silver nanospheres stabilized in citrate solution were purchased from nanoComposix 

(U.S.A.). Figure 5.5(a) Shows the UV-Visible extinction spectra of these Ag NPs in 300-

750 nm spectral regions. Figure 5.5(b) depicts the TEM micrograph of standard Ag NPs. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 (a) UV-Vis extinction spectra and (b) TEM micrograph of standard 60 nm Ag nanospheres 

(NanoXact, 0.02 mg/ml) purchased from nanoComposix. (U.S.A.) 

 

5.3 Theory 

The enhancements achieved in NE-LIBS technique could be attributed to the effect 

of NPs on the laser ablation process as well as to the target properties (such as conducting 

or insulating).  In this technique, the energy of the pulse should be of the order of ablation 

threshold of the material. In the first report of NE-LIBS, Ohta et al. [36] employed ns 

laser pulses with pulse energy (< 1 mJ) near to the ablation threshold. At laser irradiances 

higher than ablation threshold, the breakdown will be initiated through the ejection of 

electrons by multiphoton ionization and it is intrinsically difficult to control. Furthermore, 

at higher laser fluence the NPs could be fragmented to smaller particles. Thus the increase 

in surface area of the NPs leads to lower laser light penetration [53]. Metal NPs exhibited 

the reduction in breakdown or ablation threshold by generating the seed electrons leading 

to more efficient plasma initiation in various metallic targets, a DC discharge and in 

liquids as well [35,70,77]. The enhancement in the local electric field is due to the 

excitation of plasmons in noble metallic NPs in the presence of external electric field. 

Accordingly, the electric field in the proximity of NPs is manifested and, in turn, 
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effectively extracts electrons in the form of seed electrons. These seed electrons 

efficaciously participate in accelerating the breakdown process by lowering the 

breakdown threshold of analyte. Thus, these NPs serve as ignition centers and can lead to 

the very high enhancements in the LIBS signal. In the present work, we have performed 

all the NE-LIBS experiments with fs pulses at a wavelength of 800 nm. The use of Nd: 

YAG pulses at 532 nm could have led to the resonant excitations of surface plasmon of 

the metallic NPs, particularly in case of Au NPs, deposited on the sample. This could lead 

to the absorption of most of the laser energy by the NPs and an immediate efficient 

excitation of the plasma [78]. Nevertheless, the reproducibility and the performance of 

NE-LIBS technique depends on size, shape, concentration of NPs and their distribution 

on the target [65,78,79].   

5.4 Results and Discussions 

All the NE-LIBS results were obtained in proximal setup i.e. (a) enhancement of Cu 

LIBS signal in the presence of AgDSR NPs (b) enhancement in Ag LIBS signal using 

AuLAL NPs (c) enhancement in C, CN emissions in the presence of standard AgNPs and 

the NE-FIBS results (d) demonstrating the CN enhancement in in TNT and (e) trace 

detection of CL-20 on brass target in standoff mode are summarized in separate sections. 

5.4.1   Investigation of enhancement in the proximal LIBS setup 

NE-LIBS results of various metallic targets (Cu, Ag) and a high energy material in 

the proximal setup are discussed in this section.  

5.4.1.a LIBS and NE-LIBS experiments on Cu target using AgDSR NPs 

The LIBS and NE-LIBS experiments (in the presence of AgDSR NPs) on Cu were 

performed at two focusing positions viz., (i) 2 mm and (ii) 4 mm above the geometrical 

focus. The experiments were carried at two different positions, slightly above the focus, 

to increase the area of interaction of pulse on the target and thereby increasing the 

concentration of NPs in the interaction zone. The theoretically estimated spot-size on the 

target is 70 µm and 100 µm at respective positions. Figure 5.6(a) shows a typical copper 

LIBS spectrum with persistent atomic and ionic peaks labeled in 250-820 nm range at 2 

mm above the focal point. NE-LIBS experiments were performed by drop casting a 5 µl 

solution of 0.4 mg/ml AgDSR NPs solution on Cu target. A thin layer of NPs was left 

over after the evaporation of acetone. Figure 5.6(b) shows a typical LIBS spectrum of the 
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copper target in the spectral region of 505-580 nm with (red color) and without AgDSR 

NPs (0.4 mg/ml; black color). The spectral acquisition conditions for LIBS and NE-LIBS 

are already described in the section 5.2.   

 

Figure 5.6 (a) Typical LIBS spectrum of Cu target in 220-820 nm (b) LIBS (dash/black) and NE-LIBS 

(solid/red) spectra of Cu in the region 505nm to 580 nm showing the enhancement of persistent Cu peaks 

with AgDSR NPs at 2 mm above focal point. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Enhancement in Copper persistent atomic transitions (a) Cu I 510.6 nm (b) Cu I 515.32 nm (c) 

521.8 nm (d) Cu I 578.21 nm with increasing concentration of AgDSR NPs at 2 mm above the focal point. 
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A two-fold (2) enhancement was observed in the presence of AgDSR NPs (0.4 

mg/ml). Further the effect of concentration of NPs on the LIBS intensity was examined 

by drop casting 5 µl colloidal solutions of AgDSR NPs of different concentrations 

(dispersed in acetone) on Cu at different places. Figures 5.7(a)-5.7(d) illustrate a gradual 

increase in the intensity of three persistent copper atomic peaks viz., Cu I at 510.55 nm, 

Cu I at 515.32 nm, Cu I at 521.82 nm and Cu I 570.02 nm with the increase in the 

concentration of Ag NPs. The enhancement in the LIBS signal can be ascribed to the 

coupling between the laser electromagnetic field and the surface plasmons of NPs in 

contact with the target surface, which has been demonstrated theoretically and 

experimentally.  Similarly, the LIBS and NE-LIBS experiments were performed at 4 mm 

above the focal point in order to increase the effective interaction zone. Figure 5.8 

depicts a clear two-fold (2) enhancement in a typical LIBS spectrum of the copper target 

in the spectral region of 505-580 nm with (red color) and without AgDSR NPs (0.4 

mg/ml; black color) at 4 mm above the focal point. However, the intensity of LIBS as 

well as NE-LIBS signal decreased as the target is moved above the focal point. The 

reduction in intensity could be attributed to decrease in fluence (energy/ interaction area). 

Nevertheless, a gradual increase in intensity of three persistent copper atomic peaks viz., 

Cu I at 510.55 nm, Cu I at 515.32 nm and Cu I at 521.82 nm and Cu I 578.21 nm with the 

increase in the concentration of Ag NPs was even observed at this position as seen from 

figures 5.9(a)-5.9(d).  

 

Figure 5.8 LIBS (dashed/black) and NE-LIBS (solid/red) spectra of Cu target in the wavelength region of 

505-525 and 576-582 nm showing the enhancement in persistent Cu peaks in the presence of AgDSR NPs 

at 4 mm above from the focal point. 
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Figure 5.9 Enhancement in Copper persistent atomic transitions (a) Cu I 510.55 nm (b) Cu I 515.32 nm (c) 

521.82 nm and (d) Cu I 578.21 nm with increasing concentration of the AgDSR NPs at 4 mm above from 

the focal point. Labels for graphs in (b), (c), and (d) are same as represented in (a). 

5.4.1.b LIBS and NE-LIBS experiments on Ag target using AuLAL NPs 

Gold colloidal NPs fabricated through ultrafast laser ablation of Au target in acetone were 

utilized to investigate the enhancement in the LIBS signal of silver target. The 

experiments were performed at 6 mm and 8 mm above the geometrical focus of the lens. 

Figure 5.10 (a)-(b) depicts the enhancement in silver for the persistent atomic transitions 

of Ag I 520.90 nm and Ag I 546.54 nm with different concentrations of the AuLAL NPs 

at (a) 6 mm and (b) 8 mm above the focal point. From the data presented in figure 5.10 it 

is evident that the enhancement in the silver peaks is neither uniform nor linear. 

Moreover, not all the AuLAL NPs have resulted in enhancements except NPs fabricated 

at 400 µJ (AuLAL2). This could be attributed to the random poly-dispersed nature of NPs 

[as seen from figure 5.4(b)] produced in the ULAL technique. However, these NPs 

cannot be ruled out as AuLAL2 NPs have resulted in enhancements in both the cases. 
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Giacomo et al. have also reported significant enhancement using laser ablated Ag and Cu 

NPs [35] on Al based alloy target. 

 

Figure 5.10. Enhancement in silver persistent atomic transitions Ag I 520.90 nm and Ag I 546.54 nm with 

different concentrations of the AuLAL NPs at (a) 6 mm and (b) 8 mm above the focal point. 

5.4.1.c LIBS and NE-LIBS experiments on HEM pellet using standard Ag NPs 

NE-LIBS experiments of nitroamino (NHNO2) substituted aryl-tetrazole (a high energy 

material) in the form of a bulk pellet (150 mg, 12 mm diameter, and 2 mm thick) were 

performed using the standard Ag NPs (60 nm). The synthesis and energetic parameters of 

nitroamino (NHNO2) substituted aryl tetrazole are reported by Kommu et al. [80]. Due to 

the ambiguous result in obtained enhancements while using laser ablated NPs on silver 

target, these AuLAL NPs were not used further. Though LIBS is an multi-elemental 

analysis technique the molecular bands observed in LIBS spectra (i) owing to 

fragmentation during the ablation and (ii) due to the various recombination reactions 

within the plasma constituents as well as between plasma and ambient constituents are 

useful in analysing organic samples such as plastics, energetic materials. Specific to 

organic explosives, owing to their similar constituents of C, H, N and O; the LIBS spectra 

look similar with predominant CN violet band (B2Σ+ → X2Σ+) [in the spectral region 358-

360 nm, 386-390 nm, 410-422 nm corresponding to Δν values of 1, 0, -1 respectively 

with Δν= 0 band having maximum intensity], C2 swan band (d3Πg→ a3Πu) [in the spectral 

range of 465-475 nm, 510-518 nm, 555-565 nm with maximum intensity at Δν=0] 

molecular emission bands along with C, H, N and O atomic emissions. The molecular 

bands and atomic peaks were identified and labeled from Gaydon and Pearse molecular 

database (handbook) [81] and NIST database [82], respectively. The LIBS and NE-LIBS 

spectra were acquired with a gate delay of 50 ns, gate width of 1 µs, ICCD gain of 3000, 
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an exposure time of 1 s, and 2 accumulations at a repetition rate of 2 Hz. Carbon atomic 

emission (C I 247.8 nm) and CN Δν=0 (only) band were observed in proximal case owing 

to few accumulations (4 only). Figures 5.11(a) and 5.11(b) depicts the enhancement in 

carbon atomic transition (C I 247.8 nm) and in CN Δν=0 band respectively of nitroamino 

(NHNO2) substituted aryl-tetrazole in the presence of Ag NPs. In NE-LIBS experiments 

10µl of Ag NPs were drop casted onto the pellet of NHNO2 pellet (150 mg). A two factor 

(2) enhancement was observed in both carbon atomic transition at 247.8 nm and CN 

(Δν=0) molecular band.   

 

Figure 5.11 Enhancement in the intensity of (a) carbon atomic transition, C I 247.80 nm and (b) CN (Δν=0) 

molecular band of nitroamino (NHNO2) substituted aryl tetrazole in the presence of standard Ag NPs (60 

nm) [M/s NanoComposix] in proximal LIBS setup. 

5.4.2  Investigation of enhancement in the LIBS signal of high energy 

materials in standoff configuration 

5.4.2.a FIBS and NE-FIBS experiments on bulk TNT standoff mode 

Several researchers have investigated the detection and class labeling of explosive 

molecules In the existing fs ST-FIBS setup [see figure 5.1(b)], the enhancement of FIBS 

signal from TNT in the form of a bulk pellet (150 mg) was examined. TNT pellet was 

mounted on pure Si target prior to the experiments. ST-FIBS and ST-NEFIBS spectra of 

TNT were recorded in the absence/presence of standard Ag NPs. Figure 5.12(a) 

illustrates the ST FIBS and ST NE-FIBS spectra of TNT (in bulk) which was placed on a 

pure Si target. A silicon atomic peak is seen at Si I 390.55 nm.  Figure 5.12(b) shows a 

clear two factor enhancement in two molecular band transitions of CN Δν=0 molecular 

band at 388.34 nm and 387.14 nm. In standoff mode, C I 247.8 nm could be not observed 

as the effective transmission range of the telescope is in visible and NIR region only.  
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Figure 5.12. Enhancement in intensity of (a) CN molecular band transitions in comparison to Si I atomic 

peak at 390.55 nm (b) CN molecular transitions shown explicitly of TNT in standoff mode. 

5.4.2.b NE-FIBS experiments for trace detection of energetic molecule in standoff 

mode 

Similarly, in STFIBS setup a residue of CL-20 on brass target was examined for 

the capability of fs filaments for the standoff residue analysis. 22 mg of CL-20 was 

dissolved in 1 ml of acetone to make 50 mM solution. 50 µl (1 mg) of CL-20 solution was 

drop casted on brass target over 1 cm2 area. After five minutes a layer of CL-20 residue 

was formed after the evaporation of acetone at room temperature. Figure 5.13 illustrates 

the enhancement in CN 338.34 nm in the presence of standard Ag NPs. However, in the 

absence of NPs no CN band (signature of organic energetic molecule) was observed. 

 

 

Figure 5.13. Enhancement in intensity of CN molecular band transition at 388.34 nm in the LIBS data of 

CL-20 and in the presence of Ag NPs. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

 Nanoparticle enhanced LIBS (NE-LIBS) in the proximal configuration and 

Nanoparticle enhanced FIBS in (NEFIBS) at a standoff distance of ~6.5 m is 

demonstrated using femtosecond pulses for increasing the sensitivity of LIBS technique. 

The enhancements achieved for various analyte in the presence of NPs shows the increase 

in sensitivity of LIBS.  Chemically synthesized Ag NPs, Au NPs (obtained from ULAL 

technique) and standard Ag NPs (60 nm) were utilized to investigate the enhancement in 

LIBS signal of Cu, Ag metallic targets and an explosive pellet (TNT). A two factor (2) 

enhancement was observed in all the cases. The enhancements in the LIBS signal in the 

presence of NPs could be attributed to the electromagnetic field enhancement which can 

essentially increase the LIBS emission signal up to two/three orders of magnitude with 

respect to the signal of a sample ablated under normal conditions [35]. The NPs act as 

impurities over the surface thereby decreasing the breakdown threshold. Furthermore, 

they act as ignition centers and provide more seed electrons which improves the ablation 

efficiency and thus resulting in the increased signal [83]. The enhancements in the LIBS 

spectra of energetic molecules, in the presence of NPs has been witnessed in all the cases 

even with different molecules viz., tetrazole (proximal), TNT (bulk in standoff), CL-20 

(trace in standoff). Thus NE-LIBS could be considered as a promising variant of LIBS for 

several applications especially in trace detection of explosives in both proximal and 

standoff detection. Nevertheless, Tang et al. [84] demonstrated enhancement in LIBS 

signal by combining Au NPs and magnetic field confinement on copper  and Sladkova et 

al. [85] investigated the trace detection of Pb in brass target using ns pulses at various low 

pressure conditions and achieved a four factor enhancement. Though there are several 

ways being investigated and reported for achieving enhancements, further systematic 

studies are mandated to (a) obtain more reliable and satisfactory enhancements and 

remarkable conclusions because NE-LIBS technique can be influenced by various laser 

parameters, NPs characteristics and their distribution on the sample surface (b) address 

few questions regarding optimization of sample preparation, duration of the field 

enhancement effect, NPs breakdown etc. in NE-LIBS. 
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Chapter 6  

Conclusions and future scope 

This chapter comprehends the inferences derived from this thesis work.  

Conclusions from (a) proximal fs/ns LIBS studies of energetic triazole derivatives (in 

different atmospheres), (b) fs standoff filament induced breakdown spectroscopic (fs ST-

FIBS) studies in various configurations viz., ST-FIBS1 (up to ~2 m), R-LIBS (10 cm/ 

~8.5 m), ST-FIBS2 (~6.5 m/ ~8 m) and ST-FIBS studies bimetallic targets, metals and 

alloys and energetic molecules (RDX, TNT, HMX, and nitroimidazoles) (c) nanoparticle 

enhanced LIBS (NELIBS) studies in proximal as well as standoff mode are summarized. 

Future scope of the present works includes (a) detailed studies on the types and properties 

of filaments produced and, consequently, their effects on the LIBS plasma (b) detection 

and identification of standard HEMs such as RDX, HMX, CL-20 etc. at 15-20 m using 

ST-FIBS (c) detection of explosives in trace level and enhancing their signal in the 

presence of nanoparticles using NELIBS technique in table-top setup as well as in ST 

mode. 
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6.1 Conclusions 

Femtosecond LIBS studies of various energetic/explosive molecules were performed 

extensively.  Subsequently, several statistical techniques were employed to obtain the 

discrimination of these molecules.  Furthering our studies we performed the fs LIBS 

studies in remote and standoff configurations.  We had initially investigated a set of six 

energetic triazole derivatives (HEMs; high energy materials) in air and argon atmospheres 

using fs and ns laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) technique in the proximal 

setup to understand the (a) influence of various functional groups and their positions on 

the spectral variations in LIBS spectra (b) effect of pulse duration and ambiance on the 

formation of atomic and molecular species (c) various feasible mechanisms of the 

formation and depletion of molecular (d) correlation between the molecular structure and 

plasma emission by examining the correlation between the percentages of atomic and 

bond types with atomic and molecular emission intensities, and (e) correlate the 

detonation parameters with the LIBS spectral features. The molecular emissions are more 

prominent in fs excitation, while the atomic emissions are dominant in the ns excitation. 

CN/C2 ratio i.e. atomization-to-fragmentation ratio was utilized to explain the indolence 

of functional groups and their positions on the recorded LIBS spectral features. Further, 

for the first time ever, we have proposed and demonstrated the standoff discrimination of 

high energy materials (HEMs) using fs filament induced breakdown spectroscopy (fs 

FIBS) technique at a distance of ~6.5m/ ~8 m. Apart from HEMs, metals, bimetallic 

targets and geological rocks were also investigated in the standoff configuration. The 

batch-wise discrimination results of all these samples using principal component analysis 

(PCA) are summarized. Nanoparticle enhanced laser induced breakdown spectroscopy 

(NE-LIBS) technique was utilized to obtain the enhancements in LIBS signal of metallic 

targets. Further, the enhancement in LIBS intensity of HEMs was investigated in 

proximal as well as standoff configurations with the aim of demonstrating the standoff 

detection of explosive traces. 

Highlights from the present thesis work 

1. A set of six novel high energy materials which are functional and structural isomers of 

triazole-substituted nitroarene derivatives with Me (CH3), OMe (OCH3), and amino 

(NH2) functional groups at para and ortho positions were investigated by fs and ns-
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LIBS techniques with an intention to elucidate the role played by substituent 

functional groups on the spectral emission signatures in LIBS. CN, C2, and NH 

molecular bands were identified along with atomic lines corresponding to C, H, N, 

and O. Molecular signatures were prominent in femtosecond LIB spectra whereas 

atomic emission lines dominated the ns-LIB spectra. 

2. The correlation studies of emission intensities with C–C, C=C, C–N, and C=N bonds 

and % O revealed that in case of ablation with fs pulses, CN species were formed 

mostly from native CN bonds while C2 species were formed mostly from 

fragmentation of C–C, C=C bonds. This shows the advantage of fs pulses towards 

identification and discrimination of organic molecules, as the mitigated plasma-

ambiance interaction. However, in the case of ablation with ns pulses, CN and C2 are 

formed from other secondary sources as well.  

3. The possible pathways for formation and depletion of CN and C2 species were 

accounted by evaluating the thermodynamic parameters such as standard enthalpy 

change (ΔHr), Gibbs free energy change (ΔGr), and equilibrium constant (Keq) of 

various reactions by considering the transient LPP as a thermodynamic system. The 

reaction of C and C2 with atmospheric nitrogen N2 to form CN seems to be in 

equilibrium. The formation of CN is more favorable via the reaction of C and C2 with 

N. 

4.  The significant impact of the type and position of substituents on the spectral 

emission signatures was evaluated using atomization to fragmentation ratio (CN/C2 

ratio). The substituents, Me, OMe, and NH2, in the order of increasing electron 

releasing tendency, served to increase the electron density in the ring thus limiting the 

extent of delocalization of the pi-electron cloud in the aromatic ring. On the other 

hand, the electronegative ‘O’ atom (in OMe) and N atom (in NH2) pull away the 

electrons leading to a reduction in electron density in the aromatic ring, thus 

facilitating the delocalization of π-electrons and increasing the chances of atomization 

(i.e. higher CN/C2 ratio). Furthermore, we concluded that the position of the –NH2 

group played a crucial role in the stability of the aromatic ring. When the –NH2 group 

was in the para position, the extensive H-bonding (intramolecular) with –NO2 groups 

on either side prevented the lone pair electrons on N from coupling with the p-

electron cloud of the aromatic ring thus promoting p-electron delocalization and 

increasing the probability of atomization.  
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5. The molecular sum to atomic sum (MSAS) ratio (CN + C2)/(C + H + N + O) obtained 

with fs excitation in air correlated very well with various energetic parameters i.e. 

oxygen balance, velocity of detonation, detonation pressure, heat of detonation for 

both the ortho and para substituted triazole derivatives. The MSAS ratio can, 

therefore, be a reliable performance metric for energetic compounds. 

6. The fs and ns LIBS spectra of these HEMs were discriminated using principal 

component analysis (PCA). The PCA results demonstrate a very good classification of 

these HEMs with both fs and ns excitations. 

7. For the first time, to the best of our knowledge, we have demonstrated the 

classification of HEMs in true standoff distances up to ~2 m and at ~6.5 m/~8 m using 

fs filament induced breakdown technique (fs ST-FIBS) in laboratory conditions. 

These studies were carried out systematically in three configurations (i) ST-FIBS1 

studies up to 2m (configuration 1), (ii) Remote-LIBS studies (configuration 2) (iii) 

ST-FIBS2 studies at ~6.5 m/~8 m (configuration 3). Two collection systems i.e. ME-

OPT-0007 (ANDOR) and Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope of different sizes, aperture 

window (2'' and 6'') and transmission capabilities (200-900 nm and 370-900 nm) were 

used in configuration 1 and configuration 2 and 3, respectively. 

8. Our studies from configuration 1 and configuration 2 revealed that (a) the filament 

generating conditions can significantly affect the generated plasma (b) the signal (or 

photons) entering collection system decreases due to the decrease in solid angle (1/R2) 

as sample distance (R) increases and evidently resulting in decreased SNR.  As the 

standoff distance increased, the variance accounted by first three PCs together has 

decreased from 99% to 52%, which is related to the decrease in intensity of essential 

spectral features. However, when the PCA was performed on R-LIBS spectra of 

HEMs, the first three PCs accounted for 88% of the variance, which is similar to the 

result obtained at 50 cm standoff distance. Thus, employing big collection optics such 

as telescopes is essential for remote/standoff experiments. 

9. Difference between the ablation efficiency of tightly focused fs pulses to the fs 

filaments has been understood from R-LIBS (10 cm/~8.5 m) and ST-FIBS (~6.5 m/~8 

m) studies of metals. The fluence at the interaction zone is much higher in case of 

tightly focused fs pulses compared to the loosely focused filaments. The reduced 

ablation efficiency of fs filaments lead to the small ablation crater and as well in 

cooler plasma (with less atomic, ionic and electron density) conditions and decreased 
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SNR. Further, we have also demonstrated that ICCDs which offer high gain can be 

utilized to examine in such cases for better results in standoff experiments. 

10. Metals and alloys (Al, Cu, brass, and stainless steel), bimetallic (Ag@Au and 

Ag@Cu) targets with varying concentration were successfully analyzed using fs ST-

FIBS technique at ~6.5 m in configuration 3. The variation in characteristic intensities 

of constituent transitions in bimetallic targets with respect to their weight percentages 

demonstrated the promise of femtosecond filaments for ST analytical applications. 

The results obtained from PCA analysis (batch wise and all together) clearly 

demonstrated that the ST-FIBS technique is adept in classifying targets with similar 

composition.  

11. A good classification of ST-FIBS spectra (in 375-390 nm spectral region) of 

nitroimidazoles was obtained using PCA, where first three PCs together accounted for 

87% (84%, 2%, and 1%) of variance present in the multivariate data. Only CN 

molecular band region (375-390 nm) was considered for PCA analysis as there are no 

other important spectral features present in it. Likewise, the normalized ST-FIBS 

spectra in the 375-390 nm were analyzed through PCA. First three PCs together 

accounted for 92% (90%, 1%, and 1%) of variance present in the multivariate data. 

Though slight high variance was accounted in the normalized spectral analysis, the 

classification was not much clear. Hence, normalization of data may not lead to better 

classification in all times and supervised classifications techniques will be potential in 

such situations. 

12. Several researchers have utilized NELIBS technique to enhance the LIBS signal of 

analyte in the presence of nanoparticles [1]. A two-factor enhancement in LIBS signal 

of Cu and Ag targets was achieved using AgNPS and AuLAL NPs respectively. 

Enhancement in Cu LIBS signal (a) increased as the concentration of AgNPs drop-

casted increased (b) decreased as the fluence delivered on the target is decreased by 

moving the target above from the geometrical focus.   

13. LIBS and NELIBS spectra of nitroamino (NHNO2) substituted aryl-tetrazole (an 

energetic molecule) was recorded in the absence and presence of the Ag NPs. A two 

factor enhancement was obtained in both C and CN molecular bands. Enhancement of 

LIBS signal from HEMs in the presence of Ag NPs was investigated in standoff 

mode. Likewise, a two-factor enhancement in CN molecular band of TNT (in bulk) 

was observed in presence of NPs in comparison to ST FIBS and ST NE-FIBS. 
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Furthermore, potential of NEFIBS technique was demonstrated by recording the trace 

of CL-20 deposited on Cu target, 50 µl (1 mg) of CL-20 solution (50 mM solution, 22 

mg dissolved in 1 ml of acetone) was drop casted on Cu target over 1 cm2 area.  

6.2 Future scope 

Through the substantial results accomplished from this thesis work, there is a lot of 

scope and necessity to perform several other systematical studies to demonstrate the 

advantage of fs LIBS/FIBS for explosive detection in proximal as well as standoff mode.  

 LIBS studies of several other energetic materials are required to critically analyze 

the formation of molecular radicals and species since the pressure, vacuum or 

surrounding gas [2], pulse duration [3] and shock wave produced in the laser 

ablation process [4] can affect their formation. 

  

 The general proximal LIBS studies to understand the molecular formation in 

organic materials can be combined (or correlated/or extended) with other 

techniques such as selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS) [5], time 

of flight mass spectroscopy (TOF-MS) [6] to gather more insight on stability, 

sensitivity, and the reactive mechanism of explosives [7].  

 

 Standard energetic materials such as HMX, RDX, CL-20, and TNT etc. should be 

investigated thoroughly with ns/ fs excitations. The obtained LIBS spectral 

signatures will be then correlated with their detonation parameters to corroborate 

the results that we achieved in case of triazole derivatives. This can establish LIBS 

as a potential laboratory scale technique to measurement or approximate or 

evaluate the detonation parameters. 

 

 The fs ST-FIBS experiments (in this thesis) were mainly focused at:  

 Delivering of fs pulses to standoff distances in the form of filaments  

 Collection of optical emissions from the distant target materials  

 Qualitative elemental analysis (especially in the case of bimetallic targets and 

geological rocks) and 
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 Discrimination of HEMs and other materials (metals, bimetallic targets, 

geographical rocks) using PCA.  

 

 In continuation of these studies, the next standoff FIBS experiments will focus on:  

 Optimization of ST-FIBS acquisition parameters such as gate delay, gate 

width and gain of ICCD for various materials especially for explosives to 

achieve good SNR. 

 Acquiring the fs ST-LIBS spectra of all common/standard explosives.  

 Develop superior supervised algorithms such as PLS-DA, ANN, etc. for 

exemplary and unambiguous detection. 

 Extending the ST-FIBS detection studies to 15-20 m using advanced 

telescopes with optimized collection efficiency and throughput to the 

spectrometer. 

 Investigation of a few hybrid techniques such as LIBS-Raman technique to 

embrace the advantages of both the methodologies for effective explosives 

detection.  

 Perform detailed studies on the types and properties of filaments produced 

and, consequently, their effects on the LIBS plasma will enable the 

development of an efficient technique for ST trace analysis of any material. 

 

 Further, systematic NE-LIBS (proximal) and NE-FIBS (in standoff mode) 

experiments are warranted for the trace detection of HEMs. The primary focus in 

these set of experiments is to  

 (a) Optimize the laser energy and the NE-LIBS spectral acquisition 

parameters. 

 (b) Utilize plasmonic nanoparticles (Ag, Au and Cu NPs) of different shape 

and size. 

 (c) Use plasmonic thin film coated substrates to overcome the limitations in 

the drop casting of NPs. 

 (d) to record NE-FIBS spectra of traces of standard high energy materials such 

as HMX, RDX, CL-20, and TNT, etc. and classify them using supervised 

algorithms. 
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Finally, we believe that with the latest developments in the sources (of fs pulses) and the 

detectors it will not be a difficult task to make compact (portable) LIBS systems for field 

deployment. A combination of two or three lenses can be used to focus fs pulses at the 

desired standoff position and thus the working distance can be changed by adjusting the 

distance between lenses. However, it is crucial to understand the complex focusing 

dynamics of fs pulses [8] and optimize the pulse energy as they affect LIBS signal 

strength. Recently, it has also been demonstrated that either part of the LIBS spectra [9] 

or part of the echellograms  [10] itself can be utilized effectively in 

discrimination/classification studies implying the reduction in algorithm time, complexity 

and increase in the sampling rate. Further, ultrashort pulse fiber lasers can also be used 

for portable applications owing to their compact size, minimized background 

emission  [11]. Thus, in conclusion, fs laser pulses can be potentially deployed in field for 

standoff detection due to their appealing features such as (i) lesser intrusion of air, 

stoichiometric ablation with fs pulses  [12] (ii) minimized contribution from the substrate 

(crater depth attained in fs filament ablation is smaller in comparison with those obtained 

using fs/ns pulses) [3] (iii) formation of intense long propagating filaments and when 

augmented with telescopes of large f-number, efficient pulse delivery with an easy user 

interface assisted with superior multivariate analysis algorithm will result in efficient 

trace detection of hazardous materials of interest  [13].  
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